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FOREWORD

I have very great pleasure in acceding to the

desire of my colleague and student Dr S. Padmanabhan
to write a foreword to the printed version of his

doctoral thesis on the Life and works of Sri Parasara

Bhatta.

Parasara Bhatta is one of the key figures in the

evolution of the Visistadvaita school of thought and

one of the most distinguished preceptors in the

guruparampara of this school. Although one may
say of this school that it is more theological than

philosophical in the thought content of its preceptors,

yet one has to reckon with the fact that in the

Indian Philosophical tradition, the goal of philosophical

speculation is to be attained through religious

observance.

In the evolution of the great school of Visistadvaita,

the moving hymns of the Alvars played a notable

role. The adoration of the Lord in all His numerous

manifestations filled the Alvars with an awesome

intensity of joy. One can imagine the fervour of

their contemplation of the Lord and their eagerness
to have the profoundest experience of Him as the

goal of all living and being in this world. Sri Ranganatha

Muni, Ramanuja, Yamunacarya, Parasara and

Vedanta Desika to name only a few of the celebrated

founders and speculative thinkers of this school



devotion to whom is the purpose of existence and

the means of salvation.

The study of Parasara Bhatta's available works

both original and expository that Dr Padmanabhan

has given us in this work is a valuable contribution

to our knowledge of the thought and achievement

of this great figure in the Visistadvaita school. This

work shows earnestness, profound understanding and

scholarly integrity on the part of the author and

it has an easy style which makes for pleasant reading.

I commend the scholar for giving us this extremely
useful study of the numerous works of Parasara

Bhatta.

Dr N. VEEZfflNATHAN



PUBLISHER'S FOREWORD

Sri Parasara Bhatta was an important and

distinguished writer and preceptor of the

post-Ramanuja and pre-Vedanta Desika period of

the Visistadvaita Philosophy. He was the son of the

celebrated Sri Kurattalvan a close associate of Sri

Ramanuja. It is well-known in tradition that it was

Kurattalvan, the author of Pancastava, who helped
/ /

Sri Ramanuja in writing the Sribhasya. Following

his father Parasra Bhatta too wrote many works for

the development and propagation of this glorious

tradition.

Though many of the works of Parasara Bhatta

were often printed yet no systematic effort was made

to study the available works of Parasra Bhatta

collectively. This long
- felt need is satisfied now

by the present writer Dr Padmanabhan.

A close study of this work would reveal many
facets about the Srivaisnava tradition of thought. The

characteristics of a Srivaisnava, his devotion to the

acarya and Supreme lord and other details are well

brought out in this work. Many interesting details

regarding the life and date of Parasara are recorded

faithfully. The stotra-s of Parasara Bhatta are

marvellous pieces of lyrical poetry with philosophical

import. The Tattvaratnakara- fragments point out

Parasara as a master dialectician of the pre-Vedanta



Desika period. The Visnu- sahasranamabhasya of

Bhattar brings out the importance of the Bhagavata

cult and the glorious and innumerable auspicious

qualities of the Supreme Lord.

The Visistadvaita Research Centre has dedicated

itself for the noble task of the propagation and

publication of the work of the ancient as well as

modern writers. Many such books have already been

published by the centre. We are pleased to add

one more - the present book by Dr Padmanabhan

to that list of publications to the learned readers.

(S.V.S. RAGHAVAN)
Chairman

VISHISHTADVAITA RESEARCH CENTRE
MADRAS.



PREFACE

Parasara Bhatta occupies a pre-eminent position

among the Srinivasanava-acarya-s belonging to the

post-Ramanuja period. As a matter of fact he

was a younger contemporary of Sri Ramanuja (1 1th

cent. A.D.) and was the son of Kurattaivan,

Ramanuja' s foremost disciple. According to one

tradition Parasara was also the spiritual successor

of Ramanuja.

The contributions of Ramanuja and his

predecessor Yamuna to Visistadvaita have received

the attention of scholars. The post-Parasara

polymath Vedaanta Desika and his works have

also been attracting scholars from time to time.

One of the great predecessors of Vedanta Desika

who considerably influenced his thinking was

Parasara. Dr. G. Oberhammer of Vienna University

(Austria) made an analysis of the fragments from

Parasara' s Tattvaratnakara which are preserved

in Vedanta Desika's works. Parasara's stotra--s

have also been published with Tamil explanation

by Sri P.B. Annangaracharya Svamin of

Kanchipuram. The Astaslokl and Visnu-

sahasranamabhasya of Parasara have also been

published with English translation and explanatory

notes by Sri T. Bheemacharya and Prof. A.

Srinivasaaghavan respectively. The commentary on

the Tiruneduntantaka stanza and the Tirumanjana-

kavi- s are also published. Still no attempt has

so far been made to study all the available works

of Parasara in a synthesize manner with a view

to evaluate his contribution to the growth and

development of the Srivaisnava religion and

philosophy, which is now known as the Visistadvaita.



The present book is a humble effort to fill in

this gap.

If is now my plesant duty to thank all who

helped me to prepare this book. I wish to express

my sincere and grateful thanks to Dr M.

Narasimhacharya, Professor and Head of the

Department of Vaishnavism, University of Madras,
for having suggested this topic and guided me
at every stage. But for his valuable guidance, this

book could not have taken this form.

I am extremly thankful to Dr N. Veezhinathan,
Professor and Head of the Department of Sanskrit,

University of Madras for his kind help,

encouragement and to the foreword. My thanks

are due to the authorities of the University of

Madras for permitting me to carry on the research

in the Department of Sanskrit.

I am grateful to the Vishishtadvaita Research

Centre and particularly to Sri S.V.S. Raghavan
who gave the consent to publish the book through
the Centre by readily giving his foreword.

My sincere thanks are due to my friend Sri

L. Kumaraswamy who helped me in preparing the

Appendices, and to Dr V.K.S.N. Raghavan,

Professor, Dept. of Vaishvasism, University f Madras

for going through the proof material.

I thank Mr. S. Babu Rajendran, Assistant Section

Officer Department of Sanskrit, for typing out the

manuscript neatly,

Madras (S. PADMANABHAN)
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SRI PARASARA BHATTA
fflS LIFE AND DATE

All systems of philosophy bearing upon Vedic

authority draw their inspiration from the triple canonvical

texts (prasthanatraya), namely, the Upanisad-$, the

Brahma-sutra-s and the Bhagavad-glta. Teachers like

Sankara, Bhaskara and Ramanuja and others interpreted

these texts in accordance with their own systems of

philosophy. As is well-known, the Visistadvaita system

which owes its inspiration and authority to the works

of earlier mystic saints like Nammalvar and Tirumangai

Alvar, and teachers like Nathamuni (C. 9th century) and

Yamunacarya (A.D. 918-1038) received a systematic

exposition and canonical interpretation from the great

Ramanujacarya (A.D. 1017-1137). The name -

Visistadvaita is to be understood as the name of a system

which recognizes the "oneness" of the Supreme Being

who is qualified by the gross and subtle forms of the

sentient and insentient entities, at the two states of the

manifestation and dissolution of the universe.
1 The concept

that the Lord is the Soul and that the world of men

and matter constitutes His body, has bedome one of

the cardinal tenets of this school.
2

This system from

the religious standpoint is known as Srivaisnavism. This

term suggests the importance of Sri or LaksmI in this

school as the mother of entire creation and as the

inseparable and ever approachable, compassionate and

bountiful consort of the Lord. It is also to be noted

that Visistadvaita can be appreciated not merely as a

system of philosophy but as a synthetic and integrated
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school of religious philosophy. The circumstances under

which this school originated and developed, and its liberal

Catholicism as can be seen from the life-accounts of

Ramanuja and his successors, are quite well known.

Scholars opine that this system came into being in response
to the popular demand and as a solution to the day-to-day

problems of the common man. 3

/

Another important aspect of the Srivaisnava school

of thought is that it relies upon the authority of the

Tamil compositions of the God-intoxicated saints called

Alvar-s whose inspired utterances are traditionally

recorded and handed down under the name

Divyaprabandha, running to almost 4,000 in number.

Another stream of tradition that has made this system
a real triveni is the Agama tradition with its two-fold

division as Pancaratra and Vaikhanasa. Inheriting this

inspiring revelation and tradition and combining his own

intuition, Ramanuja built up a meaningful system which

in later years became a symbol of great authority and

developed a vast literature, offering great solace to the

layman tormented and tortured by the trammels of the

worldly life.
4

/

As already stated, Nathamuni was the first Srivaisnava

teacher of South India. His two works, the Nyayatattva

and the Yogarahasya are lost to posterity for all practical

purposes. However, some passages of the Nyayatattva
culled from different sources have already been studied

by scholars.
5

Yamunacarya, his grandson, known under the popular
name Alavandar, is the next important teacher of this

school.
6 He wrote six works bearing upon the Vedic

authority and Agamic validity. His Agamapramanya
establishes the authority of the Pancaratragama-. He
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wrote the Siddhitraya in three sections called Atma-siddhi,

Isvara-siddhl and Samvit-siddhi dealing with the essential

nature of the Individual Self, the Lord and knowledge

respectively. His Gitarthasamgraha is an epitome of the

Bhagavadgfta in thirty-two verses incorporating the

traditional interpretation of the Gita which he received

from his own teacher, Snramamisra. The Catusslokl in

four verses discusses the nature ofLaksmi and her position

in this system. The Stotraratna is a masterly lyric of

poetic grandeur glorifying the Lord in His heavenly abode

and focusing His unconditional grace which is the

redemptive factor in the life of suffering humanity. Yamuna
is said to have written the Parusanirnaya also, which

is lost to us. It must have been in existence at the time

of Vedanta Desika (13th century AD.) since he refers

to it in some of his works.
i

Yamunacarya was succeeded by Sri Ramanuja, the

most important exponent of Visistadvaita. He wrote nine

works and made an invaluable contribution to the
/

Visistadvaita Vedanta. His Sribhasyfr is an extensive

commentary on the Brahmasutra-$ of Badarayana. In his

Vedarthasaiiigraha, Ramanuja synthesises the conflicting

passages of the Upanisad-s in contradistinction to the

other schools of thought. His Vedantadipa and

Vedantasara are the shorter versions of his own
/

commentary on the Brahmasutra-s, that is, the Siibhasya.
/ /

His Gadyatraya comprising Saranagati, Sriranga and

Vaikuntha- gadya-$ explains the concept of whole-hearted

surrender called Saranagati according to this system,

the glory of Lord Ranganatha, the presiding deity at

Srlrangam (Tamilnadu) and the highest abode of the Lord,

Srivaikuntha. In his Nityagrantha, Ramanuja explains the

daily routine to be observed by a Srivaisnava.
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The first and foremost among the disciples of Sri

Ramanuja was Srlvatsankamisra also known as
Srlvatsacihna, Kuresa, Kuranatha and Kurattalvan. The
first two names indicate that he was

originally called
by a synonym of Visnu. The rest of the names suggest
that he was the 'lord' or an important person from the
village Kuram near KancTpuram in Tamilnadu. Hagiological
works state that he faced the fury of the Cola King
Kulottunga I for the sake of his master and 'lost his
eyes. Traditional works like the Divyasiiricarita and
Prapannamrta state that Kuresa was very close to

Ramanuja and was extremely helpful to his master in

composing the Sribhasya. Kuresa was the author of five
lyrics of exquisite. charm. They are the Atimanusastava
the Sundarabahustava, the Varadarajastava the
Vaikunthastava and the Snstava. He is the 'second
Srlvaisnava teacher to compose lyrics in praise of the
Lord, Yamuna being the first to do so.

/

Sri Parasara Bhatta, the son of Kurattalvan and Andal,
is an important Srlvaisnava teacher whose contribution
to Visistadvaita is the subject of the present study. He
is said to be the next spiritual leader after Ramanuja's
demise in A.D. 1137. Another popular view is that

Tirukkurukaippiranpillan was the immediate spiritual
successor of Ramanuja.

8

According to works on hagiology
Parasara Bhatta, henceforth to be referred to as Parasara
was born as a result of the grace of Lord Rariganatha

9

He was the elder one of the twins born to his mother
It is also stated that to perpetuate the memory of Parasara,
the author of Visnupurana, this child was named Parasara
Bhatta and the other child as Vedavyasa Bhatta by Sri

Ramanuja himself.
10

Since Parasara was also officiating
as the chief priest and expounding the purana-s in the
Srlrangam temple, he was also named as the purohita
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of Lord Srlranganatha (Srirangesa-purohitah).
11 As a

youth he is said to have defeated a famous Advaita teacher

Madhavadasa of Melkote (Tirunarayanapuram). It is stated

that the scholarly duel went on for a week and that

finally Madhavadasa accepted his defeat and becme a

disciple of Parasara under a new name Ranganatha,

consequent to his conversion of Srlvaisnavism. Ranganatha
is popularly known as Nanjlyar in Tamil and is the

celebrated commentator on the Srisukta and also on the

Tiruvaymoli of Nammalvar. It is said that he wrote the

commentary on the Tiruvaymoli at the ^instance of

Parasara. The elaborate commentary Ida on the

Tiruvaymoli is replete with several instances of how
Parasara interpreted and explained (nirvaha-s) some of

the knotty passages of the Tiruvaymoli in accordance

with the spirit of the school.

DATE OF PARASARA BHATTA

The date of Parasara Bhatta is a moot point. While

there is unanimity in accepting him as a spiritual teacher

after Ramanuja's demise in A.D. 1137, the exact date

of his birth could not be decided. The traditional records

give the month and the day of his birth as Vrsabhamasa

and Anuradhanaksatra, but do not mention the year.

Naturally scholars have proposed different years

corresponding to the birth of Parasara. One such date

of Parasara's birth is A.D. 1062.
12

According to some,

however, this varies from A.D. 1073 to 1078.
14 The

Guruparampara of Brahmatantra-svatantra-svamin in

(A.D. 15th cent.) gives Subhakrt as the year of his birth

in Kali 4163. 15
This corresponds to Friday the 24th

May of A.D. 1062. 16 Another tradition gives the date

of Parasara's demise as Sukla Dvadasfin the Jaya year.
17

This corresponds to Wednesday, llth November,
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A.D. 1 1 14.
18 But how far this traditional date is reliable

is yet to be proved, for tradition says that Parasara lived

only for about 30 years.
19

In order to arrive at the approximate date of Parasara,

we have to rely upon the chronology of incidents that

took place during the life-time of Ramanuja and Parasara.

History avers that due to the persecution by the Cola

king Kulottunga I, Ramanuja moved to Melkote (in the

modern Karnataka State). There he converted the Hoyasla

king Bitti Deva from Jainism to Srlvaisnavism and gave
him the new name Visnuvardhana. According to the

Guruparamparaprabhava the Cola persecution took place
after the marriage of Parasara

20 and the year of this

Cola persecution is-given as A.D. 1098.
2I

Tradition avers

that Ramanuja was in exile for 14 to 16 years. The
conversion of the Hoyasala King took place in A.D. 1 1 1 6.

22

So it appears that Ramanuja might have moved to Melkote

only at the beginning of the 12th century.

According to the Guruparamparaprabhava, Parasara

got initiated into
t^e

sacred lore after his upanayana

(sacred-thread investiture ceremony) at the right age. It

was the practice in ancient India to have this sacred

initiation at the age of eight.
23

Parasara had his education

for sometime and then he got married to a girl
- Akkacci

by name.
24
Although in some genealogical charts preserved

in some ancient families we find a son was born to

Parasara under the name Madhya-pratoli-Bhattarya, we
have no authentic record corroborating this point.

25 At

the time of his marriage Parasara must have been at

least 15 years old and the marriage should have taken

place towards the end of 1 1th century or at the beginning

of the 12th century. This gives the year of birth of Parasara

around A.D. 1085 to A.D. 1090.
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According to the same traditional account there was

i difference of opinion betweeen Parasara and the then

(ing Vlrasundara. It is stated that Parasara objected to

he King's demolishing the house of a Vaisnava to raise

he outer wall of the Srirangam temple. As a result Parasara

ncurred the displeasure of the king and had to live at

Pirukkottiyur in the district of Pudukkottai in Tamilnadu.

t is also stated that he returned to Srirangam only after

/irasundara' s death.
26 However there is no historical

evidence to show that there existed a king by the name
/irasundara during this period. Yet this Vlrasundara may
>e one of the several titles of the contemporary King

Lajaraja n or he might have been a vassal of the Cola

[ing Rajaraja n. Parasara returned to Srirangam from

"irukkottiyur after Vlrasundara's demise and continued

3 live for some time and then was followed by Nanjiyar,

s his spiritual successor.

It is safe to conclude, therefore, that Parasara might
ave lived upto 60 or 70 years taking into consideration

le facts mentioned above concerning his parentage and

piritual authority invested in him by Sri Ramanuja.
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CHAPTER H
THE WORKS OF PARASARA BHATTA -

A BRIEF ANALYSIS

Parasara Bhatta who is thus reputed to have been

a great successor of Ramanuja was a prolific writer of

great distinction. All his works-in Sanskrit or in Tamil-bear

the impress of his amazing scholarship and unquestionable
command of the language concerned. He wrote twelve

works - ten in Sanskrit and two in Tamil apart from

a good number of stray verses in Sanskrit. He is also

credited with several original interesting elucidations and

interpretations of some passages of Divyaprabandha which

are popular in the learned traditional circles as nirvaha-s.

Of the Sanskrit works only six are available in full and

all of them are printed. They are: the Astaslokl, the

Kriyadlpa, -the Bhagavadgunadarpana (Visnu-sahasra

namabhasya), the Srigunaratnakosa, the Sriranganatha

stotra and the Srlrangarajastava. His three other Sanskrit

works, namely, the Adhyatmakhandadvaya-vivarana, or

Vyakhya, the Tattvaratnakara and the Laksmlkalyana
nataka are available only in a few fragments preserved
in the quotations of Vedanta Desika. Parasara 's another

work, the Subalopanisad-vivarana is quoted for once by
Nrsimhadeva in his commentary Anandadayinl on the

Sarvarthasiddhi which is an auto-commentary by Vedanta

Desika on his Tattvamuktakalapa. Of his Tamil

compositions, the Kaisikapurana, also known as

Kaisika-mahatmya is available in print. His elaborate

commentary on a particular stanza -
Maivannanarungunji

forming part of the celebrated Tamil work

Tiruneduntantakam of Tirumangai Alvar, which itself

forms part of the second thousand of the Divyaprabandha
is also available in print.

2 As for the wuktaka-s (stray
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verses) mentioned earlier, they are recited on different

occasions and form part of an unbroken living tradition

in the South Indian Srivaisnava temple liturgies. There

is also a eulogy, called Gosthlstava attributed to our

author- As the name suggests, it is in praise of

lirukkottiyur, a pilgrim town in the Pudukkottai District

3f Tamilnadu. In Sanskrit this place is called GosthipurL
Fhis hymn is in ten verses of which the first and the

ast describe the presiding deity called Saumya-narayana.
Verses 2 to 9 describe the town in terms of its scenic

Beauty, sanctity and the river called Manimuttaru. Other

points of interest mentioned by the author are that the

Tamil Saint Tirumangai Alvar sang in praise of this deity

ind that Ramanuja used to visit this place quite often

o meet his preceptor Gosthipurna. However, this work

loes not appear to have been written by Parasara. The

stotra seems to end abruptly; the style also does not

;ommend itself as that of Parasara. But for the opening

ledicatory stanza (called Tanian in Tamil) which runs

hus -

snparasara-bhattaryah snrangesa-purohitah
sffvatsankasutah sriman sreyase me'stu bhuyase

here is no other evidence that it is the work of Parasara.

Given below is a brief account of all the available

/orks of Parasara:

1) ASTASLOKI

As the very name indicates this work is in eight

erses. Marked by brevity and clarity, this explains the

ssence of the three important secrets of the Srivaisnava

^ligion and philosophy, namely, the astaksara, the dvaya
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mantra Om namo narayanaya, held in very high esteem

by a Srlvaisnava. It is to be repeated every day along
with the dvayamantra. 'Dvaya' means a pair and this

is the name given to the mantra with six padas (words),

namely 'snmannarayana-caranau saranam prapadye,
snmate narayanaya namah'. This expression brings out

the total surrender of the devotee to the lotus -feet of

Lord Narayana who forms the Supreme Godhead along
with His consort SrL As for the caramasloka the verse

sarvadharman, etc., of the BhagavadgM (18-66) is of

great importance to the Srlvaisnava-s- since according
to them, it pinpoints wholehearted surrender as the

effective means of salvation.

Parasara' s Astaslokl, couched in such long metres

as SikharinI, Sardalavikridita and Sragdhara very

effectively brings out the importance of these three secrets

which form
part of the daily recitation and routine of

an orthodox Srlvaisnava. The first four verses are devoted

to the explanation of the astaksara, the next two expound
the dvaya and the last two, the Caramasloka.

(2) KRIYADlPA

Strictly speaking this work appears to be an ascription,

although tradition believes it to have been certainly

composed by Parasara. That it might have been composed
by someone and fathered upon Parasara cannot be ruled

out. This is so because Vedanta Desika in his

Rahasyatrayasara quotes the following three verses as

from the Nityagrantha of Parasara (Bhattar nityam):

"pranavodita
- tacchesabhavo'ham nijakarmabhih

ahamkara -
mamatvabhyamabhibhuto 'pyatah param

tacchesatvanusandhanapurva -tacchesavrttikah

bhuyasamityamum bhavam vyanakti nama ityadah
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srutismrtyuditam karma yavacchakti paratmanah

aradhanatvenapadya sordhvapundrasca tarpayet"?

Further the seventy-two verses of the extant text do not

show anything new or interesting since the Nityagrantha
of Ramanuja composed a little before Parasara's work
had already been popular with the devout Srivaisnava-s

in the performance of their daily religious rites. However
it appears that every spiritual teacher of those days was

obliged to compose one nitya-grantha (routine manual)
for the benefit of his own disciples and followers. As

such, one cannot rule out the possibility of Parasara's

composing a nltya-grantha for the benefit of his own
followers too. But the point on hand is that the text

referred to by Vedanta Desika as the Nitya-grantha
of Parasara seems to be different from the one available

to us as the Knyadfpa of Parasara. The work called

Ahnika-grantha compiled by one Srlrariganatha-

yatlndra-mahadesika, the twenty-sixth head of the

pontifical chair of the Ahobilamath (early part of the

1 9th century) refers to the work of Parasara as having
been consulted for its composition. However no quotation
from Kriyadipa is found in this Ahnikagrantha.*

(3) THE BHAGAVADGUNADARPANA

This is the name of Parasara's masterly commentary
on the Visnusahasranama which forms part of the

Anusasanaparvan of the Mahabharata. It has to be

mentioned that of all the available works of Parasara

this is the only one written in prose. It appears that

Parasara wrote it in contradistinction to Sankara's

commentary on the Visnusahasranama, which was

obviously written from the Advaitic standpoint. In his
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efficacy and popularity of this stotra and then explains
at length the tattva (reality or truth), hita (means)
and purusartha (the human end) according to the

Visistadvaita school. True to the Srlvaisnava concept, the

author brings out the glory of the Supreme Lord as saguna
(with qualities). He also discusses other important tenets

of this school such as the body-soul relation

(sarlra-atma-bhava) between the world and the Lord,
the state of release, the supremacy of the Lord and
His inseparable relation with Sri, His consort. Another

noteworthy feature of this commentary is that it quotes

profusely not only from the Upanisad-s and Epics but

also from the Pancaratra texts such as the Satvata, and

the Pauskara Samhita-s and from a number of Parana -s

like the Visnu, Bhagavata and Varaha.

(4) SRiGUNARATNAKOSA

This is an elegant hymn addressed to Goddess Sri

comprising sixty-one stanzas.
5
Parasara identifies Goddess

Sri with Slta and identifies her again with Srlranganayakl
the presiding deity at Srlrangam. He describes Sri not

as an elderly matron, not even as a maiden who has

attained efflorescence but as an adolescent girl who is

just in the confluence of childhood and fresh youth, called

by Parasara Saisavayauvana-vyatikara. Another striking

feature of this hymn is that Parasara views LaksmI not

only as the presiding deity of prosperity and plenty, but

also as one who can bless her devotees with remarkable

powers of speech, the art of poesy in particular, through
her mere glance. This is one of the finest devotional

lyrics in the literature of Srlvaisnava stotra-s, kept in

the tradition of day-to-day chanting (parayana) of a devout

Srlvaisnava. Parasara traces the concept of Sri to the
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the glory of Lord Visnu is dependent upon that of His

consort. Rising to supreme heights of poetic charm the

author describes Laksmi as responsible even for the

creation, sustenance and dissolution of the universe,

inspiring Her Lord to carry out these cosmic functions.

The graphic descriptions in which the poet excels in

presenting the glorious picture of Laksmi as the presiding

deity of plenty, prosperity and exquisite charm are

matched by his vivid portrayal of the same Goddess as

the considerate and compassionate mother of all beings

full of the milk of human kindness. Perhaps the concept
of Laksmi' s mediacy (pumsakara) between God and men
owes much to this picture of Laksmi drawn by the author.

Drawing profusely from the episode of Slta in the

Ramayana, Parasara justifies the motherhood of Laksmi

in what may be called the dramatic style of engaging

her Lord in a lively and lovely conversation, pacifying

the anger of Her Lord and assuaging the fear of the

errant child.

(5) SRiRANGANATHA STOTRA

Another beautiful lyric from the pen of Parasara is

the Snranganathastotra in six verses. All the printed
versions of this stotra contain eight verses. Scholars are

of the opinion that the last two are stray verses (muktaka),
which are taken together along with the first six and

chanted among the traditional circles.
6 Known for its

candid and clear style this brings out the pangs experienced

by an ardent devotee when separated from his chosen

deity. Every verse describes the feelings of the poet

yearning for his daily ablutions in the river Kaveri, for

worshipping Lord Ranganatha, for repeating his holy
names and such devotional activities. This stotra again
is in the tradition of daily repetition of an ardent

Srlvaisnava.
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Tradition avers that Parasara composed this stotra

when he had to go away from Srlrangam due to the

displeasure he incurred of the then Cola king VTrasundara.
7

(6) SRIRANGARAJASTAVA

This is the longest and the most important stotra

composed by Parasara. It contains 232 verses and is

divided into two sections called the Purvasataka the earlier

hundred verses and the Uttarasataka - the subsequent
hundred verses. The first section deals at length with

the glory of Lord Ranganatha whom our author calls

Rangaraja, the Emperor or Ruler of Srlrangam. The

Sffvaisnava-agama-s, it may be noted in this context,

state that the Supreme Being should be honoured as

an emperor.
8 True to this tradition Parasara gives a grand

description of Ranganatha - the presiding deity of

Srlrangam, whom he identifies with Lord Visnu the

Supreme Being sung in the sacred literature. Of special

mention are the Lord's innumerable perfections of which

compassion is of utmost significance to the devotee. The

author also provides a very beautiful description of the

temple of Srlrangam, its environs, the Kaverl, the gardens

surrounding the temple and so on.

In contradistinction to the Purvasataka, the

Uttarasataka concerns itself with several issues such

as the supremacy of the Lord, the claims of the other

schools of thought regarding the purport of the Upanisadic

texts, the nature of moksa and the like. Parasara, a

relentless critic of other schools of thought can be seen

in this piece of poetry as an uncompromising champion
of the cause of the Srivaisnava school. It may be pointed

out in this connection that Parasara is following the

example of his illustrious father Srlvatsanka Misra, who
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philosophical disquisitions and criticisms of other schools,

while glorifying certain deities of his own choice. In fact

Yamuna himself has started this technique of clothing

philosophical ideas and criticism of other schools in the

garb of lyric poetry
9

in the Srivaisnava tradition.

7. OTHER WORKS OF PARASARA

f Of the lost works of Parasara, the most important

is perhaps the Tattvaratnakara. About 42 fragments of

this masterly treatise on tattva (the Reality) are available

now exclusively through the quotations by Vedanta Desika.

Composed in mixed prose and verse the Tattvaratnakara

appears to have been an ocean (ratnakara] of several

philosophical concepts of the Visistadvaita school

Although a clear picture of the plan of this work cannot

be obtained due to the incomplete nature of these

quotations, it is still possible to hold that it was a large

work divided into several chapters called prakarana-s
subdivided into several sections called pada-$. The

Nyayaparisuddhi of Vedanta Desika, it may be said,

closely follows this work of Parasara.

G. Oberhammer is of the opinion that the

Tattvaratnakara was never completed by the author and

that even Vedanta Desika might not have known the

fuller text.
10 While tracing the possible reasons for the

loss of the Tattvaratnakara, he states that the political

conditions during the 12th century might have been one

such cause. Or the popularity of the works of earlier

Acarya-s like Yamuna and Ramanuja and especially that

of Ramanuja's Srlbhasya might have led to the

comparative neglect of the Tattvaratnakara. Another

reason, according to the same scholar, could have been

that Parasara's theology foreshadowed the doctrine of

the Tenkalai school and so naturally was not favoured

by the other group, namely, the Vadakalai school.
11

It
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remains to be observed that it is very difficult to posit

any particular reason for the loss of texts in ancient

India. Apart from the reasons mentioned by Oberhammer,
it might also be stated that sheer ravages of time, accidents

and lack of facilities for the preservation of manuscripts
could have contributed to the loss of this monumental
work of Parasara Bhatta.

The Adhyatmakhandadvaya Vivarana has come down
to us only in the form of two quotations found in the

Nyaya-siddhanjana. The first quotation is concerned with

the definition of sarlra (the body) given in the Srlbhasya
of Ramanuja.

12

Introducing this quotation Vedanta Desika

says that some take Ramanuja' s statement as forming
a single definition whereas, others hold it as comprising
three definitions. Desika further says that Parasara Bhatta

in his Adhyatmakhandadvaya vivarana shows his favour

towards the view which holds that this definition contains

in itself three definitions. That is to say that both the

sentient and insentient beings form the body of the Lord

by virtue of their being controlled by the Lord, being

supported by Him and by virtue of their being sub-servient

to the Lord. The same definition holds good for any

physical body.
13

Another quotation from the Adhyatma-
khandadvaya- vivarana found in the Nyayasiddhanjana
mentions the similarity between aisvarya (lordship) and

aksara (kaivalya)
- both of which are different from

liberation (moksa) which is the highest state of bliss.
14

In other words aisvarya is only the joy of experiencing
material objects; aksara which is another name for

kaivalya is the bliss resulting from experiencing one's

own self. These two are two different degrees of joy.
Moksa which constitutes the supreme bliss is therefore

superior to both aksara and aisvarya.
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The Laksmikalyana, another work of Parasara,

known only through three quotations is known to tradition

as a nataka.
15 Vedanta Desika is the only author to quote

a few lines of this work in his Sarasara, which forms

a part of the Sillarairahasyangal, in his Gita-bhasya-

tatparyacandrika and in his Rahasyatrayasara. The

Siddhopayacodana-s&ction of the Rahasyatrayasara refers

to the expression, ananyadhmakalyanam which is a part

of the anustubh verse known to tradition as follows:

ananyadhmakalyanam anyamangalakaranam

jagannidanamadvandvam dvandvam vandamahe

vayam
16

In all probability this could have been the

mangala-sloka of this work. The short 'a' which is an

auspicious symbol with which this verse opens and the

benediction of the namaskriya-type in conformity with

tradition corroborates this point. It refers to the obeisance

done by the poet to the divine pair (Laksml-Narayana)
which is the source of the entire world-manifestation,

which is unparalleled, whose glory is not dependent on

any cause other than Itself and which, in turn, is at

the very root of the auspiciousness, prosperity or glory

of every other being (human or divine).

The other quotation of the Laksmikalyana is from

the Sarasara and it runs as follows:

svayam vastukurvan janamimam akasmat sarasija-

prakarau padmayastava ca caranau nah saranayan
11

This statement appears to have been made by a devotee,

addressing the Lord thus -
4i

(O Lord!) you yourself have

made this person (an indirect reference to the speaker

himself) an existent being and out of motiveless grace
made him (the speaker) whole-heartedly surrender at

the lotus-- feet of Laksml and of your own self." It is
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clear from these two lines forming a part of a verse

couched in sikharim metre, that the poet is
referring

to the motiveless and unconditional grace of Lord Visnu
The care and concern the Lord has for the devotee are

clear from the fact that He makes a man what he is

by showing him the upaya, namely, doing prapatti first

to LaksmI and then to Himself. Vecianta Desika observes
that Parasara, by this statement is voicing the ideas

expressed by Nammalvar in the line

arenakku nin padame saranakattandolmday
1 *

The other quotation from this drama is found in

the Gttabhasyatatparyacandrika of Vedanta Desika.

Commenting on the word daivam of the Gfta text

daivam caiva atra pancamam^

he quotes the following as from the Laksmlkalyana:

dharme pramanam samayastadlyo
v&dasca tattvam ca tadistadaivam.

m

It appears from this half verse composed in the

mdravajra metre that Parasara is listing here the sources
which can be taken as an authority in matters of dharma.

According to him the tradition of meritorious people
(sistas], the Veda-s, the ultimate truth and the deity
chosen by such people form the pram&na in deciding
matters concerning righteousness. But the point for which
Vedanta Desika quotes this passage is that the term daivam
used in the Glta passage daivam caivStra pancamam
actually means devats (a deity) but not fate or any other

being though divine, lesser in importance than the supreme
Being."

1

It may be presumed, on the basis of these three
quotations available, that ParfiSara might have composed
this drama

taking the theme of LaksmI being married
Kl / \ / 1 n *M i . .L ! ^ 1- * i <

* *^
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and other texts. It also appears to deal with some important

concepts of the Visistadvaita school such as saranagati,

the position of Sri and the supremacy of the dual divinity

of Laksml-Narayana. It also, perhaps, deals with other

issues like the means of ascertaining dharma and the

question of one's chosen deity.

The next work, which is also lost to posterity is

the commentary on the Subalopanisad which is generally

referred to as Vyakhya or Vfvarana. The quotation is

as follows:

yaduktam bhattaparasarapadair (subalopanisad-

mvajrane) -
'yadi bhutanamapiprakrtitvam tarhi astau

prakrtayassodasa vikarah iti srateh ka gatiriti cet;

vedopabrmhananipunatara -paramarsisandarsitaiva

gatih; nasmabhistadviruddhanirvahane
'

bhinivesta

vyam'.
22

/

Parasara in his commentary on the Subalopanisad
raises the question as to how the scriptural passage

speaking of eight prakrtf-s (primordial causes) and the

sixteen modifications (vikara-s] can be justified if even

the elements ( bhuta-s) are accepted as the primary causes

(prakrti}. He answers this pxima facie objection by stating

that the great sage Vyasa himself has shown the way
out and as such no effort need be made by us in giving
a different interpretation. The author of the AnandadayinI,

quoting from the Moksadharma of the Mahabharata

explains that avyakta, mahat and ahankara and the five

elements are the eight prakrti-$ in question. The five

organs of knowledge and the five organs of action along
with the five subtle forms of elements (tanmatra-s) and

the mind form the sixteen vikara-s
23

In fact the above quotation is given by the author

of the AnandadayinI as the view anticipated by Vedanta

Desika in the Sarvarthasiddhi by the statement - nana

upabrmhanavisesanusarat,, etc.
24
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Of the Sanskrit works of Parasara which remain to

be enumerated are the Maktaka-$ or stray verses (known
as Tirumanjana Kattiyangal or Tirumanjana Kavis in

Tamil). These verses which are about 50 in number are

recited in the Srirangam temple on occasions like Ekadasi,

Amavasya, Ayana, Telugu and Tamil New Year days
and Brahmotsava. Even today these verses are recited

by the descendants of Parasara Bhatta on the above

occasions. Of these only 28 verses are available in print

and the rest are with Bhattar's family at Srirangam.
25

One of these verses tvam me' ham me received the

attention of Vedanta Desika.
26

Of the Tamil compositions of Parasara mention must

be made of his commentary on the Kaisikapura.ua

(mahatmya) forming part of the Varahapurana (Ch.48)

which is held in high esteem by the Srivaisnava-s.
27

Parasara explains in Tamil the significance of singing

the glory of the Lord at the Brahma-muhurta which is

the main concern of this section of the Varahapurana.
The original text contains 92 verses and is in the form

of a dialogue between Lord Varaha and his consort Bhumi.

Tradition holds that Parasara recited the Kaisikamahatmya
on a particular day, that is, on the twelfth day of the

bright fortnight in the Vrscikamasa (between Nov-Dec.)
in the Srirangam temple and that he was accorded the

rare honour of Brahma-ratha (being carried in a palanquin

by Brahmanas) for his remarkable way of recitation and

interpretation which act won for him the grace of the

Lord.
28

In his introduction to the commentary Parasara

points out that the Purana-s which are meant to

substantiate the teachings of the Veda can be divided

as sattvika, rajasa and tamasa depending upon the

preponderance of the qualities of sattva (serenity), rajas

(activity) and tamas (inertia) respectively found in Lord
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object of glorification in these Parana- s. Since the

quality of sattva is helpful to achieve moksa and since

Lord Visnu is popularly known to be the very embodiment

of sattva, the Purana- which expound His

glory are of primary importance for those who are

interested in attaining salvation. Continuing, Parasara

points out that of aE the incarnations Visnu has taken

such as Matsya, Kurma, Varaha, Sri Rama and Sri Krsna,

the Varaha incarnation is of great significance in

matters concerning the upaya (means) of salvation.

Parasara' s commentary on a particular stanza of

Thirumangai Alvar's Tiruneduntandakam is an important

landmark in the Srivaisnava literature in Tamil. The stanza

in question commences thus:

maivannanarunkunji kulal. .

29

There is no exaggeration in saying that Parasara' s

wonderful powers of exposition and interpretation of the

lyrical beauty of Tirumangai Alvar's composition have

touched the highest acme in this elaborate and versatile

commentary which runs to nearly twenty-two pages in

print. Parasara offers a variety of interpretations for this

verse in the general context of the entire section which

contains 30 stanzas. The interpretations he offers are

from different view -points taking each decade as a unit

closely connected with one another. These standpoints

are those of the mulamantra (the astaksara), the

dvayamantra and the caramasloka^ the three

components of the sacred syllable, namely the letters

a, a and m; and so on. The main point is that the

stanza in question reflects the mood and sentiment of

the Alvar who places himself in the position of a nayika
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and describes to her close confidant, feelings of wonder,

suspense, anxiety, love, fear and thrill she experienced
when she saw her beloved from close quarters as a sort

of agreeable surprise, which confuses her regarding the

real identity of the person, making her almost identify

that person as the Supreme Lord Himself. The inner

idea is that the Supreme Lord (para) with whom the

nayika is in love, no longer appears as inaccessible but

as sulabha (easily accessible). Every line of this

commentary is replete with a variety of references and

quotations from several sources like the Upanisad-$, the

Ramayana and the Gita and Kavya-s like those of

Kalidasa
31 and Bhartrhari,

32
testifying to the wide range

of scholarship of our author and his mastery over the

Divya-prabandham.

In addition to the above works of Parasara we have

quite a few Tamil nirvaha-, which are interpretations

of some of the expressions or passages found in the

Divya-prabandham. These interpretations have come
down to us through the references found in the

commentaries on the Tiruvaymoli such as Arayirappadi,

Onpadinayirappadi and MuppattarayirappadL Parasara

who was an authority on the Divyaprabandham used

to give regular discourses (kalaksepa-) on it in the course

of which he used to explain in his own inimitable style

several important and knotty passages, much to the delight
of his fortunate audience. It is these interpretations,

elucidations, explanations or justifications of Parasara that

are known in tradition as Bhattar-m'rvaham-s.

All the available works of Parasara including the stray
verses will be taken up for a detailed study in the following
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CHAPTER HI

DETAILED STUDY OF THE WORKS

ASTASLOK!

The opening verse of this octad explains the

significance of the three syllables V, V and
4

m'

constituting the pranava with which the astaksarlmantra

(called mantrabrahman by the author) begins. The second

verse deals with the indeclinable 'namah' forming the

middle part of this sacred mantra. The third verse

expounds the significance of the word 'narayanaya' ,

used in the dative case. The fourth verse sets forth the

difficulties that stand in the way of a devotee and suggests

the means of avoiding them. In, the fifth stanza the author

recommends meditation and the benefits which can be

derived from the dvaya mantra. The sixth verse speaks
of the importance of resorting to Laksmi and getting

rid of the feelings of T and 'mine' which constitute

the dasya- attitude congenial for liberation. In the seventh

verse Parasara paraphrases Lord Krsna's assurance found

in the Bhagavadglta
-

(xviii, 66) "sarvadharman

parityajya"...
1

. In the last verse the author appeals to

the Lord that in spite of the above assurance, he is

still unable to decide on what to do. Even the idea of

surrendering to the Lord stems from His grace. As such

he has to wait for salvation, firmly believing that the

Lord would forgive all his sins.

STANZA 1

llie pranava constitutes the three syllables, V, V
and

4m\ 'A' connotes Visnu as the creator, sustainer

and destroyer of the universe as both its instrumental
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individual soul who is a mere instrument subserving the

Lord, meant for His exclusive use and satisfaction. The

syllable V coming in between, indicates the inseparable

relationship between these two with a restriction

(niyamayati}. To explain, the sentient and the insentient

entities are both subservient to the Lord.

STANZA 2

The indeclinable 'namas* which is the second unit

in the sacred mantra (pranava + namo narayanaya)

explains the essential nature of the individual soul. Namah
which literally means 'salutations to', can be split again

into two syllables and is read along with the syllable

'm' of the pranava. Thus we have the clause 'm',
4

na'

and 'mah', which can be interpreted as ma, the jiva,

/2a=not, /??aA=mme (mah is genitive singular of 'm').

In other words it means that the jiva is not for his

own sake. Another interpretation: namah as a single

unbroken unit means 'salutations* which is the means

(upaya) of attaining salvation. Another interpretation: if

we split this indeclinable as 'na+mah' and then take

namah together as a single word, we get the expression

namah na mah. This means that the upaya mentioned

above is not for myself, that is, even that is for the

sake of the Lord. Finally by construing the two syllables

na+mah along with the last word of the mantrabrahman

we arrive at the expression narayanaya na mah, which

means that even the service which is the very purpose
of human existence is for the sake of the Lord and

not for anybody else.

In other words the term namah, connotes that (1)
'

the

individual is the subject of the Lord; (2) the means and

the goal of salvation are also dependent on the will of
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is, kainkarya, called vrtti is meant for the Lord only;

and, that (4) even the upaya is not for the jlva.

STANZA 3

The word narayana used in the fourth case as

narayanaya is explained in this verse. It is composed
of two words nara and ayana, which mean "the abode

of nara-$
J

,
that is, the individual souls which are eternal

(nitya). The expression namo narayanaya means that

T (svayam) exist for the sake of 'a' namely Narayana
and not for my own sake. The dative termination 'ya'

in the expression narayanaya conveys that the service

and devotion of the individual soul under all conditions

and at all times are meant for the Lord alone.

STANZA 4

For one who has the erroneous attachment towards

his body as the self, Parasara offers the advice that one

should constantly contemplate on the third syllable of

'pranava' which is 'iii\ This would help one to get rid

of the mistaken identity that the body is the self, by

enlightening the real nature of the individual soul. If a

man becomes blinded by the feeling that he is an

independent agent of actions, ignoring the fact that he

is always dependent upon the Lord, Parasara advises

him to meditate upon the first sacred sound of the syllable

namely
4

a\ This would put him in the right perspective,

pointing out the supremacy of Lord Visnu. In the case

of those who wrongly believe that they are under the

control of some other beings inferior to the Lord, Parasara

advises them to meditate upon the second syllable V.
This V would bestow upon them a constant awareness

of their relationship with the Lord. Still if an aspirant

feels that he can take care of his own self (atmatrana),
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independent of the Lord, Parasara feels that he should

concentrate on the expression namah (na+mah), which

quickly removes any feeling of individual self-sufficiency.

In the case of those who are carried away by worldly

relationships and ties of blood, such persons should

constantly remind themselves of the word narayana. This,

as explained earlier, points to the Lord as the ultimate

goal of all human endeavour. Lastly, if the aspirant is

enslaved by the sensual enjoyments, he should think

repeatedly of the connotation of the dative suffix 'ya '>

2

which means 'for the sake of. This, at once, brings

him to the senses and reminds him of the fact that he

is
4

for the sake of Lord Narayana', and that sensual

enjoyment is not the summum bonum ofhuman existence.

Parasara wants to drive home the point that the

mantrabrahman offers full protection to the erring

individual soul provided he cares to recite it everyday.
It never fails him and always shows him the correct

path by pointing out the exact relationship in which he

stands with the Supreme Being.

STANZA 5

The first four verses thus explain the significance
of the astaksari-mantra which forms the first of the

Rahasyatraya of the Srlvaisnava school. In the fifth stanza,

Parasara explains the significance of the dvaya-mantra,
that is, srimannarayanacaranau saranam prapadye and
srimate narayanaya namah. This mantra has two parts
in it comprising six words. The first term Sri which
is the name of the consort of Lord Narayana connotes

the .sense of guidance or leadership (netrtvam}. It is

Goddess Sri who ushers the devotee unto the Lord, pleads
on behalf of the devotee and ultimately secures his
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The termination matup in srlman indicates eternal

relationship (nftyayoga) subsisting between the Lord and

SrL The term narayana which literally means 'the abode

of nara-s
9

brings out the benevolent qualities of the Lord

(samacita-guna-jata) such as compassion and easy

accessibility. The word caranau meaning 'feet' indicates

the graceful figure of the Lord (tanukhyapanam). The
word saranam meaning 'whole-hearted surrender' points

to the upaya to be employed by the soul for his own
salvation. The word prapadye (1 resort to') explains

the duty to be discharged by the devotee (kartavyabhaga) .

All the words of the first part of the dvayamantra are

thus explained.

The second part of the mantra snmatc narayanaya
namah suggests four more essentials. The word srlmate

stands for the divine couple Laksmlnarayana who are

the masters of all the jfva-s. The stem narayana actually

conveys the lordship and sovereignty of Visnu

(svamitvam). The dative case in the word narayanaya

lays stress upon eternal service to be done by the jlva

to his master (prarthana). Finally the word namah
indicates the desirability of getting rid of egotism which

is a very powerful impediment in securing liberation

(virodhiprahana). Parasara explains further that this

dvayamantra protects one who repeats it and is part

of the sruti itself.

STANZA 6

The sixth verse is specially devoted to a resume

of the dvayamantra treated earlier, with special reference

to the role played by Laksml as a meditator (purusakara]
between the Lord and the man. Already this concept
has been dealt with by the Alvar-s, and explained by

Acarya-s like Yamuna and Ramanuja in their Stotraratna
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and Gadyatraya respectively. According to this tradition

Parasara resorts to Sri first (sri-prapatti)
f

and then

approaches the Lord through her mediacy, Sri is called

the mistress of all the universe (Isana), the consort of

the Supreme Lord and ever associated with Him. The
author also

^
suggests in this context the etymologies of

the word Sri as 'one who is resorted to by others'

(Snyate) and as 'one who abides in the highest abode'

(Srayate). This incidentally explains the term Srimat

forming part of the dvayamanlra. Explaining the word

Narayana forming part of the same mantra
, Parasara

calls him 'one who is the repository of all benevolent

qualities' which make Him one who is fit to be resorted

to. According to the commentator Narayanamuni, these

qualities which draw a devotee are tweleve in number
such as Sausllya (capacity of uniting easily with the

layman), Vatsalya (parental affection), Karunya
(compassionMtfdarK-a (generosity), Krtitva (the capacity
to fulfil any undertaking), Krtajnatva (gratefulness),
Svamitva (Lordship), Sulabhatva (easy accessibility),

Sarvajnatva (Omniscience), Sarvasaktitva (Omnipotence),
Paripurnatva (perfect plenitude) and Paramaudaryatva
(remarkable magnanimity).

4
Parasara declares that he

surrenders at the feet of Hari who is thus known as

the supreme benefactor^
to all humanity. This, in other

words, is the path of Saranagatl as distinguished from
that of Bhakti.

Explaining the latter portion of the dvayamantra,
Parasara states that he aspires to render dasya (service

without any reservation or spatio-temporal condition) to

the Lord who is ever associated with Sri, she being a

means towards that end. He has thus brought out the

meaning of the word namah also, which is the last member
of the dvayamantra. As in the mulamantra, the word
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namah here also expresses the desire to remove all the

egotism and selfishness (nirmama}. The commentator

further points out the method of construing the sentences

of this verse according to the old tradition, in which

the second part (uttarakhanda) is understood first, and

then the first part (purvakhanda).

STANZA 7

In the subsequent verse Parasara
explains

the

connotation of the third rahasya which in the Srlvaisnava

tradition is known as the Caramasloka. The word Carama

means, literally, the last and final one. The Caramasloka

is the verse - sarvadharman, etc., found as the 66th

verse of the eighteenth chapter of the Bhagavad Gita,

which, strictly speaking, is not the last verse of the chapter.

However the word Caramasloka is to be understood

as the verse which spels out the final upaya of salvation

which is prapatti or saranagati. Though not a mantra

in the regular sense of the term, this sloka is still

considered as a rahasya and the sattivika-s impart it

as a rahasya only to those who have surrendered to

them as disciples, points out the commentator. 5

This Caramasloka consists of twelve words. The first

half comprising six words enjoins saranagati on one who
stands helpless. The second half brings out the human
end (purusartha) which follows the implementation of

saranagati and this purusartha is of the form of removal

of the impediments which are undesirable (anista}.

Parasara explains the meaning of this rahasya in the

words of the Lord himself: "...give up whatever dharma

has been stated by Me through scriptures as the means

of reaching Me, and resort to Me alone as the means

of reaching me with full conviction and utter helplessness.

Once you are thus determined, I, full of perfections such
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as all-round Knowledge, Lordship, Independence and

Mercy shall relieve you of all the impediments that stand
in attaining Me. Stop grieving."

Explaining the word pratibandhaka (impediment)
the commentator states that both merit punya and demerit

papa stand in the way of reaching God and hence both
are to be avoided.

6

STANZA 8

The final verse is in the form of the conviction made
by an individual soul before the Lord. This may be
explained as follows: "O Lord Hari! I am fully convinced
of the fact that I am entirely dependent upon your will,
at all times. As such I am unable either to implement
or totally give up several disciplines mentioned by you
in the Glta such as those of karma, jnana and bhakti.
Even regarding prapatti, I am in the same state of mind
Hid I am helplessly miserable. However, I remember
:he final means (carama-upaya) mentioned by you as
:he charioteer of Arjuna, and I am fully convinced that
^ou are going to absolve me of all the sins or impediments
hat stand in the way of my reaching your feet."

Parasara makes it thus clear that a real devotee finds
t extremely difficult to implement or give up any of
he four means of salvation including saranagati. The
eason for such a helpless state of mind is the fact that
he individual soul has no independence whatsoever to

dopt any means, nor does he have any knowledge
egarding the suitability of a particular means to his own
eculiar condition in life. As such there is no other way
}r such an ardent devotee than to recollect the idea

onveyed by the Lord through the Caramasloka, and
> be fully prepared, without any speck of doubt, to
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place complete trust in the Lord that He would clear

all the impediments that lie in the path of his spiritual

progress. This conviction, this trust, relieves him of all

undue worries and makes him happy and blissful till

he attains his goal.

The commentator Narayanamuni notes towards the

end that the meanings of the malamantra, dvayamantra
and caramasloka are explained through the first, fifth

and seventh verses of this hymn respectively.
7 A further

point of interest according to some is that Parasara belongs
to that category of prapanna-$ who adopt the

sadvaraka-prapatti, that is, prapatti which is subsidiary

to bhakti, and thus differs from those to whom prapatti

is the principal factor (angin), called advaraka-prapatti*

BHAGAVADGUNADARPANA

The Bhagavadgunadarpana is the name of Parasara' s

commentary on the Visnusahasranamastotra, which forms

chapter 149 of the Anusasanaparvan (13th parvan) of

the Mahabharata. It has to be mentioned ihat this popular
stotra has received nearly 40 commentaries of which

Sankaras commentary seems to be the earliest. Parasara' s

commentary differs from those of others in being

Visistadvaitic in approach and very elaborate in exposition,

quoting profusely not only from the Upanisad-$ and the

Epics but also from a number of Purana-s. The name
of the commentary Bhagavadgunadarpana ('a mirror to

the qualitites of the Lord') makes it clear that according
to Visistadvaitins the Supreme Brahman is not nirguna
as held by the Advaitin, but an abode of a number of

auspicious qualities. In fact Parasara discusses the relative

importance of the saguna -texts and explains the

nirguna -texts* as speaking of the Lord as bereft of all

the undesirable qualities.
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The introduction to this commentary is very elaborate

and Parasara discusses several issues which are directly

connected with the validity of the great Epic itself. It

may be asked as to why Parasara should devote so much
attention and time to prove the validity of the fifth Veda
as a text equal in status with the Ramayana. The answer

is twofold: ( 1 ) Proving the authenticity of the Mahabharata

is fundamental to the establishment of the validity of

the Sahasranamastotra which forms part of the Great

Epic; and, (2) the validity of certain sections of the

Mahabharata is questioned by some critics. For instance,

the Santiparvan is known to be highly interpolated.

Parasara mentions clearly that even as the meaning of

the Veda-s is to be ascertained with the help of the

Ithihasa-s and Purana-s, for the superiority of the Itj'hasa-s

over other forms of literature is to be understood with

the help of Purana-$. Moreover in the verse

itihasapuranabhyam vedarii samupabrmhayet, the

Purana-$ are mentioned subsequent to the Itihasa-s and

hence the Itihasa-s are more important.

Parasara then speaks of the importance of the

particular chapter giving the thousand names of the Lord,

idducing six reasons. They are; (1) this chapter is the

essence of the Mahabharata which itself is a great

jupplement to the Veda-s; (2) these names are sung

>y great sages; (3) they have been arranged by Vyasa,
vho is an authority on the Veda~s; (4) Bhlsma considers

hese names and their chanting as an act of supreme
aerit; (5) all the great personalities have accepted it

o be so; and, (6) it is in conformity with the spirit

>f the GitS and other such scriptural texts. In the

ubsequent paragraphs Parasara, quoting from Purana-

uch as the Bhavisyat, Matsya, Visnu and Markandeya
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out that this chapter of the thousand names forms part

of the Anusasanaparvan which is the heart of the Itihasa.

The context is where Bhisma expounds the duty of charity

as laid down in the sastra-s.

These thousand names are uttered with devotion by
a wide range of scholars for attaining spiritual felicity

and material prosperity. Medical authorities such as

Caraka and literary luminaries such as Bana acknowledge
the efficacy of the Sahasranamastotra.

I0
Coming to the

subject-matter proper, Parasara states that Yudhisthira

puts six questions to Bhisma which he answers

subsequently in a more or less reverse order. The first

question concerns the supreme deity. The question here

is general in character and does not specify any deity.

The second question is as to what constitutes the supreme
value for a man to pursue. The next question is about

an easy means of reaching the highest goal. The fourth

question is regarding a more difficult means towards the

same end. The fifth question concerns the highest heaven,

the full conception of an ideal endeavour for man to

reach the highest goal. The last question is regarding
the matter for a proper japa (devoted chanting).

In reply, Bhisma takes up the last question of japa
first. According to him, he who praises the Lord with

the thousand names is always 'above all others'. The

object of worship is Purusottama - the Highest Being
who can be approached through meditation, praise and

adoration. Incidentally Parasara introduces the concept
of loving devotion to God. He defines it thus -svamini

dasasya anuragamayl sthitih. In other words, this is the

condition of a servant or a subordinate with reference

to his master or Lord - a condition suffused by anuraga
or pure love. In such a state the object of love is the

highest in esteem and in fact fills the devotee with supreme
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love. It is an ecstatic condition of subservience or a mere

sense of dependence. It is a spiritually devoted condition

wherein both the adored and the adorer share ineffable

bliss. The third question is then answered by saying that

the Lord alone is to be extolled. The fifth question is

taken up next. Bhlsma replies that in his considered view,

the highest virtue is worshipping Lord Visnu, the

celebrated deity with the lotus-eyes, by means of hymns
of praise and devotion. This includes worship in all aspects

such as repeating sacred names (japa), singing aloud

the names (stotra) and carrying out elaborate, ritual

worship (arcana). Elucidating this point Parasara brings

out the whole implication of Bhaktiyoga with extensive

quotations from the spiritual literature of the past. Bhakti

is a matter of great happiness and is easy to practise.

One can realise the Godhead by this path and every
one is entitled for it. In other words the adhikara, the

qualification for practising bhakti, is universal. Distinctions

of birth, knowledge and the like do not stand in the

way of practising bhakti. It is also worth noticing in

this context that Parasara takes his stand on the word
nara itself

11 and seems to set aside the restrictions

imposed on certain communities in the apasadradhikarana
of the Brahmasutra itself.

12 Likewise he explains the word
sada of the same verse to mean that no restriction of

time or place or even sanctity need be observed for

practising bhakti. Regarding the two other questions it

is replied that attaining Lord Visnu who is Brahman of

the Upanisad-s is the highest goal of life. The nature

of Visnu is also explained in brief as the supreme, ultimate

and auspicious Being who is the sole cause of creation,

maintenance and destruction of the universe. Bhlsma
reiterates that the repetition of these thousand names
of the deity purifies one from all sins and reinqves all

sorrow.



Parasara also discusses the point of the Supreme
Being becoming the material as well as the efficient cause

of the entire universe. All the beings are said to emanate

from Brahman, exist in Brahman and merge in Brahman. 13

Parasara argues that an effect
cai^ merge only in its material

cause like the web of the spider getting absorbed in

the spider's saliva itself.
14 The letter ca

is
of the verse

further points out that Brahman is also responsible for

the maintenance and activity of the universe, thus pointing
to His constituting the efficient cause. Scriptural texts

such as yato va imani^ and brahma vanam 11 and the

Brahmasutras: janmadyasya yataft* and prakrtisc^
9

etc.,

are quoted in support. Parasara further refutes the view

entertained by some Saiva schools that for the universe,

Lord Narayana is the material cause and Mahesvara forms

the efficient cause.
20 Such a view is clearly non-Vedic,

he points out. There cannot be any possibility of Brahman

being vitiated by modification in this process because

when Brahman evolves as the universe, He does so through
a very minute portion of prakrti which consitutes His

body. Here again the analogy of the spider and its web
is to be pressed into service.

Another point explained by Parasara in this context

is the supremacy of Lord Visnu over other divinities

such as Brahma and Siva. Several scriptures categorically

declare Narayana, also known as Visnu, Purusottama,

etc., as the supreme, referring to Him by name. 21
Visnu's

supremacy is also clear from a number of other Vedic

and Upanisadic passages which are in tune with the above.

These are the Pumsa-sukta, the Subalopanisad, the

Maitrayawyopanisad, the Chandogya, the Taittinya and

\h&Mahopanisad and also a number of Sattvikapuranas.

That the Itiha$> are emphatic on this issue is quite evident.

Sages known for their direct perception and intuitive
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knowledge of the highest truth, such as Valmiki, Parasara

and Vyasa speak of Visnu as the highest being. In addition,

the lordship of Visnu can also be understood by His

royal bearing
- beatific form, weapons, vehicle and

episodes bringing out His remarkable prowess and

character. All the acaryas of the Srlvaisnava tradition

such as Yamuna and Kuresa have clearly expressed this

view in their stotrlas
22 The Dahara and Vaisvanara

sections of the first chapter of the Brahmasutra are clear

on this point.
23

Parasara then enters into an elaborate discussion of

the Advaitic view that the concept of Saguna -Brahman
found here is only meant for people of lesser objectives
of life, whereas the theory of Nirguna -Brahman alone

can satisfy those who desire salvation. Parasara in reply

points out that the Advaitin is going directly against what

the text itself declares. In other words, the expressions

mucyatejantuhjanma-samsarabandhanat and yatibrahma
sanathanam

24
clearly point out that repeating the names

of the Lord, which is the saguna -method is the means
of salvation. Moreover, if the Advaitin posits two

Brahmans, one with attributes and another without

attributes, the oneness of Brahman which they proclaim
becomes undermined. In fact in the context under

discussion, Yudhisthira asks Bhisma, "What according
to you, is the best dharmaT* and the reply is 'This

is the best in my considered opinion." But now the Advaitin

interprets repetition of the thousand names as a means
lower in importance.

"
Whose words are we to believe

in now? The Sagufta and the Nirguna theories, being

mutually contradictory to each other, one cannot be held

as leading to the other," states Parasara.

Parasara then raises the question as to how Brahman
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The Advaitin would naturally reply that avidya is the

cause. If that is so, Parasara points out, "wonderful is

the interpretation of the Vedic truth". For one desirous

of moksa, Brahman is said to be the only goal and

panacea for all evils of life. But according to the Advaitins

that very Brahman is the repository of avidya and is

bereft of any perfection. If the defect in Brahman is

unreal, the argument that Brahman is attributeless also

becomes unreal. That is to say, Brahman becomes

endowed with attributes. If, on the other hand, the state

of being devoid of attributes is unreal then, Brahman's

possession of attributes becomes real. Thus on any

alternative, Brahman can be proved to be free from any

error, and as full of attributes.

The Advaitin has to answer another question: "Who
can remove this avidya from Brahman?" It is replied

thus:- "He who realizes the oneness of Brahman." Is

it not ridiculous to say that the defect in Brahman can

be set right by an individual soul who is himself caught

up in the wordly existence? Moreover why should a saguna

passage be treated as secondary in importance? The
Advaitin replies that this is due to its being contradicted

by the nirguna texts. Parasara asks why it cannot be

the other way about? Why should this distinction be

drawn when both the saguna and nirguna passages are

equally valid being the same part of the Upanisadic corpus.

Again, if, as the Advaitin argues, the attributes of Brahman
are to be negated only after positing them, Parasara asks

whether it is a written law that the scriptures should

speak of the uncontextual things first and refute them

later. "It is better to keep off the mud than to touch

it and wash it off later."

At this stage the Advaitin may try to press into service

a rule of interpretation from the Mlmamsa-sutra
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paurvaparye purvadaurbalyam prakrtivat
2*

according to

which a latter passage becomes more powerful and negates

the former ones. Parasara points out that this rule is

not universal in application. In the MTmamsa, however,

since there was no way of understanding the latter passage
without negating the former, such a contingency had to

be accepted. But in the present case there is no mutual

inconsistency between the saguna
- and the nirguna-

passages. Further, if a mere precedence or succession

of the passages be the sole criterion for deciding the

invalidity or validity of the concerned passages, then even

Brahman should be doubted of its very existence, in

the light of the later declaration that sunya (void) is

the only Reality. But such a statement may be interpreted

as expressing the view of the Nihilists (Buddhists) and

hence as non-authoritative. Parasara rejoinders that even

on the Advaitic view the Veda is the product of the

confusion of Brahman and is thus, unreal. As a matter

of fact in the Upanisadic text apahatapapjna vijarah

vimrtyuh
26

etc., reference is made to Brahman being

devoid of qualities. But Parasara points out that this does

not mean that Brahman is "qualitiless". It means that

Brahman is devoid of all blemishes or despicable qualities,

since the same text later on speaks of positive attributes

of Brahman such as satyakamatva and satyasankalpatva.

Therefore, scriptural texts speaking of jfiana, sakti,

etc., of Brahman are to be understood as referring to

His auspicious qualities. The nlrguna-texts must be taken

as denying bad qualities such as undue love and hatred.

Passages speaking of His unfailing will and ever- fulfilled

desires are clear instances of His auspicious nature.

Therefore, a general negation (samanya-nisedha) can be

understood as restricting a particular aspect (evil qualities).

Therefore, it does not follow that Brahman is without
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any auspicious qualities. This can also be understood

from maxims such as pada-ahavanlya and brahmana-

parivrajaka.

Moreover Badarayana in the gunopasaihharapada of

the Brahmasutra
21

raises the objection that the attributes

of Brahman understood in the Sandilya, Upakosala,

Dahara and other vidya-s are mere mental exercises

with no relevance to reality, and then answers that they

are positive and real aspects of the Lord to be meditated

upon by an aspirant.

Parasara quotes from a number of Upanisad-s to

justify the point that the Supreme Being is an abode

of innumerable perfections in an unsurpassed measure.

The Visnupurana, the Bhagavata and the Mahabharata

are quoted in support.

An objection raised by certain critics is that the names

of the Lord strictly do not point to any qualities as such.

They just help one to attain to the nirguna-Brahman

by their mere repetition. But this is unsound, says Parasara.

We cannot ignore the usage of words conveying specific

ideas which are different from one another. Further Bhlsma

calls these names gaunani (derived from the qualities

and actions of the Lord). In other words it means that

they are etymological. Some names, of course, are

vikhyatani (well-known) through convention. The

Visnusukta also speaks of those who understand the

meaning of the names after analysing them into their

components.
28

Therefore, the object of using the names

is only to remind us of the qualities of the Lord. It

is true that the names act like mantra-s, reminding us

of the qualities of the Lord understood from scriptural

passages. But this does not mean that the qualities

themselves are non-existent. That is why in the
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introductory portion, as also in the concluding portion

of the Sahasranamastotra, Bhisma extols the guna-s of

the Lord. The enumeration of the names in the body
of the stotra helps us to recollect those qualities. The

point is that uttering even one of the thousand holy names

of the Lord can bring us all benefits. Therefore, each

name is a mantra in itself. Even when the names are

uttered without the knowledge of their meaning, still one

can attain the full benefit of knowing their meaning in

addition to deriving mental peace and a feeling of

sanctity.
29

PARASARA'S METHOD OF INTERPRETATION

It is interesting to note that in interpreting the thousand

names of the Lord, Parasara adopts a unique method

making full use of grammar and etymology. He quotes

profusely from the Astadhyayl and the Unadi-sutra-s.

He also quotes extensively from the Upanisad-s, the

Ramayana and the Mahabharata and Purana-s like the

Visnudharma, the Bhagavata, the Aditya, the Garuda,

the Matsya, the Harivamsa, the Linga and the Varaha.

In addition he also quotes from several Pancaratra

agama-s like the Pauskara, Sattvata, Visnutattva,

Sanatkumara and Jayakhyasamhitas. Parasara, then offers

what is called arsanirukta, that is, utilising the

interpretation of these words found in the works of ancient

seers. This provides ample scope for him to afford a

number of interpretations for the names testifying to his

profoundly devout attitude. It is worth mentioning that

he does not indulge in giving five or six interpretations

for one and the same word as done by the Dvaita

commentator, Satyasandha.

For Parasara, the names not only provide the basis
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give room for a definite philosophical interpretation. The

philosophy that is developed in the interpretation of the

thousand names is called the Bhagavata system which

has a hoary past. Sankara in his commentary on the

Brahmasutra
30

criticises the vyuha -theory found in the

Pancaratra texts. But it is surprising to note that he supports
this theory in his commentary on the Visnu-

sahasranamastotra, while commenting on the name

Catarvyuhah
31 But for Parasara all the thousand names

are significantly connected with one another and they

systematically articulate the Bhagavata philosophy.

According to the Bhagavata system Lord Narayana is

the para -aspect of the Supreme Being, which may be

called the primordial pre-cosmic form. This is fully

invested with the six-fold perfection or attributes namely

jnana, sakti, bala, aisvarya, vlrya and tejas. He then

assumes the four vyuha -forms, namely Vasudeva,

Sankarsana, Pradyumna and Aniruddha, to carry on

different cosmic functions. The next aspect of the Lord

is the Vibhava form. This is understood as the different

incarnations of the Lord such as Rama and Krsna. This

is followed by the iconic area form of Lord duly sanctified

and installed in temples. The last aspect which is no

less extolled than others is the antaryamin-form where

the Lord is concealed as the indwelling principle of every

thing in creation. For Parasara Bhatta the entire

Sahasranamastotra is so designed as to adore the divine

in all these modes. These names therefore also have

particular sequence, speaking of the para, vyuha, vibhava,

area and antaryamin-forms in that order. Parasara

concludes his bhasya by declaring that the names towards

the end of the stotra suggest the path of arciradi by
which the fortunate souls proceed and reach the abode

of the Lord, from where there is no return.
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In the course of his commentary, Parasara criticises

certain concepts of the Advaita school and given below

are a few important instances:

(1) The name Visvam is interpreted by Sankara as

4

'that which is not different from Brahman from the

ultimate point of view". In other words, the reality of

the universe cannot be accepted with the help of scriptural

passages which posit co-ordinate predication. According

to this view the world is unreal, being different from

Brahman. 32
Parasara points out that this interpretation

is misleading. In the first instance the word Visva does

not indicate abheda (non-difference). Even the question

of co-ordinate predication does not arise here because

the word Visvam is one of the names of the Lord and

names need not be construed in co-ordinate predication.

That is why each word has to be taken in its own right

independently. This is also clear from the same verse

where the next name of the Lord is Visnu, which is

in the masculine gender as different from Visvam which

is in neuter gender.

. (2) Explaining the words mangalam param (no. 64)

Parasara finds occasion to criticise the Advaitic view that

Brahman is of the nature of mere knowledge (jnaptimatra)

based on texts like satyam jnanam anantam brahma,
33

Parasara explains that the Lord is full of perfections such

as Knowledge, Bliss, Power and Lordship. He is usually

described as jnana and ananda because these qualities

form His quintessential attributes. This has been explained

by the satra tadgunasaratvat,
34

etc. The Lord perceives

directly everything by His attributive knowledge and also

shines forth Himself even irrespective of that knowledge;

He is also referred to as Knowledge and the Knower.

That is how the statement yah sarvajnah sarvavlt
35 has

to be interpreted.
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(3) Explaining the word naikamayah (no.303),

Parasara points out that the word maya here does not

mean unreality (mithya). It mean "a remarkable

phenomenon which is a source of infinite wonder"

(mahascarya). Parasara further states that maya is used

in scriptures to convey the meanings of prakrti (primordial

matter), jMna (knowledge) and a positive mysterious

power which can be countered by weapons but not by
the knowledge of truth or reality.

36

In the course of his commentary, Parasara briefly

alludes to the concept of Isvara acording to the Sankhya-s.

Explaining the name mahotsahah (no. 173), he points out

that Isvara accepted by the Sankhya-s is no doubt an

embodiment of jnana, but still he is declared as a

non-agent (akarta), which results in his being accepted
as lazy and inactive (alasa). As distinguished from such

a concept, the Visistadvaita school accepts the Lord as

an infinite reservoir_
of wonderful dynamism, a quality

which makes Him Isvara. This quality is found in the

name mahotsahah which Parasara explains as mahan
utsahah utsahanam kartrtva-laksanam aisvaryam. It is this

quality by which the Lord, though unquestionably powerful
in bringing into existence the entire universe of name
and form with endless modifications so as to suit the

karmic enjoyment of good or bad for all the living beings,

still follows the natural order of arrangement as in the

previous cycles and thus runs the course of the universe.

We also find here a refutation of the Bhedabheda

view advocated by Bhaskara and Yadavaprakasa. The
followers of Bhaskara maintain that Brahman and jfva

are essentially non-different and that the apparent diversity

and plurality of souls are caused by limiting adjuncts

(upadhi-s] namely, the bodies. This delimitation of

Brahman by upadhi is similar to that of the ether by



a pot. Brahman thus delimited becomes subject to

transmigration. The actual release results only when the

apadhi-s are removed. Thus in the state of moksa, there

is no difference at all between Brahman and the jlva-s.

According to the school of Yadavaprakasa which is

also known as Bhedabheda, both difference and

non-difference characterise the relation between Brahman

and the jlvas. The advocates of this school say that there

is non -difference (abheda) between the jfva-s and

Brahman from the view-point of vyakti (individual)

whereas, at the same time, there is difference (bheda)

between them. This is illustrated through the analogy
of the universal

A

cowness' (gotva) found between a cow
with broken horns (khanda) and a cow with no horns

(munda). From the view-point of jati there is unity

between these two cows and from the view-point of

the individual cows there is difference. But Parasara points

out that scriptural passages like brahmaveda brahmaiva

bhavatP1
speak of the oneness of the Brahman and the

souls in the state of moksa. "How can then bheda be

also real?" asks Parasara. Likewise the other difficulty

in the school of Yadavaprakasa is that it cannot account

for the abheda and samya spoken of in respect ofBrahman
and souls in the state of moksa. To explain, if

non-difference is already a matter of practical experience

why should it be again described in the state of liberation?

Moreover, how can the scripture which states paramam
samyamupaiti

3 * be justified in as much as abheda alone

is the ultimate truth? It is thus clear that in both the

schools, namely, those of Bhaskara and Yadavaprakasa

scriptures which describe the state of release as having

samya and abheda at the same time cannot be properly

interpreted. But, according to the Visistadvaitins, Parasara

points out that abeda in the state of moksa alluded to



i the Upanisad-s is only the samya between Brahman

nd the jlva-s but not their essential 'oneness'. The

fisnupurana makes this quite clear thus: tadbhavabhavam

\pannah tadasau paramatmana, bhavatyabhedL."
39

kccording to this, one who attains similarity with qualities

ke knowledge and strength of the Lord, becomes

on-different from Him. The word bhava which is used

3r a second time in this text would otherwise become
edundant. The same Parana^ further explains this

ondition thus: "the veil (namely, karma) having been

ispelled, there will no longer be any difference between

le forms of God and others ".
41

Explaining the name Mahabuddhih (no. 175), our

uthor contradicts the Mlmamsa view that omniscience

s a quality does not inhere in any being including the

iupreme Brahman. It may be noted in this context that

tie earlier Mlmamsakas of whom Kumarila Bhatta is one,

lo not believe in the existence of God much less in

lis possessing allround knowledge.
42

Parasara, on the

.uthority of several passages from th&Upanlsad-s as well

.s from the Pancaratra text Jayakhyasamhita argues in

avour of the existence of such an omniscient Being.
43

liis omniscience has in its scope, a direct, factual and

eternal perception of all object in whatever spatio-temporal
elation they may exist. Moreover this knowledge of the

^ord does not depend upon any sense-organ such as

ye, etc. Even if the Lord uses such an organ for any

;ognition, He does so out of His own free will but not

LS a matter of necessity as in the case of human beings,

rhe names Pundarikaksa (no. 11 2) and Sucisravah

no. 11 9) point to this feature. As a matter of fact for

me who is endowed with remarkable powers, the

cognitions of colour, taste, etc., need not be confined

o particular senses only. The serpent, for example, can



use its eyes not only to see but also to hear. "How
can such a power be denied in the Supreme Being?"
asks Parasara. Therefore, it is but reasonable to hold

that such an Omniscient Being does exist. The statement

of the Slokavartika refuting the Sarvajna theory should

therefore be interpreted as rejecting the Buddhist theory

because the context strongly supports such a possibility.

Otherwise that statement is surely against sastraic

declarations.

The unmistakable conclusion to which one is led

after a careful study of Parasara' s Visnusahasra-

namabhasya is that the thousand names of the Lord

are interpreted from the view-point of an ardent devotee

who tries to connect each word with the succeeding one

so as to yield the beautiful panorama of the glorious

personal deity whose infinite virtues, of which compassion
is the most prominent, have been responsible for the

different manifestations of the Lord, namely, Para, Vyuha,
Vibhava and Area. Parasara does not forget for a moment
:hat the Lord is deeply committed to retrieve *Iis devotees

Tom the clutches of samsara. He therefore weaves into

lis commentary the beautiful theory of avatara-sof which

hose of Rama, Krsna and Narasimha are very significantly

iealt with. He also mentions other incarnations like Hamsa,

vtatsya, Kurma, Varaha, Vamana, Parasurama, Buddha,

Calki, Saktlsa, Dattatreya, Kapila and even Vyasa. He
Jso goes into the question whether Brahma, Rudra and

>thej"s can also be treated as the avatara~$ of Lord Visnu
44

ince according to the Upanisadic declaration sarvam

dhalvidam brahma 45
everything in the universe starting

rom Brahma the creator, down to the blade of grass

> Brahman itself. Deriving his authority from the

">ancaratra texts like the Pauskara and the Sattvatasamhita,
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the Lord, that is, the Vyaha-s and Vihhava-s and no

other form of another deity should be treated as Visnu's

avatSra-s.

SRiGUNARATNAKOSA
/

A detailed study of the hymn Srlgunaratnakosa reveals

several facets of the genius that Parasara Bhatta was.

As already noted, our author is profoundly influenced

by his predecessors like Yamuna, Ramanuja and his own
revered father, Kuresa, in portraying the qualities of Sri.

It must be noted at the outset that Parasara Bhatta identifies

Sri or LaksmI the denizen of Vaikuntha, with Slta of

Mithila and identifies her again with Sriranganayakl, the

presiding deity at Srirangam. It is also worth noting that

Sri is described here not as an elderly matron, not even

as a young maiden who has attained efflorescence, but

as an adolescent girl, who is just in the confluence of

childhood and youth. In verse 43 Parasara calls this stage

saisava - yauvana
-

vyatikara. This, it must be noted,

is an original and refreshing concept of our author.

Scriptural Authority for the Concept of Sri

It is interesting to note that Parasara Bhatta combines

in himself, the rare qualities of a first-rate poet and

a critical scholar. One may ask what proof there is for

the very existence of Sri. To silence such critics Parasara

launches into a crucial discussion into the authenticity

of her very concept. In verse 20, Parasara points out

that ancient seers hold that the Veda-s are the repositories

for the gem like qualities of Sri.

devi srutim bhagavatim prathame pumamsahh
tvatsadgunaagha manikosa grham grnanti
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By this Parasara means that the Snsukta glorifies

Sri eloquently as the treasure-house of several perfections.

The Purusasukta, which may be called the sequel of

Srisukta identifies Sri as the consort of Narayana.
46

The ItiMsa-$, the Ramayana and the Mahabharata,
the Smrti texts and the Purana-s clarify this point raised

by the scriptures, says Parasara.

But it is a distressing fact that unable to perceive
this truth embedded in texts of great authority and

obviously having fallen outside the purview of the

benevolent grace of Sri, different people have attained

conflicting views regarding this world-manifestation and

the status of LaksmL Thus the Carvaka-s and other

non-Vedic votaries do not accept the validity of the

Vfeda-s. Some the like Sankhya-s and the Mlmamsaka-s
refute the concept of a master for this universe. Still

others speak of a master but do not attribute any

perfections to Him. 47
Still others call Siva as the Supreme

Being. As opinion is thus divided, it is only the devotees

of Lord Visnu and His consort Sri who can see Sri as

the ultimate truth of all the Vedic texts. She is the treasure

which is not seen with the naked eye, but which reveals

itself to those who have the mental eye, embellished

by the collyrium of devotion.
48 The expression asyesana

jagato visnupatnl
49

already has set the tone for the

prosperity ofLaksmL The Snsukta in 1 5 verses expatiates
on this glory of Hers. The Pumsasukta (khila added
to the tenth mandala of the Rg-Veda] speaks of Her
consort. All these texts read together thus present a picture
of LaksmI who is the prosperous, benevolent and unique
consort of the Lord of the universe.

In fact, the Ramayana breathes the life and activities

of LaksmI in her incarnation as Slta. In the light of this
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it is but reasonable to hold that even the Smrti-s and

Parana-^ (the Visnupurana in particular) deal with her

glory in great detail.

An interesting question is raised by Parasara in this

context. Why is Sri not separately eulogised in the Veda-s

proper? Parasara himself answers thus: when the

supremacy, independence and such other aspects of the

Lord are to be ascertained, the glory of Laksml's

association with Him forms the corroborative proof. Since

Sri thus forms an integral part of the Lord as the

determinant quality, She is not separately mentioned by
the Veda-s.

50 This cannot therefore be taken as a

proof of her non-existence, at least scripturaily.

Sri as the Source of Poetry

A significant point mentioned by Parasara in the

introductory portion of the present hymn is that LaksmI
is in fact the deity who can bless her devotees with

remarkable powers of speech, the art of poesy in

particular, should those devotees so desire. Though in

fact she is beyond the ken of the poet's fancy or power
of poetry, she can still instil in them the sense of confidence

to carry on their efforts. Parasara in all humility states

that the qualities of the Goddess such as ksanti

(forbearance), audarya (magnanimity) and daya

(compassion) will become significant when she has

accepted even his ''unworthy" composition.
51

Elaborating this idea the poet states that LaksmI
herself (svayameva) perfected the speech of the poet

by Her sweet glances. Once her favour is assured, the

literary compositions become charming with choice

expressions abounding in aptness and elegance.
52

In verse

eight Parasara prays to Sri to be blessed by Her with
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expressions (sound and sense) untouched even by a speck

of blemish. Such a composition should exude all good

qualities like perspicacity and melody, and please the

mind of the reader or listner instantaneously. There should

be then a happy blend of words (saubhratra}. In fact

all the gracious movements of Vanl -
speech as well

as the Goddess of speech will be present in one's words

when the benevolent glances of Laksml fall^upon
him.-

53

By this statement Parasara suggests that Sri is at the

very root of the glories of other goddesses like Sarasvatl.

Description of Laksml

As already noted at the beginning, Parasara pays

obeisance to Laksml as She appears in the temple of

Srirangam. She is called here Ranganayika, consort of

the Lord Ranganatha. In what may be called an

iconographic description of the Goddess, he presents Her

as seated on a lotus with the right leg stretched down
to touch the foot-stool, She keeps the left leg folded,

so that it may rest on the throne. This may be called

the ardhaparyankasana in terms of iconography. Her hand

displays the abhaya-mudra indicating that She ever grants

asylum. Her face is sweet and innocent.
54 The poet then

describes Her lotus -feet which have rendered the

upanisad-s fragrant. They are tender like the petals of

a lotus, (kamalapalasa) and when they touch the garland

Vaijayanti on Her Lord's chest, the garland becomes

fresh as it were by a shower of dew. 55

Her eyes and glances receive special attention of

our poet. They have a remarkable effect on whom they

fall. Thus kings who. are blessed by a particle of Laksml' s

grace expressed through Her eyes become puffed up
with pride. Poets cannot describe them aptly. The power
of Her glances is all the more evident when Her own
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Lord, who has become the target of Her full length glances

becomes pundarikaksa (the eyes large as the lotuses)

and is acknowledged by the Upanisad-s as the Highest

Being.
56

By this Parasara means that the Chan

dogyopanisad describes Visnu as the Supreme Being,

only by virtue of his being pundarikaksa which, in turn,

is due to the grace of Laksml. The Chandogya text under

reference is tasya yatha kapyasam pundarlkam evam

aksinl.
51

The tenderness of Laksml's physical frame, points

our poet, is beyond one's comprehension. Even the pollen

of the lotus injures Her feet. Even the looks of the young

maids around Her are enough to wither Her limbs. The

lotus in the hand is in fact a burden.
5S

In verse 46,

Parasara describes the Goddess as bedecked in a variety

of beautiful ornaments, which add charm to Her already

handsome body. This is like the addition of sugar to

milk and the advent of flowers on the beautiful kalpaka

creeper. In other words, the ornaments form a

spontaneously natural feature whose charm merges in

the original charm of Her body, discernible only to the

prudent eye of a devotee. These are innumerable but

a few can be mentioned: kanaka rasana (golden girdle),

muktahara (pearl necklace) tatanka (ear ornaments),

lalatika (ornament on the forehead), manisara (gem

necklace) and talakoti (anklets).
59

Alluding to Her

appearance from the milky ocean Parasara observes that

Sri came out at a time when Her husband was tired

in the process of its churning, with His back supporting

the mandara -mountain. She appeared like the delightful

moonlight, sending down showers of nectar on Her Lord

through Her smiles and glances.
60

. Parasara Bhatta is

not happy with those poets who try to compare Her

celestial body with things that are artificial and temporary
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in nature. For him, though it is beyond the scope of

his words, the description should be somewhat as follows:

With Her head slightly bent due to the desire within

to grant all that the devotees seek from Her, and with

the slight inclination towards the other side to shower

a glance at Her Lord; She shines like a streak of gold

and waves like a garland of campaka-flowers.
63

The Qualities of Laksml

Parasara Bhatta is eloquent when he describes vividly

the qualities of Sri which, it can be said are in conformity
with the title of this hymn Srigunaratnakosa (the treasure

house of gem-like qualities of Sri). These gems are

different from one another with their own stamp of

individuality. Though these are distinct mutually, they

all subscribe in general to the charm of the lady that

wears them.

The poet at the outset mentions the qualities that

are common between Her and Her Lord. Thus power
and strength, might and knowledge, sovereignty and

victory, attractiveness and concern to the devotees,

fulfilling the desires of the supplicants, fragrance, beauty,

charm and brilliance - these are just a few qualities

that are common to Her and Her Lord.
61

In fact there

are some more qualities which the divine couple possess
in a mutually reflective manner as it were.

They are: youth, geniality of the heart, a sense of

commitment, etc., to each other.
62 The Lord, has

some qualities which are peculiar to Himself like sthiratva

(steadfastness) and satrusamanatva (the power to

quell down enemies). The Goddess, has some qualities

which are peculiar to Her alone, like mradima (softness

of heart), pararthya (subordination to her Lord),
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karuna (compassion) and ksama (forbearance). Again

certain qualities and features stand in a striking contrast

between the two: the Lord is dark in colour like a rainy

cloud (ghanadyuti)\ Sri, on the other hand, is of golden

hue (kanaka-dyuti). He is young (yuva); She is adolescent

(mugdha). All such qualities stand on one level as

contradistinguished from certain special qualities of Hers

like forebearance (ksanti], Her tender affection for

devotees (pnti) and perhaps most important of all, mercy

(daya) and magnanimity (audarya}. As instances for Her

quality of ksanti, Parasara cites the episodes of the

Ramayana. At Lanka, Slta (none other than Sri) saved

the demonesses from the fury of Hanuman. These

demonesses were the worst sinners against Her. Rama
saved Kakasura and Vibhlsana only when they sought

His refuge. Sita's forgiveness was spontaneous. Thus She

excelled even Her Lord in this particular quality.
64
Making

a special reference to Srlrangam where the Goddess has

manifested Herself as the consort of Lord Ranganatha,

our author notes that all the qualities like audarya, karuna

and vatsalya (motherly affection) have been at their highest

point of culmination. Her other incarnations like Slta are

all thrown into oblivion in comparison to Her present

form as the area image at Srlrangam. The previous

incarnations were only the training ground as it were

for this avatara. The quality of audarya (magnanimity)

can be illustrated by a solitary example. She showers

wealth, kaivalya (exclusive enjoyment of the soul) and

even the highest salvation [paramapada] on any one who

simply folds his hand in salutation. Even after granting

all this She feels ashamed that She could not grant him

more.
65 The affection She has for devotees is manifest

in Her very act of coming down to this world of mortals.

In contrast She does not even care for the milky ocean,

though it be Her own father's place; she does not even
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think of the Highest abode ( vaikuntha) though it is Her

husband's home. Srlrarigam has become Her cherished

home because She loves to be there for the sake of

Her children.
66

r

Sri as the Source of All Prosperity

Parasara points out Sri throughout this hymn, as

responsible for all-round prosperity in creation. Beginning
from the head of a tiny village up to the omnipotent
Lord (Visnu), all owe their power to this Goddess of

the universe. A slight degree of difference in Her glances
makes all the difference between th.e high and the low

in creation. Thus whatever is best in creation in terms

of loftiness (as in mount Mem ), auspiciousness (as

in flower), heaviness (as in the case of Mandara

mountain), etc., is but a manifestation of an infinitesimal

part of Her unbounded splendour.

To explain: if one is at the top of one's glory it

is due to the glances of Sri being directed towards that

one. If one, however, is a beggar in the street, it means
that the glances of Sri are turned away from that person.

67

In whatever direction Her glances move, in that direction

will rush benefits such as bliss, wisdom, eloquence,

courage, prosperity and success.
68 The inequality in

creation as between the animate and inanimate, the rich

and the poor, the dumb tree and the eloquent Brhaspati,
the strong and the weak, the good and bad etc., is to

be traced to the favour of Sri
69

or its absence. In a

later verse Parasara emphasises the same point thus: that

person on whom the glances of LaksmI fall profusely,
is designated the Highest Brahman (Para Brahman). Those
on whom only two or three glances fall are known as

Indra and other minor gods. Therefore, if in the Vedic
texts one reads about the glory of other gods, it is to
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be understood as an indirect assertion of the overall glory

of Sri.
70

The Role of LaksmI in the Cosmic Activities

Parasara, an ardent devotee of Goddess Ranganayaki
observes that the cosmic functions of Visnu - Her Lord,

namely, creation, sustenance and dissolution of this

universe of name and form are meant for the joy of

Laksml. Already the picture of LaksmI as an adolescent

has been presented by our author. It is but natural then

to expect the youthful and resourceful Lord to keep His

consort amused through such activities. The Chandogya
states that the Lord carries on creation, sustenance and

dissolution by His mere will (samkalpa}.
11

This very

samkalpa of the Lord to give the sentient and insentient

their due status, with all the evolutes like the seven sheaths

(avarana), buddhi (intellect), ahamkara (ego), mind, the

ten organs, the elements and the three worlds is only
to please His beloved.

72 Even when the Lord makes

the jiva-s forget their original nature through his maya
comprising three qualities, it is but an act calculated to

elicit joyous admiration from His consort.

Even in an earlier verse our author points out the

decisive role Laksmi plays in the creation of the universe.

No doubt the Upanisad-s do speak of the Supreme
Brahman, Her consort, as the creator. But who is it that

is behind this whole drama? It is LaksmI. The Lord

creates or keeps quiet only by looking at the knitting

of Her eyebrows. That Narayana is the Supreme, is a

gist of the truth arrived at by the Upanisad-s, only with

the help of the imprints of Her feet on His chest. The
infinite greatness of Laksmi is too great to be compared
to that of the Lord.
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The Affinity between Sri and Her Lord

The mutual love and affection that this divine couple
shares is something proverbial and unique. In fact it is

only because of Her contact that the Lord is called

auspicious
-
mangalam.

11* When the Lord is said to be

glorious and not dependent on another, it is because

LaksmI is ever associated with Him. When we say that

a gem is highly valuable it is because of its lustre which

is an integral part of it. By this statement Parasara seems

to suggest that the relationship between the Lord and

His consort is one of samyuktasrayana.
14 The love that

Lord Visnu has for Sri is evident from the fact that

although all the five weapons (the discus, the conch,

the bow, the mace and the sword) are objects of common

enjoyment (possession) between both of them, the Lord

alone carries them, lest
they

be a burden to Her.
75

In

the same way the love that Sri has for Him is reflected

in Her accompanying the Lord in all His manifestations

on earth - as man or as an animal. But for this the

Lord's sportive activities would have been dull and insipid.

The Visnupurana and the Ramayana are full of incidents

which bring out in a full measure the infinite love and

affection that the Lord entertains for Her. Thus the Lord

churned the milky ocean for Her sake; He built a bridge
across the ocean for Her sake alone; earlier He bent

and broke the bow of Siva to win Her hand; His killing

the demon Ravana and his mighty army was to claim

Her back. In fact is there anything that the Lord did

not do for Her sake?
76

Likewise the love that Sri has

for Her Lord is indescribable and incomprehensible. Even

if the Lord assumes thousands of hands, feet, faces,

eyes etc., He cannot enjoy the grandeur of Her infinite

affection. He sinks somewhere in the depth of Her

unfathomable love like a mere drop.
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lie Relation of Man with the Divine Couple

Although a poem of lyrical beauty, the present work

bounds in philosophical statements which are peculiar

3 the Visistadvaita system. In this one can see that the

levotee stands as a son of the divine couple. In fact

ie relation of a jlva with Sri can be explained in the

ame language as relation to the Lord also. In verse

2 Parasara articulates the parental relation, the divine

ouple has with the world of creation. As will be explained

iter, Sri acts as the purusakara(mediator) between God
nd man. But Parasara goes a step forward and says

lat even the Lord stands as adorable only because He

appens to be Her beloved. Otherwise there is no speciality

lat could be ascribed to Him. Parasara places himself

i the position of a native of the town of Mithila. For

im the Lord is only of secondary importance; He is

le son-in-law (jamata), the beloved of "our" Slta. Of
ourse he accords Him all services; he goes to Him,

worships Him and seeks refuge in Him. All this is only

n the ground that He is the beloved of Sri.
77

In the

ist verse also Parasara consistantly mentions the

upremacy and overall importance of Sri. She is the

lother, father and all that one cherishes as near and

ear. If Her grace is assured, there is no room for any

omplaint.
78

RiRANGANATHASTOTtlA

This stotra is again marked by Parasara' s poetic

randeur, devotional fervour and loving attachment to

rlrangam and its presiding deity
- Lord Srlranganatha.

Tie first of the six verses, composed in the Sragdhara

letre, highlights the majestic picture of Lord Ranganatha

sclining on His serpent-bed in the temple at Srlrangam.

lie main icon (mulabera) in the sanctum sanctorum
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as can be seen even today, is vividly portrayed here

reclining on Adisesa, closing the eyes in yoganidra,

keeping the right hand under His head, and the other

near the hip, His feet being gently pressed by LaksmI

and Bhuxni. In fact this verse describes this picture on

the Vimana of the Srlrangam temple, a temple encircled

by seven courtyards. This temple is in the central region

of the Kaven delta. The poet expresses his prayerful

attitude to such a deity in this verse. As is the practice,

Parasara starts the description of the deity from the feet

to the crown.

The next sloka expresses his ardent desire tinged

with remorse as to when he would be able to see the

beautiful Face of the Lord once again. As already pointed
out Parasara composed this stotra when he was in exile

from Srlrangam, residing at Tirukkottiyur consequent on

some confrontation he had with the then ruler Vlrasundara.

Couched in the Sardulavikridita metre this verse goes
into an enlightening and moving description of the Lord's

face which like a lotus, steals the hearts of those who
behold it. It has a brilliant pearl crown atop adorning
the head. The beautiful lower lip is bedecked by a sweet

smile and the eyes are beatific, extending as far as the

ears. In fact the first thing that attracts the attention

of the onlookers is the urdhva-pundra-tilaka mark on

the Lord's forehead drawn with kasturl (musk).

The succeeding verse in the Sikharml - metre brings
out the poet's agony in a spirited expression of ardent

devotion.

"When am I going to attend upon the Lord seated

in the presence of the Lord chanting His holy names
in sheer ecstasy thus: "O Madhumathana! Madhava!

Murara! Hari! Narayana! and Govinda!"
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Whatever aspect of the Lord the poet describes, the

beautiful surroundings of Srlrangam situated on the banks

of the river Kaverl and the serpent-bed of the Lord

never escape his notice. He repeats the words Kaverl,

Srlrangam and Bhoglndra (phaniraf) often times in this

hymn.

In the subsequent verse which is again composed
in the 5/M#r/i?/-metre, Parasara wonders as to when
he is going to absolve himself of his sins, by plunging

into the holy waters of the Kaverl and stay on its banks

covered by dense gardens capable of removing all fatigue

physical and mental.

"When am I going to worship the Lord of Srlrangam

reclining on Adisesa possessed of lotus eyes, a

repository of auspicious qualities who is adorning
the holy bank of the river?"

Again here the poet grieves that he is away from

his beloved Kaverl, its sand-banks, its beautiful and cool

gardens and above all the Lord presiding over the whole

area.

The fifth sloka which is set in the Mandakranta -metre
/

exclusively describes the glory of the town of SrTra^gam
which is the abode of the Lord. It is surrounded by
the Kaverl which always flows full to the brim, inundating

the areca trees neck-deep, the water itself being tasty

and oily. The birds of the town repeat out of joy the

Vedic texts being chanted by the devotees. Another

important feature is that those who walk in the streets

of Srlrangam pluck as ft were moksa with their hands

as they pass along. The poet draws one here to the

traditional belief that those who stay at Srlrangam or

at least sleep one night there attain liberation.
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The sixth verse composed in the Indravajra-metre

expresses the extremely considered opinion of the poet
that birth in the Srlrangam town even as a dog is more
covetable than reaching heaven, drinking nectar to one's

heart's content and fainting as a result in the Nandana

garden of the celestials.

"I do not want any such heavenly experience. O
Lord! let me be bora as one among the stray dogs

roaming about the streets of Srlrangam."
/

Sloka-s seven and eight are traditionally treated as

muktaka-s, not forming part of the original stotra, although

they are usually chanted along with the preceding verses.

The seventh verse is in the form of a poser to the Lord:

4

"Even for a wretched creature staying far away from

you, O Lord, you show compassion and pacify (santi)

the creature, under some pretext. That being the

case, I do not know how you are going to grace
this wretched creature (referring to his own self)

who is standing in your immediate presence."

It may be pointed out in this context that traditional

scholars explain this verse as referring to a particular

incident that took place in the Srlrangam temple during
the lifetime of Parasara. It seems that a procession of

the deity in the Srlrangam Temple was delayed one day
and on enquiry Parasara came to know that a dog strayed
into the temple and that the priests were busy consecrating
the temple for that reason. Parasara remarked that the

dog did not actually enter the sanctum sanctorum and

as such there was no need for an elaborate ritual of

purification. Therefore, the expression
"
wretched

creature" means the dog in question and the word santi

refers to the elaborate ritual of purification undertaken

by the temple priests. The word mithyapavadena means
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"under false pretext", pointing out that the whole incident

was cooked up and that no santi was really needed.

Some scholars further see an undertone of sarcasm in

the word mithyapavadena. According to them the poet
is referring to the practice of some greedy priests who,
with a view to earn some money by suggesting such

ceremonies, in fact bluff that a dog had entered the

temple or sometimes they would themselves deliberately

bring a dog into the temple.
79

However, it is not known
whether this episode is true or not. If it were true it

would only form a sad commentary on the priesthood

of the land, as caring more for petty monetary gains

by throwing to the winds all decency and decorum in

the abode of God.

The last verse found in this stotra - another muktaka,

speaks of the glory of Sri Ramanuja as touring several

dlvya-desa-s. In the Srlvaisnava tradition, a divya-desa

is a sanctified place where regular worship had been

instituted and sanctified according to the rules laid down
in the Pancaratra - or Vaikhanasa-Agama-$ and which

have figured in the Tamil songs of the Alvars. Tradition

recognises 108 holy places.
80 The places cited here are:

Srlrangam and Karisaila (Kanclpuram) (both in

Tamilnadu), Anjanagiri (Tirumalai or Tirupati), Tarksyadri

(Ahobilam), Sirhhacala and Srikurma (all in Andhra

Pradesh), Purl (Lord Jagannatha as the presiding deity

in Orissa), Badarl (the Himalayan shrine) and

Naimisaranya (both in Uttar Pradesh), Dvaraka in

(Gujarat), Prayag (Allahabad) Mathura, Ayodhya, Gaya
(all in U.P.) Puskara (in Rajasthan) and Salagrama (in

Nepal). A devout Srlvaisnava tries to make a pilgrimage

to as many of these holy places as possible in his life-time.

It may not be out of place to add in this context

that worshipping the iconic form of the Lord installed
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in the shrines and temples is of immense significance

in the Srlvaisnava religious history. Traces of image

worship can be found in the post-Vedic literature. The

Ramayana and the Mahabharata are replete with

references to places of worship such as temples and

tfrtha-s. The worship of sandals of saints and great men
which can be traced to the Rawdyana, found its way
into the Buddhist religion too. Thus even in religions

like Buddhism which is against adoration to any being
as a God, we find even among the immediate disciples

of Buddha, a tendency to conceive supernatural persons
to whom worship may be offered and from whom
assistance may be sought. "Though the earliest Buddhist

sculptures dared not depict the Buddha as a man, by

hinting his presence by such symbols as the sacred wheel

and the foot-print, fullfledged images of his were gradually
but freely introduced as objects of worship."

81

Every religious school of Hinduism developed its own

Agama tradition and literature. The Saiva, the Vaisnava-,

and the Sakta~agama-$, regardless of tbeir sectarian

leanings, laid down similar or identical canons of art.

All these agama-s comprise four sections or topics in

general: jnana (knowledge), kriya (service - construction

of temples, consecration of the idols etc.), carya (conduct
of daily rites, bestivals etc.), and yoga (devotion or

concentration). Of these, the worship of idols which forms

part of the kriyapada is based upon the conviction that

the supreme Being, out of compassion for the suffering

humanity condescends and 'enters' the idols made and

installed in the prescribed way by competent persons.

According to the Bhagavata tradition (another name
for Pancaratra tradition) there are five aspects of the

Supreme Being. They are: para, (the Highest called

vasudeva, Narayana and so on), vyuha (fourfold
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emanation as Vasudeva, Samkarsana, Pradyumna and

Aniruddha), vibhava (several incarnations such as Rama
and Krsna), antaryamin (as the inner controller of all

beings) and area (as an icon). Of these the para aspect

is in the Highest abode of the Lord and the next, namely

the vyuha-$ are also beyond the conception of ordinary

men. The vibhava-s are the incarnations of the Lord

which have already come and gone. The antaryamin aspect

is too subtle to contemplate. As such the area form

alone is quite accessible and suitable to all who are

interested in the spiritual sadhana. Filial Lokacarya

beautifully explains the nature of these aspects of the

Lord in his Srlvacana-bhiisana*
2
According to him the

antaryamin form is like the subterranian water which

can be obtained only after great efforts. The para -aspect

is like the waters which are supposed to surround the

cosmic egg. The vyuha~ are like the milky ocean. The

vibhava- are like the flood waters which have already

disappeared in the sands of time. The iconic form (area)

is like the pools of water left behind by those floods.

It is in the light of this interpretation of the significance

of area that we have to understand the descriptions of

the Lord's idols found in hymns like the

Srlranganathastotra and Srirangarajastava. In fact this idea

is expressed by Parasara himself in the following verse:

srlmadvyoma na slma vangmanasayossarve'vatarah kvacit

kale visvajanlnametaditi dhlh srlrangadhamanyatha

artasvagatikaih krpakalusitairalokitairardrayan

visvatranavimarsanaskhalitaya nidrasi jagaryaya

Srirangarajastava (11.75)
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SRIRANGARAJASTAVA

This work is in two centuries of verses called the

Purvasataka and Uttarasataka with 127 and 105 sloka-s

respectively. Traditional accounts record that this

magnificent poetic piece came from the pen of Parasara

when he returned to Srlrangam from the exile in

Tirukkottiyur, after the demise of the ruler Vlrasundara

with whom he fell out earlier.

The first sixty-two verses of the first century describe

the preliminaries of the main act namely, approaching

the Lord in the sanctum sanctorum and the remaining

text gives a detailed description of the area aspect of

the Lord from top to toe. According to traditional scholars

the first sataka expounds the meaning of the first part

of the dvaya-mantra and the Uttarasataka deals with the

meaning of the second part of the dvaya-mantra.

In the opening verse, Parasara pays obeisance to

his revered father Srlvatsacinha (alias Kuresa) whose

compositions form the mangalasutra on the neck of trayl

(the three Veda-s), personified as a woman. The

expression on the 'neck' (kanthe) of this verse suggests

the great contribution of Kuresa to the vedantic literature.

The five stotra-s of Kuresa which teem with philosophical

ideas may be taken as being referred to here. In the

second ver$ he refers to his own preceptor known as

Govinda Bhatta (Embar) who, by his close attachment

to the feet of Sri Ramanuja, is also known as

ramanujapadacchayaCtht shade of Sri Ramanuja' s feet').

The three following verses refer to Sri Ramanuja, Yamuna
and Nathamuni, the three great acarya-$ who were

responsible for spreading the message of devotion and

detachment in the world. Verse six pays homage to Saint
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hymns (in other words, who composed in Tamil the

TiravaymoH which is the quintessence of the Samavcda

which is supposed to have had thousand branches).

Parasara also describes Nammalvar as an embodiment
/

of the 'ardent longing' (trsna] for Lord Krsna. Sloka-s

in praise of Goddess Sri or RariganayakI the consort

of Lord Ranganatha are also found. In what may be

called a doctrinal statement the poet mentions that the

universe containing the distinction in terms of the ruler

and the ruled is so formed because of the knitting or

otherwise of the eyebrows of this Goddess. Verses 8

to 12 describe Lord Ranganatha reclining on the

serpent-bed, as the beloved consort of Laksml and as

the wielder of five weapons. In a beautiful simile Parasara

compares the God reclining on Ananta to the

Cintamani-gem which also adorns the chest of Goddess

Laksml. His supremacy can be ascertained only by the

foot-prints of Laksml marked on His chest (in red lac).

But for this, this particular entity ( vastu] can never be

described adequately by any term (si. 9). Sri Rarigaraja

is also identified with a black bee (bhrnga) which is

always attracted to the breasts of Laksml, again identified

with two bunches of flowers of a kalpa -creeper. "May
such Lord bless us with all welfare for a hundred years',

says Parasara. The Lord is wielding five weapons always,

being unable to delay any further the protection of those

who surrender to Him, fancies our poet. From sloka~

13 to 19, Parasara in all humility justifies his undertaking

to compose the present stotra on the Lord whose glory

even the Veda fails to describe in definite terms, doubting

its own capacity to comprehend His nature. It is, as

a matter of fact, unfair to attempt to describe Him who
shines in all glory through the Sanskrit and Tamil Vedic

literature. But the poet wonders as to who can prevent

a young elephant (namely Ranganatha) if he, even after
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a ceremonial bath, chooses to spray himself with dust
83

that is, to accept the composition of Parasara? The two

main reasons which have prompted Parasara to compose
this stotra are: (1) hailing from a family of devotees

of the Lord who have overcome the influence of maya

by whole-hearted surrender, and (2) the confidence

aroused in him by being adopted by the Lord and His

consort as their son. Further, even as the Veda-s though

incompetent to do full justice to the glory of the Lord

still undertake such an effort, our poet also would like

to praise Him in his own way.

In the succeeding five verses (20 to 24) our poet

enters into the graphic description of the river Kaverl

who by her holy waters offers solace and delight to all

that enter into them and who embraces the Lord by

her wavy hands. The poet also gives the other names

of the river like Hemapaga or Kanaka (Ponni in Tamil)

Marudvrtha and Sahyakanya (

4

born from the Sahya

mountain'). The sandbank forming the islet where the

Srirangam town is situated receives the poet's attention

next. The river Kaverl surrounding the island flows in

such a manner that plantain, areca, rose-apple and other

trees are immersed neck-deep in its waters. These trees

create the delusion that a chain of clouds is hanging

down to drink water from the river. The poet identifies

the present island of Srirangam with the highest abode

of the Lord, namely, Srlvaikuntha where live the liberated

souls. The Viraja river of the highest heavens is identified

with Kaverl. The poet aspires to move about freely in

the beautiful and holy gardens around the temple which

are gently waited upon by Kaverl and which remove

the fatigue of worldly existence for Vaisnava-s These

gardens also reverberate with vedic chants. In a fit of

poetic fancy, Parasara states that the trees and plants
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on this island such as the areca, jack and plaintain are

irrigated by the sweet and nectarine channels of water

issuing from coconuts which are split by the fish that

toss up in a sportive mood (sL 25 to 27).

The holy town Srirarigam, Parasara repeats, is the

same as the celestical abode of Visnu known as Ayodhya
and Aparajita

85
glorified in the Veda -s. The chain of

high mansions of this town seems to connect heaven

and earth in a bid to render even the worldly life divine.

Next Parasara also pays homage to the guardian deities

of the town such as Kumuda, Kumudaksa and Pundarlka

who, mounted on their vehicles and wielding their

characteristic weapons, always protect the people.

The sanctity of the town is further glorified by Parasara

when he says that even the eternally liberated souls

(nitya-s), the liberated ones (mukta-s) and those bound

souls (baddha-s) who consider this particular birth as

the very last one, all resort to this town by taking up
the configurations as men, animals and plants respectively

(si. 28 to 33).

The number of gopura-s and the prakara-s (outer

walls) of the temple appear to a devout person as Garuda

himself protecting the Lord with his magnificent wings.

Parasara also records a traditional view that Parakalakavi

(Tirumangai Alvar) constructed the manimandapa-hall by

using the golden images of Buddha who were defeated

by him earlier in a verbal duel (si. 36).

What follows then is the description of the sentinels,

namely, Canda and Pracanda, and the thousand -pillared

hall which reminds the poet again of Sri Vaikuntha,

described in the Veda-s as having such a thousand pillared

hall. In the following two verses, the tank called

Candrapuskarinf is described as the place in whose waters
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the Lord and His consort sport and which provides them

various kinds of flowers serving as umbrellas, ornaments,

etc. One who dips himself in its water is sure to get

rid of his tapatraya (si. 39-40).

The next important description is that of the

Snranga-Vimana which is a replica of the highest abode

of the Lord, namely, Sri Vaikuntha, known as "Aparajita."

The image of Lord Narasimha on the Gopura, the

images of acarya-s and the Punnaga-tree
86

in the precincts

receive appropriate attention from our poet (sis. 46 to

49). Mention may be made here of the traditional practice

of Nammalvar's Tiruvaymoli being constantly recited and

expounded under the shade of this Punnaga-tree. The

poet points out that the divine fragrance of the

Punnaga-blossoms owes its origin to the constant

"waterings" of its roots through these Sahasra-gltT

(Tiruvaymoli) chantings.

Visvaksena, his consort SutravatI, and his four chief

attendants, namely, Gajanana, Jayatsena, Harivaktra and

Kalaprakrti are glorified then (si. 50-52). The next

description is of Garuda who is facing the Lord as His

gem-studded mirror and his two consorts Rudra and Suklrti

are followed up next (si. 53-54).

The Lord's five weapons, the Sudarsana in particular,

Hanuman and Vibhlsana and the two pillars adjacent

to the sanctum sanctorum which are called Tirumanattun

in Tamil and Amodastambha in Sanskrit are then described

(si. 55-59). The actual description of the Lord, His

consorts, His serpent-couch and His paraphernalia come
in for more elaborate eulogy (si. 60-63).

Then follows a series of metaphors where Lord

Ranganatha is identified with a pond having many lotuses
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Goddess Earth is the reflection of that swan. This

lotus-pond known as Srlrangaraja is not artificial. It is

cool with sausllya and beautiful with gentle waves of

krpa (grace). This pond is fit to be entered into by
all for ablutions and is the eternal abode of Laksml.

The Lord is "our very life" (asmad-asavah] and

He is sitting on the simhasana along with Laksml and

Bhumi. He is ruling over the entire universe. His great

compassion for all the living beings can be vouchsafed

by His abiding in the hearts of all people. His sauhrda

(friendship) and goodwill are characterised by His

independence (svatantrya) and all these features are

wonderfully suggested by His physical stance from the

feet upto the crown (si. 64-67).

In another delightful metaphor the poet identifies the

Lord with a beautiful ever-green parijata-trtz which has

come down to the earth from heaven. Its "fresh youth"
manifests itself in all the ten directions and it forms

the support and abode for the two kalpa-creepers, namely,
Laksml and Bhumi. The tree is bent low under the weight
of the fruits in the form of the innumerable boons meant

for the devotees. "May this tree remove my fatigue of

worldly existence," aspires Parasara (si. 68).

The gentle smile and the charming side-glances which

bring everybody under the benevolent control of the Lord

create the impression on the onlookers that He is speaking
to them. Addressing the people at large the abhayahasta
of Lord Ranganatha seems to imply this idea: "These

hands carrying the conch, mace and the discus bring

you all welfare, and this pair of lotus-feet should be

resorted to by you and it confers upon you prosperity

and safety." The smiling face of the Lord seems to

expound this idea for the benefit of the people (si. 70).

In another verse Parasara addresses the Lord as
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Srirangasrngara which means that the Lord is the very

embodiment of all charm and beauty. This verse offers

a running commentry, as it were, on the Lord's

"movements" up and down the streets of Srirangam in

the course of festival processions (as the utsavabera}.

His glances are full of affection for the devotees and

the gentle smile on His lips conquers everybody by its

inherent benevolence. His words are cool in the sense

that they offer hope to those afflicted by the worldly

miseries. His handsome figure is the target, as it were,

(saravyam] of the heart of Laksml. His movements are

a delight to the eyes. "What else is needed for a devotee

to feast upon?" wonders Parasara (si. 72). His magnificent

crown, brilliant tiMa-mark, large lotus-eyes, beautiful

ears, broad chest, arms wielding weapons, the splendid

knot of the dress at the waist and the lotus-feet draw

everybody to the Lord. An ardent devotee like Parasara

aspires for the vision of the Lord of such a description

wherever he casts his glances with a sincere prayer that

he may have this experience for a hundred autumns (si.

73-74).

Being attended upon by Sri and Bhumi on either

side, by Garuda in front and Sesa in the rear, Lord

Ranganatha with His four arms sporting weapons and

gesticulating abhaya- (asylum) seems to make His

intention clear to everyone that He is ever ready to protect

all and that there need be no fear or doubt in their

hearts (si 75). The poet then resorts to the Lord who

is like a Kalpa-irts as well as the Kamadhenu for the

devotees, the very consummation of all the prosperity

of his humble self. He prays to the Lord to bless him

and confer upon him the good fortune of serving Him

for a long time. The Lord who is reclining in the

Srirangam-temple on the soft, fragrant and broad
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serpent-couch seems to be swinging gently in a cradle

whenever Adisesa contracts and expands his body by

his exhalations and inhalations (si. 77). Lord Ranganatha

is the Supreme Being who can put an end to all the

woes of the people who resort to Him. He is the one

who appeared as the child on the banyan leaf and in

the womb of DevakI, on the crown of the Veda-s, on

the breasts of Kamala, in the words of Sathakopa and

now visible in the sanctum sanctorum of the Srlrangam

temple.

In another beautiful verse (si. 79) Parasara describes

in his own characteristic style, the Yoganidra of Lord

Ranganatha. The Lord has completely forgotten His milky

ocean, His highest abode (Sri Vaikuntha) and is now
4

'engaged to Nidra" in the place of Laksml. It is very

refreshing to note that Parasara is fancying Nidra to be

another consort of Lord Ranganatha with whom He is

spending some time.

In the dark interior of the temple the Lord who

is Himself bluish in complexion appears like an ocean

drunk in by a cloud; as a mountain placed in an ocean;

and also as an elephant sleeping on a bushy mountainous

slope. In another interesting verse Parasara calls

Ranganatha "the child of an ocean" (arnavatarnaka). A
child always reclines on the bed and so does this child

who is called Srlrangesaya. This Child in accordance

with His parental characteristics, has coral-like lower lip,

feet and hands. He is being fondled by Mother Kaveri

with her wavy arms. "Remarkable indeed is this wonderful

Child," points our author (si. 81). "Ranganatha" is a

cool dark cloud illumined by the lightning in the form

of Laksml and adorned by a rainbow created by the

rays emanating from the gems of His ornaments. This

cloud is full with the waters of compassion. "May this
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cloud sanctify me by its showers," prays Paraara (si

82).

The Lord is fancied as a stream of nectar gratifying

the eyes of the devotees and then as the celestial garden
nandana in which Goddess LaksmI sports. The feet, hands

and the face of Ranganatha are the lotuses: His bodily

complexion stands for the Tapincha-tit&s and the lower

lip corresponds to the Bandhujiva-flow&rs (si. 83-84).

The complexion of the Lord is comparable to the

marakata (emerald); His natural fragrance is enhanced

by the sweet-smelling exhalations of Adisesa. His

tenderness (saukumarya), personal charm (lavanya),

youthfulness (yuvatvam) brilliance, spectacular

gem-studded crown with the central Cudamani and His

beautiful face, the forehead covered by gentle locks of

hair and brilliant with the urdhvapundra
- all receive

the devoted attention of our poet (si. 85-95).

In a remarkable verse Parasara compares the dark

eye-brows of the Lord to two rows of dark bees engaged
in a gentle dance, which are celebrating their victory

over two lotuses which they have ultimately "brought
down" that is, the eyes of the Lord (si. 96). In the

succeeding verse the poet continues to describe the Lord's

eyebrows. They must be a pair of Manmatha's sugarcane
bows fully bent because there are two flowery shafts

below. Further the Sarriga-bow of the Lord which is

known for its remarkable "art of dance" must have had

its schooling under these eyebrows. The large lotus-like

eyes of the Lord which are full of compassion make
one feel that all parts of the Lord's body are constituted

of only one sense-organ, namely the eye. Cool with

compassion and slightly red and white in tinge, the eyes
of the Lord excel the saphara-fish in their flashful glitter.
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The glances that emanate from them are full of nectarine

compassion. Calm and cool, they appear to be enquiring

the welfare of those who bow down. "May these glances

grace me/' wishes the poet (si. 98 - 100).

The beautiful nose of the Lord is like the

Kalpaka -creeper; the smile is the beautiful flower that

has blossomed on it. The chin and the cheeks are the

tender leaves of the creeper (si. 101). The ear-ornaments

of the Lord, His handsome face, neck, hands and lotus-like

palms are again described by the poet in a picturesque

manner (si. 102-109). These hands which normally serve

LaksmI as pillows (upadhana) have a remarkable feature

about them. The right hand which Lord Ranganatha is

resting under His head as a pillow in fact touches the

crown and it seems to confirm that the Lord is superior

to the rest of the deities, since crown is the symbol
of supremacy. The other hand stretched over His left

knee seems to point to the lotus -foot as the chief goal

of all human endeavour (si. 110). The Lord's chest then

receives a wonderful description. The chest is the

pleasure-house of LaksmI painted with sandal paste,

spread over by Ma/af-gardens serving the purpose of

a couch. The gem necklaces act as the canopy and, the

Kaustubha serves the purpose of an auspicious lamp.

The chest of the Lord is also adorned by innumerable

sculptures in the form of deep etchings carved out by
chisels namely the horns of bulls in the form of demons

(si. 111).

The chest of Lord Ranganatha itself declares His

Supreme Lordship by such characteristics as the

To/asT-garland, the presence of LaksmI, the

Kaustubha-gtm and the Vaijayan^"-garland. Be it as it

may, the ornaments which Yasoda herself put on the
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Lord's chest (around the neck of child Krsna) such as

the Pancayudhaharl^ along with the nails of tortoise

and tiger is itself capable of attracting us to the Lord

without any fear of His transcendental prowess (paratva]

(si. 113).

The navel of the Lord, the three folds on the belly

and the scar left on His tender waist when He was tied

by Yasoda with a rope, and the lotus that has sprung

from His navel, being the source of Brahma, all these

point again to the Lord's supremacy over other deities

(si. 114-117).

Adequate reference is also made to the thighs, the

yellow silk garment, knees, calves and the lotus-feet of

the Lord. His feet seem to have acquired their red tinge

from the palms of LaksmI engaged in shampooing them87

(si. 118-123).

In the last three verses of this first century, the poet

eulogises the lotus-feet of the Lord which are also likened

to tender leaves. Identifying Lord Ranganatha with Krsna

the poet loses himself in a thrilling recollection of some

events of Krsna' s life. These are the feet which were

adept in running about in the Brndavana in His sports

with Gopika-s, which danced to the sounds of the churning

of curds,
88 which are the sole witness of the bliss of

being shampooed by Laksmi's hands, which did not

distinguish between the high and low and mixed freely

with all and which went to the Kaurava's court with

a message of love and peace. "May these feet bring

auspiciousness unto us", prays our poet (si. 124). The

marks that these feet bear such as Vajra and Dhvaja

clearly suggest the supreme lordship of Ranganatha. The

radiance emanating from the nails and fingers on the

feet of the Lord which are like fresh bunches of tender
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sprouts issuing from the Kalpa-trees, sanctify the whole

world by the "streams of Ganges" that flows from them

(si. 1 25- 1 26). These feet are again worshipped with golden
lotuses by Sri Rama and His consort Slta (si. 127).

UTTARASATAKA

As pointed out earlier this century of verses (105

verses) explains the import of the second half of the

dvayamantra, which according to tradition, points to the

Lord as the goal of all human endeavour and as the

master (sesin) whom the entire universe of acit and

cit subserves.

After a brief statement highlighting the importance
of mana (pramana, the valid means of knowledge) as

a gift of God to humanity with which one could distinguish

between good and bad or between existing and

non-existing entities and also dispel darkness (ignorance),

Parasara observes that non-Vedic schools and similar other

systems do not really deliver the goods. The view of

the bahya-s is avoided by the orthodox since it contradicts

not only pratyaksa but also sruti which is free from

all defects. Further, such schools are vitiated by the usual

errors of human agency and derive their authority from

irrational logic (si. 1-3). The Carvaka believes in pratyaksa

only and does not believe in the existence of the soul

beyond the body. The soul is referred to as aham and

is distinct from the body, senses, etc. It is referred to

normally as 'this' (idam). The confusion involving the

identification of the body and soul arises because of

their close association. It is only such an individual soul

that becomes a qualified aspirant to perform the rites

such as jyotistoma ordained by sacred texts (si. 4). Strictly

speaking, Parasara argues that even the Carvaka who
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relies upon pratyaksa alone should accept sruti and its

meaning as matters of pratyaksa. That is to say that

even the scriptures can become an object of audible

perception (sravana-pratyaksa). Even as the objects of

pratyaksa are not sublatable, so also the ideas conveyed

by sruti such as dharma, adharma and Isvara are not

subject to any contradiction. Therefore sruti also should

be taken as a valid means of perception along with

pratyaksa. Or, if the Carvaka can sit in yogic contemplation
he would see for himself all these matters through such

a perception (si. 5).

As for the Buddhists (Saugata) who try to deny the

reality of everything without accepting any particular locus

(nimpadhi), Parasara condemns them outright for their

peculiar logical position. According to the Madhyamika
school the universe is neither existent (sat) nor

non-existent (asat), nor both (sadasat), nor even

something beyond sadasat (anubhayatmaka). The idea

implied here is that one who denies everything (sarvam)
is contradicting himself because even his statement sarvam
nasti becomes subject to this refutation. Further even

if he refutes the reality of the universe as pertaining
to some substratum, ( sadhisthana) , it results in his

accepting the existence of the world elsewhere. To cite

an example, when the pot is broken, its shreds still continue

to exist. The other Buddhistic schools such as Yogacara,
Sa'utrantika and Vaibhasika which speak of the

non-existence of the universe, the inferential nature of

the universe and the momentariness of everything

respectively, are also refuted by Parasara in the three

succeeding verses. These three schools notwithstanding
their apparent differences, have two things in common:
(a) that knowledge alone forms the self, and (b) that

everything is momentary. But this cannot be accepted
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when there is no abiding self as the possessor of cognitions.

Since the objects of knowledge and the knowledge itself

gets destroyed in a moment, one cannot account for

smrti (recollection) and pratyabhljna (recognition).

Moreover, when we have a cognition and make the

judgement aham idam abhivedmi ("I know this"), one

can notice the difference between the knower and the

knowledge. But the Buddhists declare that all objects

of cognition are unreal. Then even this cognition of the

Buddhist becomes unreal and the ultimate result would

be that all objects are real, which is the view of the

Visistadvaitin himself.

In the following verse a reference is made to the

view of the Advaitin whom Parasara nicknames

Kalibrahmamimamsaka-$. According to them, Brahman

is pure knowledge which is unqualified and self-luminous.

Still it becomes subject to transmigration due to its own

avidya or maya. The jlva who has realised the truth

of the abheda-ttxts such as tat tvamasi*
9 can alone get

itself removed of the illusion under which Brahman is

smarting. Therefore, they have tried to prove that whatever

is visible is unreal. To them also Parasara gives the same

reply that even the statement that "everything other than

Brahman is unreal" becomes a predicate of such a

negation. Ultimately the reality of the world becomes

established (si. 11).

In the succeeding verse, Parasara ridicules the

Jaina-view which tries to prove the "inconclusiveness"

(anekantata] of the ultimate reality through their

characteristic logic involving seven steps (saptabhangf).

There is also the Bhedabheda school advocated by
Bhaskara which admits both difference and non-difference

between Brahman and the world on the basis of an upadhi
such as a body. This is as ridiculous as a statement,

"my mother is a barren woman." Both these schools,
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adds Parasara, sail in the same boat and are to be set

aside (si. 12).

Parasara also refers to the Nyaya and the Vaiscsika

school which do not accept the Supreme Being as the

material cause (upadana-karana) of the universe, but

speak of the atoms (paramanu) themselves as the material

cause. According to them all products come into existence

without any reference to any Supreme Being. This is

a strange and unfortunate situation in so far as the

Naiyayika-s are concerned, points Parasara. In other words

there is no reason why they should ignore the Vedantic

declaration that Brahman alone is the upadana, and the

nimittakarana of the universe (si. 13).

The Vedantic view is that the Veda-s are apauruseya
and that they are recollected and uttered by the Lord

Himself from time to time. This itself imparts a

pre-eminent position to the Veda-s as the highest authority
on which are based all other texts. The fifth Veda, namely
the Mahabharata itself declares that schools like the

Sankhya, Yoga and Pasupata are valid only in part and

thtPancaratra, being the spoken word of the Lord Himself,
is valid in toto (si. 14).

Parasara briefly alludes to the concept of Isvara or

some such principle in other schools such as Samkhya,
Yoga and Pasupata and concludes that Visnu's supremacy
is clear enough through His para, vyuha, vibhava and

other aspects as described in the Pancaratra texts. Parasara

also states that he does not care a bit for the Buddhistic

philosophy although it is believed to have been expounded
by Lord Visnu Himself after assuming the form89* a of

(Maya) Mohana (si. 15-16), since it is meant to mislead

the evil-minded persons.

Turning to the question of Vedic authority, Parasara

explains the impersonal character of the Veda-$. At the
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end of every kalpa the Lord retains the Vedic texts

in the form of samskara-s (latent impressions) and at

the time of creation He recollects and teaches them to

Brahma. That is why the Veda-s are without any

authorship and this accounts for their authority. According
to Parasara the six anga-s of the Veda-s such as Siksa,

Vyakarana, Chandas etc., and sciences like Nyaya and

Mlmamsa and the Smrti-s and Purana-s follow the

Vedic authority and form effective means , of realising

the goal of life (si. 17-18).

The Veda-s are of utmost authority. Of decreasing
order of importance are Smrti-s, Itihasa-s, Parana -s,

Nyaya and the like. The entire Purvabhaga of the Veda

and the subsidiary texts constitute the means of

worshipping the Lord. The latter part of the Veda-$,

that is, the Upanisad-s speaks at length about the object
or the goal of worship, namely, the Lord Himself,

possessed of innumerable auspicious qualities, of

unsurpassed glory and unfailing will. This point has been

elaborated by Lord Krsna in the Gita itself.
90

*

Parasara is of the firm opinion that neither the

performance of sacrifices, nor their latent power, nor

the apurva that arises, nor even the grace of the manes
and minor gods bring the results desired by the performers
of those acts. He is thereby refuting the views of Bhatta-s

and Prabhakara-s. The orthodox view, however is that

the performance of the japa-s, homa-s, etc., known as

ista and acts such as constructing temples, tanks, etc.,

known as purta ultimately bear fruit only by the Lord's

grace and not by any other extraneous factors. Even

these very acts constitute the command of the Lord (si.

20). Parasara further points out that the nitya and

naimittika (obligatory and occassional) rites of the Veda-s

are known as the aj8avjdhi-s (commandments), and the
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kamya -injunctions are known as the anujnavidhi-s

(permitted rites). There are also rites which are called

the abhJcara-s meant to attract even the most stubborn

people to the fold of Vedic authority (by pointing out

the ways and means of attaining wealth, control over

persons, etc). The entire sruti is meant for the ultimate

welfare of the people and brings out the intention of

the Lord who is always bent upon protecting the creatures.

Thus the Veda is the eternal command of the Lord

(si. 21).

In the succeeding verse Parasara refutes the

Prabhakara view that words indicating already existing

entities (siddha-vastu) do not gain validity. This is so

because all Vedic texts should be construed in such a

way that they point to a 'karya (something to be

accomplished).
91

Therefore, strictly speaking, the

Upanisadic portions of the Veda-s which speak of

Brahman, an already existing entity, cannot be primarily

valid. They should be converted as injunctions so as

to gain validity.
92

This view is refuted by Parasara, by saying that even

sentences speaking of already existing entities are valid

in their own right. Thus for instance if a reliable person
tells somebody that there is a treasure in a particular

place ("atraste nidhih"), this statement becomes valid

although it refers to an already existing entity, namely,
treasure. Therefore, there is no justification in the

Mimamsaka's denying the validity of siddhaparavakya-.
Parasara further asserts that Upanisadic passages such

as satyam jnanam anantam brahma93 and yah sarvajnah
sarvavit

94 which speak of the innumerable virtues,

character and form of the Lord, should be given their

due validity. It is obvious that Parasara is following here

Ramanuja's commentary on the Brahmasutra - tattu
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Parasara observes next that the interpretation of the

Chandogya passage ekamevadvitlyam
95 cannot prove the

unreality of the universe. The entire universe forms the

inseparable attribute of the Lord even as the body belongs

to the soul, the modifications (effects) pertain to the

cause and jati (the universal) guna-$ (qualities) and

karman (action) depend upon a substance (dravya).

All these give rise to specific mental cognitions and verbal

references. Thus the word advitiya (without a second)

in particular, does not on any interpretation, deny the

existence of the world of cit and acit which forms

the mode of the Lord. In other words, in both the subtle

(suksma) and the gross (sthula) states, that is, before

and after creation, the universe remains as the body
of the Lord. That being the case, the theories of maya

(accounting for the unreality of the universe), upadhi

(limiting adjunct causing apparent distinctions in Brahman)

and vikara (that Brahman undergoes essential

modification) all get sublated. These three theories are

those of Sankara, Bhaskara and Yadavaprakasa

respectively (si. 23).

In the next verse Parasara shows the proper way
of interpreting the texts which speak of non -difference

(abheda] between Brahman and the world. These are

the passages meant here: sarvam khalvidam brahma 96

aitadatmyamidam sarvam
91 and tattvamasi

9 * These

passages speak of the non - difference between Brahman

and the universe including the jlva because everything

forms the body of the Lord, being controlled by Him,

pervaded by Him (supported) and being subservient to

Him. The Lord's control over the universe is evident

by His creating, sustaining and destroying the universe.

Therefore, the Chandogya passage in question speaks

of the identity between Brahman and the universe, by
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the principle of co-ordinate predication (samanadhi-

karanya)
99

since even in common parlance the body
and the soul are referred to as identical (aham sthulah

etc.) (si. 24).

The author then refers to the views of the Naiyayika-s

who try to prove the existence of a Supreme

Designer-Architect for this universe through reasoning

alone, (who ultimately turns out to be an efficient cause),

the view of the Mimamsaka-s who do not accept any

such Being as a master of the universe and the view

of others who speak of the "trinity of gods" as equals,

and again the theory of those that Rudra or Hiranyagarbha

or such other gods are the masters of the universe. All

these views, points out Parasara, are set aside by the

sruti itself which speaks of Lord Visnu alone as the

ruler of both eft and acit The srutl-s - cko ha vai

narayana asit,
100

patim visvasya
1 ^ and so on, make it

clear that all other gods are bound by karman and as

such they cannot be the rulers of the universe. They
further clarify that these gods are of varying degrees

of powers so much so they cannot be called Supreme
(si. 25). Other gods like Brahma and Siva, argues Parasara,

form part of the creation itself and they act according
to the dictates of Narayana, as declared by srafr'-s.

102

Further these gods are not known to have manifested

themselves through avatara-s like Visnu.
103

Therefore,

they cannot be equated with Lord Narayana. Narayana
is. therefore the unquestioned monarch of the universe

in association with His consort Laksml (si. 26).

In the following verses Parasara explains the six

perfections such as jnana (knowledge), sakti (power),

bala (strength), aisvarya (lordship), vlrya (energy) and

tejas (effulgence), which always abide by the Lord in

an unsurpassed manner, and which make Him Bhagavan
104
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(si. 27-34). While explaining the quality called aisvarya,

Parasara takes occasion to criticise the Sankhya theory
of the evolution of the universe. According to this, prakrti

which is inert and insentient (ajna) itself is the source

of the universe and the Purusa by his mere presence
as a saksin (witness)

105
provides the necessary stimulus

for creation, etc. But Parasara points out that the quality

aisvarya (lordship) which facilitates the cosmic functions

such as creation, etc., is present in the Lord. Therefore,

the Sankhya view cannot satisfactorily explain the creation

of the universe.

Parasara also observes that the Ananda ^///-section

of the Taittinyopanisad waxes eloquent about the

attributes of the Lord such as youthfulness, bliss and

the like starting from the humans and ending up with

Brahma, the creator. Still the apanisad in question is

unable to bring out the glory of the Lord in all its fulness.

It ends up like a dumb creature. As such, what to speak
of the powers of the mind and speech of a human in

comprehending the virtues of the Supreme?
106 Such divine

qualities which are beyond the human ken, thought and

speech including softness, skill, affection and forgiveness,

are treasured as it were in the Aranyaka- like precious

gems. They can now be seen and felt here in the iconic

form of Lord Ranganatha at Srlrangam, which is so to

speak, a veritable jewellery, remarks Parasara (si. 36).

The author also refers to the theory of Vyuha-s
of the Pancaratra according to which, the four Vyuha
manifestations of the Lord with different functions and

characteristics facilitate the meditational exercises of the

devotees (si. 37-40). Referring to the remarkable

compassion of the Lord, Parasara observes that but for

His grace, creation itself would not have taken place.

Creation lies in uniting the souls of beings with proper
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bodies and senses since at the time of pralaya all the

souls exist Undistinguishable from inanimate matter. By
His free will the Lord made the prakrti modify and produce

mahat, ahamkara and the indriya-s (sL 41). Cruelty

and partiality cannot be attributed to the Lord if we
find the world in which we live, full of inequality and

misery. The peculiar past acts (karman} performed by
the individuals in their previous births shduld alone be

held responsible for their misery or happiness in the

present life. The Brahmasutra and the Brhadaranyaka

upanisad are in support of this view.
107

(si. 42).

Parasara here anticipates the objection that the Lord's

dependence on the past karma-s of the individual souls

does not contribute to His independence. Parasara answers

by citing four analogies: (1) The agent of an action such

as a potter, is independent in so far as the production
of the pot is concerned, although he has to depend upon
a number of auxiliaries like water, wheel, stick, etc.,

(2) A person who enjoys certain comforts of the physical
world is also deemed to be independent regarding the

enjoyment, notwithstanding his dependence on his own

physical body; (3) A ruler is considered to be independent
in matters of favouring or punishing his dependents

although he has to depend upon the behaviour of the

people concerned; and (4) A donor who is willing to

offer gifts upon the needy and is thus independent, still

has to depend upon those people who come to him.

In other words his quality of charity becomes meaningless
if nobody comes to him for favour. Still this cannot be

construed as impairing the independence of the donor.

In the same manner, the independence of the Supreme
Being cannot be supposed to be undermined although
He acts according to the karman of the beings concerned

(si. 43).
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The poet-philosopher Parasara, then explains the

process of creation itself. The Lord projects and manifests

by His own free will, the cit and adt entities which
form an infinitesimal part of His own body, which during
the cosmic dissolution, lie dormant. This is compared
to a peacock sportingly spreading forth his beautiful plumes
dancing in glee, in the presence of his mate. The Lord
also sports in this manner in the presence of His consort

Sri. The idea underlying here is that the essential nature,

power and glory of the Supreme are not exhausted by
the process of creation. It is just a sport for Him implying
the total independence and disinterestedness with which
He carries on the cosmic functions (si. 44).

Parasara then speaks of the remarkable compassion
of the Lord in manifesting Himself in the world of mortals

for their welfare. Time and again He is very much
concerned with what may even be described as an

over-enthusiasm to put the violaters of dharma on the

right path. Parasara drives home this point with the very

apt analogy of a mother who swallows portions of bitter

medicine so that her suckling child may become healthier

(si. 45).

The Lord's excessive love and consideration for the

universe full of unwise people is evident from every

episode of His incarnations. Undaunted, He again and

again tries to woo them to the path of virtue. This is

like the setting in of the cycle of seasons which contributes

to the wefare of the beings, and which can be inferred

by the seasonal traits (si. 46).

Parasara then answers the question as to how the

Lord's compassion and friendliness to the living beings
could be justified when it is known that He punishes
the guilty. The author points out that punishing the
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evil-minded is itself an act of favour extended to them

for their own well-being (si. 47).

Parasara observes that the Lord time and again

incarnates Himself for the protection of all the beings

taking such forms as celestials, mortals and even animals

although He Himself is birthless. An important feature

of the Lord's incarnations is that His consort Indira

accompanies Him in all His manifestations assuming

appropriate forms and functions. The Lord's nature and

will and the cause and purpose behind the series of

His manifestations are highly inscrutable. Only the wise

can understand them, while the ignorant consider the

Lord as a mere mortal and speak ill of Him (si 48-50).

Parasara ridicules the theory which holds Visnu to

be equal with Brahma and Siva, all forming the trinity

of Gods. If Visnu who is the central figure of the trinity

were to be treated like that, then what purpose would

be served by such activities of the Lord as promoting
the quality of sattva, showering compassion on and coming
to the rescue of those who are in distress? These activities

are the unmistakable signs of the Supremacy of the Lord,

observes our author (si. 51). Parasara then enters into

a long and eloquent eulogy of the avatara-s ( vihhava-s]

the Lord took from time to time to protect the virtuous

and to punish the vile. The avatara-s described are:

Hayagrfva (si. 52), Hamsa (si. 53), Vatapatrasayin (si.

54), Matsya (si. 60-61), Karma (si. 62), 'VarSha (si. 63),

Narasimha (si. 64-66), Vamana (si. 67), Parasurama (si.

68), Snrama (si 69), Krsna (si. 70-72) and Kalkin (si

73). Of these special reference has to be made to

Parasara's attachment to the Gajendravarada-form (which

is not treated canonically as a separate incarnation),

Narasirhha and Srlkrsna avatara-s. As soon as Lord Visnu

heard the trumpeting of the elephant made in great agony,
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He quickly took away His feet from the lotus-hands of

His two consorts which were stroking them, left the

serpent-bed, enlarged His lotus-eyes whose lids were

extremely unsteady, wiped out from His chest the

saffron-marks left by embracing LaksmI and started out

in a huff (si. 56). The great hurry in which the Lord
dashed out of His abode to save the elephant is vividly

described by the poet in another beautiful verse: The
Lord was in such a tremendous 'confusion' and hurry
that He did not hold the hand of Visvaksena stretched

out for support, nor did He put on the gem-studded
sandals. He left all the inmates of the harem in utter

dismay as to what had happened to Him. Without even

having the seat properly bedecked, He sat on Garuda's

back. "Salutations to such a hurried condition of the

Lord" exclaims our poet. As the Lord sat on his back,

Garuda increased his extraordinary speed to a tremendous

degree of velocity. Still the Lord felt that it was not

fast enough and began to shout, splash him on his back

and even kick at his sides with a view to making him

go faster. Even after Garuda had increased his speed
further, the Lord Himself felt it inadequate and began
to lift and push him up in a frantic bid... all this to

save Gajendra at the earliest moment. The poet wonders
at this unique compassion of the Lord and exclaims "O
Lord! when anybody just prostrates before you, you will

be in utter panic!" In such a state of utter excitement

and anxiety, the poet notes in another verse, the Lord

put on His ornaments, garlands and silken dress in a

disorderly manner, and began to blame Himself aloud

"Alas! fie upon me." In this situation He resembled a

lotus-pond deeply perturbed by powerful currents of wind

(si. 59).
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Parasara fancies that the man-lion (Nara-simhs) form

of the Lord which combines in itself wonderful and

charming features in such a way that this form is no

longer avoided or abhorred by people. When seen

separately, the human and leonine forms normally cannot

be admired by anyone. Therefore, the Lord had, by a

stroke of His genius, brought these two features together

as nara-simha and made it a pleasant and charming
combination as that of milk and sugar, much to the delight

of His devotees. The poet further observes that in His

man-lion incarnation the Lord actually dispensed with

His enemy effortlessly with the tip of His nails. But His

fury against Hiranyakasipu, who harassed His devotee

Prahlada in the most unbecoming manner knew no bounds.

As such His physical body grew twice the size of His

cosmic form as Visnu. The man-lion form which He
assumed thus in all haste, still provided a matchless

co-ordination between the human and animal forms (si

64-66).

Losing himself in the glories of Ramavatara, the poet
feels that the disappearance of Slta (at Citrakuta) and

her 'hiding' in Asokavana was a mere sport. The poet
wonders as to why the Lord had to undergo enormous

pain and strain in building a bridge across the ocean

and in putting an end to the demon who was puffed

up by the boons he got from Brahma and Siva. The

poet's opinion is that Slta, had she so desired, could

have easily foiled Ravana's plans of seizing her. But still

she allowed aU this to happen and this must have been

with a definite purpose behind (si. 68-69).

Parasara then describes in two verses the greatest

of all the incarnations of the Lord, that is Sri Krsna.

In a touching reference to Krsna' s mother Devaki he

says that she wanted the Supreme Brahman as her child.
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This Supreme Brahman is the one whose complexion

is of the rainy cloud which being full with water is Mow
to move; He is the one draped in yellow silk, one who

has lotus-eyes and five weapons. The characteristics

pertain to Visnu alone. "Which other woman would desire

such a child?" wonders the author (si 70-71). In the

next verse the poet brings out in a unique way the amazing

and sweeping influence of the sweet notes of Krsna' s

magic flute on the entire universe of cit and acit

What more, even Krsna was no exception to the dulcet

music that emanated from His own fantastic flute.
107a

The sweetness of the music that flowed from the flute

had rendered the entire creation different from what it

originally was. Mountains and fires became soft and cool

respectively; sages became stupefied; the immobile trees

and ignorant cowherds became highly enlightened; the

mighty venomous serpents brimmed with nectar; even

tigers and cows became fraternal, the rest underwent

transformation and even Krsna was one amongst them.

This was- what happened when the music of the Lord's

flute swept through the entire creation with its ravishing

and inebriating sweetness (si. 72).

What follows then is the glorification of the iconic

form (area} of the Lord which forms the most easily

accessible of the five-fold forms of Lord Visnu - the

remaining four being Para, Vyuha, Vfbhava and

Anatyamm. It is true that all incarnations of the Lord

are magnanimous, grand and motivated by unconditional

love for the creatures. But what is more striking is the

Lord's willingness to come down to the mortal plane

and animate the idols installed in temples built on earth,

putting up with all inconveniences, and depending totally

upon the arcaka-$ (the worshippers) for His very

sustenance. How deep and how great is the Lord's concern
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for His ardent devotees! The grateful lovers of God are

thrilled and dumb-founded at this remarkable gesture of

the Supreme Lord (si. 74)

While an ardent devotee whole-heartedly believes

in the all-pervasive presence and grace of the Lord, the

arcavatara comes in quite handy to spiritualise His mortal

existence. The Para, Vyuha, and the Vibhava aspects,

it is quite obvious, are an impossible hope for the suffering

humanity. It is therefore out of supreme consideration

for man that the Lord has condescended as an area

which assures salvation to one and all
(vlsyajamna).

The present area in the holy temple of' Srlrangam
welcomes everyone and enquires about their welfare with

its beatific and beautiful glances imbued by wonderful

grace (si. 75).

Parasara also refers to the age-old mythological

tradition associated with the worship of Lord Rariganatha
at Srlrangam. According to the legends Brahma the

creator-god, bathed in the celestial Ganges and worshipped
Lord Ranganatha offering lotuses at His feet. The idol

of Lord Ranganatha was being worshipped by the ancestors

of SriRama starting from Manu. Rama Himself worshipped
the idol along with His wife Slta.

108 The poet also makes

mention of the episode of the Lord abiding at Srlrangam
itself in accordance with the desire of Vibhlsana 109

(si.

76-78).

The succeeding four verses (sL 79-82) describe Lord

Ranganatha employing Upanisadic statements such as

tatsaviturvarenyam,
11

apranakhatsarva cva suvarnah
ni

caksurmitrasya varunasya...
112

yasyasmi na

tamantaremi113
ayuh prajanam,

114
etc.

Parasara then speaks of the glories of the Lord

employing the words and ideas expressed in the Bhagavad
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Gita such as a/to jijnasuh,
lis

mayi sarvani karmam,
116

etc. (si. 83-84). Those who realise their own self through
samadhi as the twenty-fifth category, over and above

the well-known twenty-four categories, and unite it with

itself, attain the kaivalya state. However those who realise

their self in its true nature as the twenty-fifth category
and unites it with the Supreme Self become liberated

(si. 85). Those who were completely devoid of the

influence of their past karman and are by their very
birth bent upon serving the Lord out of spontaneous
and motiveless love, sing the glories of the Lord, think

of Him and salute Him. Such people live in the Lord

and the Lord in turn lives in them (si. 86).
117

In the next verse Parasara expresses his wholehearted

surrender to the Lord. Upanisadic passages such as yato

vaimani,
1 18 antah pravistah sasta

1 19 and patim visvasya
120

declares that the Lord along with His consort is responsible
for the creation, sustenance and dissolution of the entire

universe ofmen and matter and that they are all subservient

to Him. To be the means of salvation and the goal of

all human effort constitutes the very nature and truth

of Lord's existence. They are not two different qualities.

That is why the poet says that he is resorting to the

Lord without any reservation (si. 87). The poet then

refers to the independence of the Lord in conferring
moksa on a soul or throwing it into the endless cycle

of samsara. "Who is to question you? You alone should

save me," appeals the poet (si. 88).

The author then realises his utter non -eligibility even

to utter the words "I surrender before the Lord." He
is totally ignorant of Karma-yoga, Jnana-yoga and

Bhakti-yoga. Apart from the mere desire to be saved

he has no other qualification. He is in a confused state

of mind, and hence this appeal (si. 89).
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In a number of verses taking us from verse 90 to

the last verse of this stava the poet gives expression
to the remarkable qualities of the Lord such as compassion
and omnipotence, and to his own ignoble qualities, sinful

activities, materialistic tendencies, egoity, self-imposed
status as a spiritual teacher and the like which all

correspond to Karpanya ("utter helplessness"), which

constitutes naicyanusandhana of the Srlvaisnava tradition.

But the grace of the Lord is so magnanimous and

overwhelming that it would certainly forgive the sins of

even the most abominable sinner. The poet puts a very
clever question: "Did your grace contract, O Lord! due

to its association with such sinners as the crow-demon

(kakasura) and Sisupala?." The poet also reminds the

Lord of the vow which He took that He would offer

protection to whosoever surrenders to Him but once and

offers himself to Him. 121
(si. 90-101). The poet places

his burden at the feet of the Lord, being prompted by

acarya-s and categorically states, "O Lord! you are my
refuge." The Lord therefore cannot brush side the appeal
of the ardent devotee.

In a beautiful verse involving the figure of speech

Vyajastuti, Parasara points out, that strictly speaking the

qualities of the Lord such as daya (compassion), ksama

(forgiveness) and audarya (magnanimity) do not have

any role or function. "Compassion" consists in being
unable to bear the misery of others. The Lord Himself

being everything else and everybody else, where is the

scope for the display of His grace? "Forgiveness" means

winking at the faults of others. This too is rendered

ineffective by the fact that the Lord is always unaware
.

of the faults of others. When the faults of others are

themselves not known to the Lord where is the occasion

for His forgiving them? Likewise even the "magnanimity"
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of the Lord is something difficult to understand for,

whatever the Lord has, has already been made over to

his devotees,
123

(si. 103) and there is no scope for anything
else to be aspired for afresh (si. 103).

The grace of the Lord is such that it elevates even

the lowliest of the lowly. In fact the quality of Lordship
lies in fulfilling the desires of the have-nots (si. 104).

There is also no virtue, remarks the poet in fine, if

the Lord extends a helping hand to those who are already

at a vantage point by virtue of their performance of

the karma -
jnana- and bhaktiyoga~. Helping such people

will be like pouring water to a fish which is already

in water (mmapanlyanaya) . But if the Lord comes to

the rescue of hopeless persons like the poet, it would

be a positive help, like putting up a water-tent in the

midst of a desert (si. 105).

TATTVAR4TNAKARA

This monumental treatise of Parasara Bhatta is

unfortunately not available to us although a number of

fragments are available through the quotations of Vedanta

Desika in his Nyayaparisuddhi, Nyayasiddhanjana,

Sesvaramlmamsa, Tattvamuktakalapa and Tattvaffka. Of
these the majority of quotations are from the first two

works mentioned above. It is clear from these quotations

that Parasara covers the whole range of the Nyayasastra
and interprets several principles in the light of Visistadvaita

system of thought in this work. An attempt is made
here to study these fragments to the extent they are

available.
124

The first quotation seeks to define and classify

samsaya (doubt). It runs thus: "The cognition which

apprehends several contradictory features with reference
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to one and the same entity is known as doubt. It is

two-fold." The part of the text which classifies samsaya
is not available. But we can supply the idea from Vedanta

Desika's NyayaparisuddhL According to this, samsaya
is of two kinds: (1) That which i? based on the common
feature (samanadharma); and U) that which is based

on mutual discrepancy (vipratip^'ti}. Looking at a tall

object, and being unable to decide whether it is a man
or post is the illustration for the first variety. When one

looks in the mirror and sees the image of one's own
face there arises the doubt regarding the reality of the

reflection. This forms the illustration for the second variety.

The second quotation concerns itself with the number

of pramana-s. Parasara points out that although those

who rely upon the Veda-s mention smrti (recollection),

pratyaksa (perception), aitihya (same as agama or

verbal testimony) and anumana (inference) as the valid

means of knowledge, all recollection (smrti} based upon

pratyaksa etc., can actually be included in its own source.

As such there is no difficulty in concluding that pramana-$
are three in number.

The third fragment defines the immediacy

(aparoksyam) of cognition. It consists in cognizing an

object directly through pratyaksa. This immediacy of

knowledge distinguishes it from verbal and inferential

cognitions. In other words fire, etc., are the objects

concerning whose existence on a hill-top a man engages
himself through the observation of smoke, etc.,

concomitant with that entity. The knowledge that arises

therefrom is known as inference. If a person hears

somebody mentioning the existence of fire at a particular

place and believes that there is fire, purely on the strength

of that statement, we have an instance of verbal cognition.

In the same context the mediacy of knowedge (paroksya)



is the dependence on the knowledge of things which

do not have a direct bearing upon the intention of the

person involved. If a person wants to find out the existence

of fire through smoke it constitutes his dependence on

a thing (smoke) which is not actually the thing desired

by him. Therefore, dependence on linga and sabda which

do not actually belong to the category of the things desired,

is what is known as paroksya or mediacy of cognitions.

The next fragment (4) records the ancient view

regarding conjunction (samyoga). The conjunction

between an object and the sense-organ is two-fold:

samyoga and samyuktasraya. The contact between the

sense-organs and objects is known as samyoga

(conjunction); the contact between the sense-organs and

the colour, etc., of the objects is known as

samyuktasrayana (dependence on that which is

conjoined). It has to be pointed out that for the

Visistadvaitin-s samavaya (inherence), is not acceptable
since it leads to infinite regress (anavastha).

125 The

quotation in question also says yathasambhavamuhyatam

meaning "this can be understood, depending upon

possibility." By this Parasara implies that in the case

of direct perception of the yogin- and in cases of

anyathakhyati (misapprehension), this kind of conjunction
is not applicable.

The next quotation (5) explains the difference between

the savikalpaka (determinate) and nirvikalpaka

(indeterminate) pratyaksa (perception). According to the

Visistadvaita school the indeterminate (nirvikalpaka)

perception does not cognise an undifferentiated and

unqualified object, as held by the Naiyayika-s and

Advaitin-s.
126 Even in this kind of perception the object

is qualified by some attributes such as configuration, but

it is devoid of
*

"retrospection" ( anuvrtti or pratyavamarsa)
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since it happens to be the first object of that kind of

things cognized. In the determinate (savikalpaka)

perception the qualities, etc., of the object are found

to exist in other individuals of the same kind.
127

The Tattvaratnakara passage states that in the

nirvikalpaka perception one notices the "non-absence"

(that is, presence) of "lack of relationship" of an object

with its own genus (jati), etc. Thus, in the perception

of a cow for the first time, what one fails to notice

is the continuity of the jati (gotva) etc., in other individual

cows. In the savikalpaka perception the cow is seen to

be possessed of this genus (gotva) and as devoid of

other kinds of jati (anyayogasya vyavrttih) such as asvatva,

mahisatva, etc.

Pratyaksa again is two -fold: (1) that which belongs

to the ancients (anarvacina, that is, Yogins or

extraordinary persons) and (2) that which belongs to the

recent ones, that is, ordinary people (arvaclna). The first

kind of perception belongs to the Yogin-s, the released

souls and the Supreme Being; it is capable of directly

visualising all things at one and the same time. The

expression upapadayisyate (will be explained later),

indicates that this matter was further discussed in the

later portion of the Tattvaratnakara which, however, is

not traceable in the available fragments.

The subsequent fragment (6) represents an ancient

view regarding vyapti (invariable concomitance).

According to this, the vyapti between the sadhana

(probans) and a sadhya (probandum) is grasped by a

single observation. Later philosophers, however, insist

that vyapti can be obtained only through repeated
observation. The word sambandha used by Parasara

in this quotation must be understood in the sense of
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mere co-ordination (samanadhikaranya). According to

Parasara all concepts by nature comprehend not only
the attributes and the objects possessing those attributes

but also their mutual relationship. The author urges that

since the class-concept of dhuma, namely, dhumatva

is associated with every particular instance (eg. smoke)
the experience of any vyapti between smoke and fire

would mean the cognition of the vyapti between the

class-concept of smoke and the class-concept of fire.

As already noted in fragment (4) above, the relationship

between a particular instance of smoke and its genus
is samyukta-asrita (dependence on that which is conjoined
with the sense-organ). A third kind of sannikarsa

(conjunction) was not dealt with in the section dealing
with sannikarsa because its subject is also brought out

in this same context, says Parasara. This third kind of

sannikarsa, we understand from Vedanta Desika's

remarks is samyukta-asrita-asraya (being based upon that

which is dependent on that which is in conjunction with

the sense-organ).

The next fragment (7) is a long one and it discusses

the nature and scope of upadhi (adventitious condition)

which vitiates the invariable concomitance which is vital

for a valid inferential cognition. This fragment also points
out that all doubts and cases of unwarranted situations

can be successfully warded off by tarka (indirect argument)
itself.

Upadhi is that which restricts or delimits the scope
of the relationship between a means and its ends. The
contact with wet fuel is the upadhi when one tries to

prove the existence of smoke by means of fire. Another

example is when we try to prove that a particular space
forms the faculty of hearing by reason of its being ether.

Here karnasaskull (the external form of the ear) is the

upadhi. The usual definition of upadhi is:
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sadhyavyapakatve sati sadhanavyapakatvam

An adventious condition is that which is invariably

pervasive of the probandum (sadhya) and non-pervasive
of the probans (sadhana). In this second illustration we
find that wherever there is organ of hearing there is

the ear (karnasaskull), whereas there is no such

concomitance between ether and the karnasaskulL

Another illustration for upadhi is also given: vimatahjivah

saiiisan, jlvatvat (the individual soul in question is liable

to transmigration because it is an individual soul). Here

karma, avidya, etc., of the soul form the upadhi. While

they are pervasive of samsaritva, they are not so with

jlvatva. Udayana's view that upadhi while not being

pervasive of the sadhana (sadhana-avyapaka), is

co-extensive with sadhya (sadhyasamavyapti) is also

referred to by Parasara in this passage.

What is the criterion of this upadhi? Parasara replies

that it is two-fold: (1) Sometim.es the sadhana is not

related to its sadhya; and (2) at the time of cognizing
this relation ( vyapti) one does not have a cogent and

uniform apprehension of the sadhana. In other words,
there is non-conformity or "straying of the reason"

(vyabhicara) which undermines the concept of invariable

relationship between the hetu and sadhya. Another

example for upadhi is also given by Parasara:

agnlsomlyahimsa adharmajanika, hirhsatvat "Injury to

animals which forms part of the agnisomlya- sacrifice

produces sin; because it is injury, like the injury done

outside the sacrifice." Here nisiddhatva (being forbidden)

forms the upadhi. Another example is also given: atma

anityah, prameyatvat. "Soul is non-eternal, because it

is knowable." Here krtakatva (being produced) is the

upadhi. The reason which is co -pervasive with the

probandum is noticed in the positive illustrations (sapaksa)
and it is not present in the subject (paksa). In such
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a form, one fails to recognise its
4l

being pervaded" which

gives rise to upadhi. An instance is when we try to

infer the dark complexion of a child to be born of a

woman Maitrl, by the reason that he would be the son

of Maitri (since the other children of that lady are also

dark). Here the upadhi is sakadyaharaparinama (having
been born as a result of digesting green vegetable).

Finally Parasara draws the line between reasons which

have upadhl-s caused by the incomplete character of

their form (rupavaikalya] and between those reasons

which have upadhi-$ caused by the straying ( vyabhicara)

of those reasons. In the first instance such reasons are

called aprayojaka-s ('ineffective') whereas in the second

we have the usual classification as badhita, viruddha,

anaikantika, etc.

Summing up the discussion, Parasara notes that

vyabhicara consists in the absence of invariable

concomitance (pratibandha). Upadhi alone is the source

of such straying of the reason. If the upadhi is present
in the sadhana (probans) and if it is not present in the

sadhya (probandum) we have an instance of niscitopadhi

(the determined). If the upadhi is not determined on

the strength of some other means of knowledge (pramana)
we have what is knwon as sankitopadhi ('the doubted').

Fragment (8) discusses the three kinds of anumana

which are well known in the Nyaya system as

anvayavyatirekin, kevalanvayin and kevalavyatirekin.

Vedanta Desika who refers to Yamuna 128
is of the * view

that the kevalavyatirekl type of anumana cannot be

considered as an anumana at all. However Parasara and

Varadavisnumisra whom Vedanta Desika quotes, seem
to accept this three-fold classification. But Vedanta Desika

tries to remove the apparent contradiction by saying that

those statements of the two acarya-s must be understood
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as presenting the parvapaksa view or the view of a section

of philosophers.

It appears from this quotation that the kevalavyatirekin

can be two-fold - the "determined' ( adhyavasita) ,
and

the undetermined (anadhyavasita). Of these the first kind

constitutes a good reason (saddhetu) which can prove
the probandum. The second variety, that is, anadhyavasita

type is of an unusual kind (asadharapa) being present

only in the paksa and absent from both the sapaksa

(positive instance) and vipaksa (negative instance), which

cannot conclusively prove the probandum. Hence it may
be called the semblance of a reason (abhasa).

129

The next fragment (9) defines laksana. According
to this, laksana is that which is the cause of comprehending
the form of an entity which is unique to itself. In this

process all objects of the similar and dissimilar kinds

are also precluded from the scope.

Jati (genus) and configuration (akara) for instance,

assist a pramana (valid means of knowledge) in marking
out an individual (such as cow, etc.) from species of

a similar kind and a dissimilar kind. This constitutes

the laksana in so far.that particular individual is concerned.

Fragment (10) refutes the kcvalavyatirekin as a type

of inference. When the Naiyayika tries to prove the

"difference from other elements" (tiarabheda] in the case

of earth by reason of its possession of smell (gandhavatva),
Parasara asks if earth is already known to exist through
a valid means or not. If it is not known, then the defect

called asraya-asiddhi ("non-establishment in respect of

the locus") accrues. If it is already known to exist then

the fallacy of siddha-sadhana ('proving the already

proved') crops up. It has therefore to be stated by the

purvapaksin that although the earth is known to exist
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in a general form, its special features are not known.

Even then, says Parasara, the paksa (subject) becomes

one whose attribute is not wdl-kn

(aprasiddhavisesana}.
Therefore proving the difference

from other entities" (itaravyavaccheda) becomes a futile

exercise. Further, if a particular
means of knowledge

(pramana) stands in need of another pramana to

substantiate its position, it will result in anavastha (infinite

regress) and the doctrine of intrinsic validity

(svatahpramanya]
becomes negated. Therefore, an

attribute (e.g. gandha] which distinguishes its substantive

(the earth) from others itself becomes a definition thereof.

The next fragment (11) is regarding the classification

of anumana as svartha ('for one's own self) and parartha

('for the sake of others'). The Visistadvaitins as

represented by Vedanta Desika do not accept this

classification made by the Naiyayika-s. According to them

all inferences proceed on the basis of ones own

understanding and are helpful for one's own verbal usage

and actvitiy. There is no element of parartha in them.

But it so happens that sometimes we hear a person making

a statement regarding the existence of some object ( artna).

Vedanta Desika feels that even in such a case one

understands the meaning of the sentence not because

another person has uttered it but because of the vyapti

(invariable concomitance) contained in such a sentence.

If "being produced by the sentence uttered by another

person" forms the criterion of pararthanumana,
then

some instances of ocular perception (pratyaksa) and verbal

testimony ( agama) which are sometimes conveyed through

a sentence uttered by another person will also turn out

to be pararthanumana. Therefore, the division of

pramana-^ must be made on a different basis: pramana-s

which are self- valid ( svayamsiddha] and pramana-s which

are conveyed through the medium of setences uttered
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by others. Vedanta Desika quotes the Tattvaratnakara

in support of this. According to Parasara all pramana-s
become valid by the totality of their own causes ( samagrl)

which functions on its own (svatah). Alternately this totality

of causes (samagrl) may present itself through the medium
of a sentence uttered by another person. This is the

real basis for the two-fold classification of an inference.

The following quotation (12) concerns itself with the

members of a syllogism/ According to Nyaya there are

five members in an anumana-vakya meant to enlighten

another person (parartha). They are: pratijM

(declaration), hetu (reason), udaharana (example),

upanaya (application) and nigamana (conclusion). But

the siddhanta of the Visistadvaitins is that there should

be no hard and fast rule (aniyama) regarding their exact

number. Vedanta Desika quotes the Tattvaratnakara which

apparently refers to the five members and states thus:

"Ultimately, however, Parasara also expresses the view

that no restriction regarding the number should be laid."

The Tattvaratnakara quotes a line from the Mahabharata

(Sabhaparvan (Ch.5. SI. 8 a)) pancavayavayuktasya

vakyasya gunadosavit and says that Vedavyasa and others

accept the five-membered syllogism. But later on Parasara

himself declares that if a speaker is able to drive home
a particular point to a listener using the minimum number
of members, it should still be accepted as an authority

since the purpose is served thereby. Moreover according
to Parasara it is not necessary that pratijna, hetu and

udaharana should appear in that order itself. The point
is that vyapti must be clearly comprehended. All other

considerations are secondary. Thus if a reliable person

(apta) tells someone dhumavan agnimaneva (that which

has smoke certainly possesses fire), there is no need

at all for the drstanta.
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The subsequent passage (13) does not really constitute

a quotation from the Tattvaratnakara. It is a recapitulation

by Vedanta Desika of a certain discussion found in the

Tattvaratnakara. According to Parasara, Chala (dialectic

quibbling) and Jati (unavailing objection) do not really

contribute to the exclusive victory of a debater whoever

his rival may be. They may however help one to make
the rival "unarmed" and thus lead to one's success.

They may also help to safeguard the truth of some point

(tattva).

The next fragment (14) points out that strictly speaking
Jati-$ (unavailing objections) are innumerable. Still in

the Nyayasastra they are enumerated as twentyfour in

number. This is just for the purpose of demonstration

(pradarsana] and is no final verdict on their number.

In fact the Nyayasutra
-
anyadanyasmat... etc. (2.2.32)

points to this fact.

Fragment (15) discusses the hetvabhasa-$ (fallacious

reasons). While the Nyayasutra, 1.2.45 mentions

savyabhicara, viruddha, prakaranasama, sadhyasama and

aGtakala as the five hetavabhasa-, those listed in the

Tattvaratnakara, namely siddhi, aprasiddhi, badhyatva,
viruddhatva and aphalatva seem to be entirely different

from them. Vedanta Desika tries to answer this apparent
contradiction in his NyayaparisuddhL According to

Parasara an inference becomes fallacious (abhasa) when
some of the anga-s pertaining to its paksa (subject),

hetu (reason) and drstanta (example) fall short of the

required number necessary to make an inference

full-fledged. When the paksa falls short of its anga~
we have the five abhasa- of pratijna, such as siddhi

aprasiddhi, etc., mentioned above. To be clear, if the

probandum is already proved, we have siddha-sadhyata.
If it is not known already, the fallacy of

aprasiddha-sadhyata arises. If it is stultified we have
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badhita-sadhyata. If there is contradiction we have

viruddha as a defect. If the sadhya is not desired or

intended we have aphalatva.

In what may be called a Doxography we find Vedanta

Desika mentioning that the Tattvaratnakara enters into

a very detailed discussion and subdivision of the features

such as aprasiddhi, badhyatva, viruddhatva, etc. Reverting

again to the Tattvaratnakara quotation we find that it

mentions some general defects of the sadhana (hetu)

such as avacaka ('that which is unworthy of statement')

sandigdha ('that which is doubted') and aslila ('that which

is vulgar). All these are excluded in a definition (laksana)

by the word paksadharma itself (subject
-
adjunctness).

So all these are fallacies of pratijna. Parasara also makes

a ten-fold classification of the reason from the view-point

of fallacies. They are asiddha, anadhyavasita, viruddha,

visesanaviruddha, anaikantika, aprayojaka, badhya,

viruddha-s avyabhicarin, prakaranasama and

siddhasadhana. He makes a further classification of a

siddha into nine varieties.

Summing up the above discussion Parasara points

out that deficiency in the number of avayava constituting

the definition is what is responsible for the fallacious

character of anumana. To be more precise, the fallacy

of an inference consists in the absence or deficiency

of 'vyapyatva ('being pervaded') or paksadharma

('subject-adjunctness').

The 16th fragment refers to the general view that

all valid means of knowledge (pramana) are at the mercy

(anugrahya] of tarka ('indirect argument or reductio ad

absurdum). This, however, is not acceptable to Parasara,

because the above claim that the validity of all anumana

will have to be decided by tarka alone leads to anavastha

(infinite regress). As a matter of fact all cognitions do

not require tarka at all to gain their validity. Tarka
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just helps to ward off any doubt that may arise out

of a contradiction ( virodha] or a non-cognition (abodha}.

By itself it doesn't confer validity on any inference.

The next quotation (17) is perhaps the longest one
we have from the Tattvaratnakara. It tries to prove that

arthapatti (presumption) can be included in inference

(anumana] itself. It also tries to show the relative position
of tarka by quoting several views which show its

independent character. But the final opinion expressed

by Parasara is that tarka cannot be a separate means
of knowledge like anumana.

Arthapatti (presumption) is only a type of inference.

The sentence -
satavarsajlvl devadattah grhe nasti

('Devadatta who has a life-span of hundred years is not

in his house') shows that pratyaksa (perception) reveals

the absence of Devadatta from his house. But there is

another pramana (the Jyotisasastra) implied in the

expression satavarsajlvl which becomes niravakasa

('without any scope for application'). Pratyaksa is the

savakasa-pramana ("with a wide scope') here. According
to the interpretative rule niravakasa vidhayah savakasan

vidhln badhante ('rules which have no scope at all for

their application stultify those rules which have scope
for application') the knowledge that Devadatta lives for

hundred years makes us infer that he must be alive

somewhere. This principle, when applied to the Vedic
rites is known as samanya-visesa nyaya ('the rule of

the general and special'). In the sentence pino devadattah

diva na bhunkte ('the plumpy Devadatta does not eat

during daytime'), the implication is that he eats at night.

Here we supply the words necessary to make the sense

significant and complete. If the stress is on his not eating
the food during daytime this sentence becomes an instance

of srutarthapatti ('presumption from what is heard').
130
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When a particular means of knowledge does not
have its object 'fully' and clearly established it cannot
be treated as independent at least in so far as the "partially
unknown" portion is concerned. It is then that the question
of

incompatibility arises which works as the linga. Then
the argument takes the form of tarka ('indirect reasoning')
and becomes an accessory of anumana itself.

Tarka cannot independently prove the existence of
mind but still it can become a substantiating factor to
the agama texts which declare the existence of mind
(even in the case of Isvara). Parasara then quotes passages
like manasaitan kaman pasyan ramate, mano' sya divyam
cak?uh

1 * 1

and etasmatjayate pranah manah sarvendriyani
ca -"

in support of this view.

Vedanta Desika then quotes some passages from the
Tattvaratnakara which seem to state that tarka is not
a separate pramana in one place and that it is an
independent pramana in another place. Ultimately
however, this contradiction is resolved by saying that
tarka was mentioned as a separate pramana in a fe'w

places only by virtue of its having a separate purpose
and a separate form. This, therefore, does not prove
the independent character of tarka.

The following fragment (18) speaks of the denotative
power of words. The mutual connection between a word
(sabda) and its meaning (artha) is called abhidha and
this is two -fold as primary (mukhya) and secondary
(jaghanya). When a person uses a word, the meaning
which is conveyed purely by its denotative power is called

primary". If through this primary meaning we arrive
at another meaning it is "secondary".

The subsequent quotation (19) concerns itself with
an important concept of the real import of words in
a sentence and their mutual connection. According to
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the Prabhakara~s the words in a sentence themselves

have no meaning but they obtain it only through a

syntactical combination (anvitabhidhana} (theory of

signification in syntactical combination). The Bhatta-s,

however, admit that words possess a meaning

independently of such a combination and hence this theory
is known as abhihitanvaya ("the theory of the combination

of significant terms'). In the Visistadvaita system, the

acarya-s like Yamuna, Parasara and Vedanta Desika accept

the Anvitabhidhana -theory. Vedanta Desika quotes several

passages from Ramanuja's works which seem to support
the Abhihftanvaya-thsoiy and ultimately reconciles them

with the prevailing view.
133 The two verses of the

Tattvaratnakara quoted here are in full support of the

Anvitabhidhana-thzory. In one of these Parasara refers

to Yamunacarya himself as an advocate of this view.
134

Parasara further points that the theory of abhihitanvaya
is riddled with the problem of viparyaya (contradiction).

The next fragment (20) is in the form of a verse

in the MalinT metre beginning with Upanisadi tu... which

is prefaced by Vedanta Desika thus: "ahuscaivam

abhiyuktah". Then he quotes a few lines from Parasara's

Srlrangarajastava (2.14) and then says anyatra ca. He
has not specifically stated that the verse 'upanisadi tu../

etc., is from the Tattvaratnakara. The verse in question
runs thus: "In all the Upanisad-$, Lord Visnu who is

an abode of innumerable perfections devoid of all defects,

is declared as the Supreme Being. The Pancaratra texts

are His own compositions (upajna}. Even the Veda
therefore cannot become an alternative to these texts.

This has clearly been stated by Yamuna and Ramanuja."
13S

The fragment (21) that follows states that Mlmamsa
as a sastra deals with karma (action), devata (deities)

and Brahman (the Supreme Being) and that Jaimini,
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Kasakrtsna and Badarayana composed Sutra-s on these

three topics respectively.
136

Ramanuja, and following him

Vedanta Desika maintain that the entire Mlmamsa, that

is, the Purva and the Uttara portion put together form

a single sastra (aika-sastrya).^
1

The next fragment (22) enumerates the topics that

are dealt with in the Purvamimamsasutra- of Jaimini.

They are (1) Dharmadhi (Veda-s as the authority on

dharma), (2) Manabheda (mutual difference among the

rites), (3) Anga (the relationship between the principal

and subsidiary rites), (4) Prayukti (the relation between

the prayojya and prayojaka-rites), (5) Krama (the

sequence to be followed in performing certain rites),

(6) Kartr (same as adhikara) (those who are qualified

to perform these rites), (7) Atidesa (application or

supplying the ariga-$ of one rite to other rites), (8) Visesa

(a special treatment of the atidesa~$ mentioned above),

(9) Uha (altering certain passages in accordance with

the context), (10) Badha (the problem of stultification

or contradiction among the rites), (11) Tantra (a

contrivance or means which leads to two or more results)

and (12) Prasakti (same as prasanga, contingency).

The subsequent quotation (23) points out the status

of smrti (recollection). Since smrti depends upon an object

that has already been experienced, whatever definition

applies to anubhava will also apply to swrti.So there

is no fear of over-pervasion ( ativyapti) of the definition

of anubhava to cases of smrti. In fact without ascertaining

the scope of a definition in terms of its laksya (object)

and alaksya (that which is other than its object) how
can one ever find fault with it? All mental activities in

our day-to-day life have a precise demarcation of what

is to be' realised and what is not to be realised by such

an activity, says Parasara.
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Fragment (24) discusses the role of cestita (cesta)

(gesticulation as a means of communication of ideas).

Parasara points out that if a cesta (gesture) is confined

to imparting instruction or conveying an idea to one person

by another person, it may be treated as sabda (verbal

in character). Even in cases where there is no such

restriction of gesticulation, it can still convey an idea

with the help of glances. As such it need not be taken

as a separate means of knowledge. Vedanta Desika opines
that cesta can be traced to anumana itself.

138

The role of Pratibha (revelation) is also discussed

by Parasara. Some argue that it can be accepted as a

separate means of knowledge since it can cognise things

without any reference to external objects. This pratibha
arises in some special persons through a remarkable

degree of concentration and it can reveal things of past,

present and future. In reply Parasara states that though
all this is true it is still difficult for us to identify the

different periods of time (kalabheda) which become the

objects of such a revelation. The actual phala (result

or utility) of pratibha will come into picture only when
its validity is ascertained. But since the sense of validity

arises from other means, critics (panksakah) normally
do not consider pratibha as a separate pramana. Moreover
this pratibha leads to realisation of truth only in the

case of highly pious persons. Patanjai
139 uses the word

Pratibha only with reference to such an extra-ordinary

yogic vision. So it does not pertain to the normal realm

of validity.

The next fragment (25) speaks of the sense-organs
as six in number including mind (manas) which is the

inner organ.

Fragment 26 names the sense-organs which are the

seats or the substrate of qualities. These are: ears, body
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(skin), eyes, tongue and nose (with reference to sabda

(sound), sparsa (touch), rupa (colour), rasa (taste) and

gandha (smell). Vedanta Desika observes that this

statement of Parasara represents the popular view, since

according to the Nyayatattva of Nathamuni serpents can

hear through their eyes alone.
140

The following fragment (27) points out that when

a flame of lamp is burning continuously one can notice,

on a very minute observation that there is in fact a very

subtle difference between one flame and another flame

on one and the same wick.

The discussion as understood from the

Nyayasiddhanjana is concerning the momentariness

(ksanikatva) of a flame burning on a wick. The flame

that is produced by one molecule of oil and a bit of

the wick differs from the flame produced by another

molecule of oil and a bit of the wick, still one does

not cognise the difference between them because of their

identical forms. Even if one tries to recognise them as

one (pratyabhijna) it is fallacious, being based on bhrama.

The Tattvaratnakara says that even in such a case, on

a close observation one can still notice a flame ending

up and giving rise to a fresh flame. This is similar to

the observation of subtle streams of water distinguishable

in a river and the like.

Fragment 28 begins with a reference to tamas which

is said to bind the beings when they prove unfaithful

to Hari, and which is said to release them when they

surrender to Him. So an investigation into its nature is

quite relevant. The knowledge that tamas binds persons
will lead to a subsequent effort to get released from

it. Many wise men entertain different views regarding
the nature, origination and the means of knowing tamas.
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The word tamas here means Prakrti (primordial matter).

On the authority of Vedanta Desika we understand that

there is a break in the Tattvaratnakara-tvxi at this point.

The subsequent portion atra alokabhavah..., etc., discusses

actually andhakara (darkness) which is also known as

tamas. According to the Vaisesika-s darkness is the

'absence of light'. According to the Prabhakara-s it is

the simple recollection (smarana] of a blue (dark) colour.

The Bhatta-s think of it to be a different substance whereas

those who know the truth declare it to be pradhana
itself. In the verse that follows Parasara notes that tamas

is same as maya, the divine power of the Lord, which

possesses three qualities and which exists in the gross

and subtle forms. It is said to be both external and internal.

Vedanta Desika observes that from these fragments
we can conclude that Parasara discussed the nature of

Prakrti (primordial matter) alone but not andhakara

(darkness) although a reference has been made to it

by quoting the view of Vaisesika-s and others.

The next fragment (29) is another long passage which

establishes the self-luminosity (svayamprakasatva) of

knowledge. In the first three verses Parasara sums up
the reasons supporting this view and what follows it is

an explanation of this idea. Knowledge of an object is

directly acquired but not inferred through features like

'manifestedness' (prakatya). Nor can it be known through

'manasapratyaksa' (mental cognition). Since no other

means can prove the existence of jnana other than itself,

it has to be admitted as self-luminous. Once knowledge
arises we have the subsequent cognition "I know this".

In between the state of cognition and the subsequent
verbal usage there is neither an inference nor mental

cognition, for then the process of knowing would be

delayed. Further, once the knowledge arises there is no
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verbal statement as 1 do not know
1

. That means when

knowledge arises, it immediately shines forth to the self

of the person concerned.* Further, in stream-cognitions

(dharavahika-jnana) only one object is perceived

continuously. No second knowledge arises in the middle.

If such a feature is accepted, there will not be

stream-cognition at all. This also proves knowledge to

be self-manifest. If the stream-cognition is not admitted

to be self-luminous it is imperative that it gets destroyed.

Then there will not be any subsequent recollection.

Further, according to Parasara, the anvaya-vyatirekin type
of inference, arthapatti (presumption), yukti (supporting

argument) and vacana (scriptures) prove jnana to be

self-luminous.

The prose passage that follows, according to Vedanta
Desika is Parasara' s own explanation of what he stated

briefly in verse-form: "The knowledge under discussion

does not stand in need of anything that belongs to the

same kind (sajatiya) as itself, for purposes of cognizing
the objects that fall within its range. The examples given
are artha (an object), indriya (sense-organ) and dipa

[lamp). These things have their own role to play in

producing the knowledge of say, a pot. The pot, for

ts cognition,does not stand in need of another pot. It

equires a vijaOya (dissimilar) entity, namely an eye,
or that purpose. The eye again does not require another

ye which is sajatiya (homogeneous) with it but requires
L lamp. The lamp does not require another lamp because
t is self-luminous.

141
Likewise knowledge does not require

.nother knowledge for its manifestation because it is

elf-luminous. The eye no doubt depends on the light,

/hich according to the Naiyayika-s is of the same stuff

s the eye, being taijasa in nature. But according to

ic Visistadvaitin-s the eye is an indriya produced from
hatiikara and hence it is dissimilar to light. Therefore,
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An inferential statement may be made here: "The
latent impressions ( samskara -s) which are responsible
for the recollection of knowledge do not require the

experience (anubhava) of the jnana which is produced
in a self because they are samsJkara-s like any other

samskara.
"
This needs a clarification. All the samskara-s

do not require the experience of the knowledge which

pertains to a soul. Thus when we remember a pot, the

ghata-samskara just needs the experience of the vfsaya

(pot) only as seen by a person, It does not require the

experience of the jnana itself pertaining to that object.

In other words jnana by itself produces samskara-^

regarding certain objects and these samskara-^ in their

turn just require the experience of the object only but

not of the knowledge itself. Thus it can be proved that

knowledge is svayamprakasa (self-luminous) and

svanubhavarupa (of the form of the experience concerning
its object). In other words, we do not say, "I have the

samskara of ghata-jnana and hence I remember ghata" .

We simply remember the ghata.

Another inference is also made by Parasara:
4tThe

impressions concerning an object ( vfsaya-samskara) arise

simultaneously along with the impressions of knowledge

(jnana-samskara) since the former are the impressions

pertaining to an object. The samskara of the object

produced here and the samskara regarding the knowledge
of that object both come into being at one and the same
time. This means that knowledge when it grasps an object

produces a samskara of that object also. In addition

it produces a samskara regarding its own essential nature.

All this goes to prove that knowledge is self-existent

and self-luminous.

A prima facie view is also given here:
"
Samskara -s

concerning an object ( v/saya) and knowledge (jnana) can
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be said to arise at one and the same time only when
the knowledge that arises concerns both vfsaya and jnana.
Even the critic who claims knowledge to be self-manifest

must accept that knowledge pertains to a visaya such

as a pot only, but not to jnana itself. That being the

case how can two kinds of saijiskara (jnana-samskara
and visayasamskara) arise simultaneously"? This is

answered by Parasara in the following manner: 'It is

simple to accept that knowledge, as it rises, produces
both visayasamskara and jnanasamskara. It is

cumbersome to state that these samskara~$ are produced

by knowledge which has both these samskara~ as its

object'.

Knowledge cannot be manifested by any other means
other than by itself, for it will then become similar to

pot and other objects. Parasara quotes scriptural passages
like atrayam purusah svayamjyotir bhavati,

1 *2
atmaivasya

jyotijh
143

and svena jyotisa aste.
144 These point to the

self-luminous character of the self, which is synonymous
with the term jnana. The Glta. verse yatha

prakasayatyekah (13-33) is quoted to show that even

as the Sun and his effulgence are self-luminous, the soul

and its knowledge are also self-manifest.

In the next fragment (30) Parasara refutes the view

of the Bhatta-s that knowledge is realised through manasa

pratyaksa. If it is so, we should have a cognition of

the manasa pratyaksa itself and there is nothing standing
in our way of cognising the manasa pratyaksa. But it

is not so. On the strength of the non-apprehension of

this mental cognition we can conclude that manasa

pratyaksa does not cognise knowledge. Since knowledge
is self-manifest there is no need for manasa pratyaksa
itself. If manasa pratyaksa is still posited, there will be
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the defect of anavastha. Further the Naiyayika~s advance

two reasons in support of the theory of manasapratyaksa.

( 1 ) That knowledge is a special attribute of the self while

being momentary (ksanika) and (2) Being a special

attribute of the self, it is fit to be experienced (yogya).

But these two reasons are vitiated by the fallacies of

asiddhi and vyabhicara (for the Visistadvaitins jnana is

not momentary). It cannot be grasped by mind also.

Therefore the desired qualities of ksanikatva

(momentariness) and yogyatva (fitness) being absent in

jnana, there is the defect of asiddhi. The defect of

vyabhicara also accrues from the viewpoint of the

merit (dharma) arising out of expiatory rites (prayascitta).

When one performs the prayascitta rite the merit that

is produced destroys the sin of that person and in the

very next moment it gets dissolved. So this dharma arising

out of prayascitta is also momentary and is special attribute

to the self. Since this is not cognized by manasapratyaksa
there is the defect of vyabhicara. Therefore, the two

reasons cannot prove the desired end. Thus due to the

absence of a favourable proof and due to the presence
of the stultifying proof, knowledge can never be the object

of mental perception. Therefore, it is svatassiddha

(self-existent that is, self-luminous). Parasara also remarks

that this is the method adopted in the Samvitsiddhi (of

Yamuna).

Fragment 31 comprises a single sentence. It is in

refutation of the Advaitic theory that pratyaksa cognises

the "bare existence" or
*

"being" (sanmatra) of an entity.

Parasara states that in the transmigratory state the

knowledge of an individual is no doubt contracted; still

it is to be accepted that his knowledge will be lasting

as long as the sense-organ is in contact with an object.
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The next fragment (32) points out that the

grammarians have their own sphere of activity clearly

marked out for them. They should explain the formation

of words with the help of the stem (prakrti) ,
the suffix

(pratyaya) and intonation ( svara) according to the usages

found in literature. The idea is that they need not enter

into discussions of philosophical character.
145

Fragment 33 is quoted by Vedanta Desika in support
of the view that sabda (sound) is the characteristic feature

of gagana (ether). The expression "gagana-guna-sabda"
is what is relevant in this context.

The subsequent quotation (34), we understand, from

the Nyayasiddhanjana, is from the view-point of the

Vaisesika school but not from that of the siddhanta.

A streak of fire when it consumes, say fuel, cannot itself

produce a subsequent form of the object. When a streak

of fire comes into contact with an object the process
of paka (cooking or baking) sets in. Here, the contact

fire has with one portion of the object is different from

the contact fire has with another portion of the object.
146

The next passage (35) according to Vedanta Desika,

is found in a context where Parasara proves the atomicity

(anutva) of mind.This passage apparently refutes the

contact which subsists between all-pervasive substances

( vlbhu) which is known as aja-samyoga (literally "contact

which is not-yet-born"). Desika notes that this must be

from the viewpoint of the Nyaya and Vaisesika schools

because there alone the contact between v/fe/m-substances

is denied. According to Visistadvaita, kala (Time) is

all-pervasive and also an object of perception. Its contact

with another all-pervasive entity, namely Isvara is also

accepted. (Only then the concept of Time being the body
of Isvara becomes meaningful). The Tattvaratnakara
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passage proceeds as follows: "There is nothing

inconsistent even if we do not accept the contact between

two all-pervasive substances. What is the means of

knowledge which cognizes the contact of a pillar, etc.,

with an all pervasive substance like ether, etc? It cannot

be perception because in this conjunction involving two

things, we have only one object perceptible. Even

inference cannot be the proof of this contact because

for it both the objects must be finite. The qualities of

paratva (remoteness) and aparatva (proximity), the

movement of the body (involving its contact with the

soul), the modifications that take place in the body and

the upward burning of fire can all be accounted for only

by accepting an asamavayikarana (non-inherent cause)

in the form of the
*

'conjunction with soul"

(atma-sarhyoga) which itself is associated with adrsta

(unseen merit).

Fragment 36 shows that samkhya (number) is known

only in the second moment of the perception of an object

and that it is related with its correlate through samavaya
(inherence). Vedanta Desika observes that Visistadvaita

does not accept samkhya as a separate category. Since

the section of the Tattvaratnakara where the prameya
is dealt with is lost, it is difficult to say if this view

is Parasara's own or not.

The next fragment (37) states that bheda (difference)

need not be posited as a separate quality. When dravya

(substance), jati (generality), gana (quality) and karman

(activity) are once recognised as existent, we can, through
their specific features ( dharma) , account for knowledge,
verbal usage, action, etc. A new quality called bheda

need not be accepted as subsisting between one object
and another. This is why prthaktva (separateness), visea

(particularity), etc., accepted by the Vaisesika-s are hereby
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refuted. Parasara then says: "When we see two distinct

colours like blue and white we notice that they also

distinguish the substances qualified by them. Dvitva

(two-ness), prthaktva (separateness) and such other

features depend upon the difference of objects; the

difference of objects in turn depends upon dvitva,

prthaktva, etc. Thus there is the defect called atmasraya
or anyonyasraya. Those who subscribe to this view (those

who follow the Vaisesika theory) must therefore be afraid

of such contingency. But we who accept that the perceived
blue colour itself constitutes the difference of an object

(from others), have no such fear."

Fragment 38 gives some broad definitions of terms

like jati, guna, kriya and dravya. At the outset the word
artha (entity) is defined as that which is contacted by
senses and which is thus made the object of cognition.
Ehese are fourfold: dravya, jati, guna and karman. It

s to be noted here that karman is mentioned separately
Tom guna. Later on we find the following statement:

'If we accept that samanya (generality) is present in

jati, guna and karman^ the relation between them becomes

samyuktasamaveta-samavaya. (The contact between the

tenses and objects is sarhyoga: and the contact between

fati, guna and karman with the objects is samavaya
tnd the relation of samanya with them is samavaya).
fere again karman is spoken of separately. Vedanta
)esika notes that these passages do not prove that the

;ontact with karman is something different from guna.
'arasara first included samanya (generality) in the

onfiguration (samsthana) of the objects. But here he
eems to treat it as a separate feature. Likewise karman
/hich is earlier shown as part of samyoga is spoken
f here as different from it. The conclusion is that one
annot treat these observations on karman and samanva
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The subsequent sentences of this quotation attempt
a very broad definition for jati, guna etc.

"
Jati is an

internal (antaranga) feature of a particular substance

(which is the dharmin) . That special, distinct and already

existent feature which is brought into being by this jati

is called guna. If such a distinct feature is to be created

afresh (sadhya) it is called kriya. That which is the

substratum of all these that is, jati, guna and kriya is

known as dravya (substance). A very close examination

of these definitions will be undertaken in the

prameya -section/' This section, however is lost.

Fragment 39 is a discussion on sadrsya (similarity)

and jati (universal). Here again because of the

non-availability of the prameya section of the

Tattvaratnakara it is not possible to know the intended

idea of Parasara. According to this school, sadrsya

(similarity) is not something different from the samsthana

or Skrti of the things involved. The passage may be

translated as follows: "Many think that sadrsya (similarity

between two or more objects) consists in the sameness

of a majority of parts constituting those objects. Since

this is different topic for discussion it will be dealt with

in the section on prameya.
9 '

In the subsequent portion of this quotation we find

the following discussion: "A question may be raised:

dravyatva (substance-ness), prthivltva (being a portion
of earth), suklatva (whiteness) and pakatva (being a paka
-

cooking or baking) must be accepted as universals

(samanya) of dravya, prthivl, sukla and paka respectively.

If such a generality is not accepted as is done by the

Vaisesika-s, how can we account for the usage of the

word "one" (eka) with reference to objects that have

such a generality? Likewise, santati (sequence), avastha

(condition), etc., also cannot be referred to by a single
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word if there were no unitary prayojaka (criterion).

Parasara replies that this is a question to be answered

by the critic also. All the people in the world use the

word sarva (everything) and think that all the things under

the sun can be conveyed by it. Then will the Vaisesika

accept sarvatva (all-ness) as a generality pertaining to

all things? If he is not prepared to accept, then it means
that jati (genus) concerning individuals cannot be

conveyed through a single word."

In the next verse and the following sentence Parasara

makes this observation: "All objects belonging to the

same category can be referred to by a single expression
because the objects thus conveyed have a uniform nature

or form. Thus when we say 'moon' or 'sun* the meaning

conveyed is that there is 'one moon' and 'one sun' but

not many. Therefore the vacyartha (the expressed object)

becomes one, because it is unitary. When we utter the

word ghata (pot), and pata (a piece of cloth) the actual

individual pots and piece of cloth are no doubt innumerable

but still they all share a common feature namely ghatatva

(potness) and patatva (clothness) by reason of which

they are referred to as a pot and a cloth." This explanation
is given for the sake of those who accept jati as a

distinct category. But for those who do not accept jati

as something different from the configuration of the object
itself the following explanation is offered: "In the pots
there is a single upadhi (limiting adjunct), namely, the

configuration ( samsthana) by which all the individual pots
can be referred to by a single word 'pot'. So even if

one does not accept jati, at least an upadhi in the form
of 'configuration' has to be accepted through which all

the individual ( vyakti) can be referred to through a single
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unitary reference can be made in as much as these

so-called upadh-is (or samsthlna-s) keep changing. The

answer is that in those configuration we can notice a

'similarity' (sadrsya) or non-cognition of difference

( bhedagraha) , on these two grounds, we can still consider

those samsthana-s as one and all the individuals possessing

them can be connoted by a single word/'

Fragment 40 also defines jatiand guna fcf: fragment

38). When the sense-organ contacts an object, what is

cognized first as the very animating principle (as an

indispensable feature) of that object is jati (genus). What

is cognized subsequently as a distinguishing characteristic

in an object thus 'animated' by jati is known as a guna.

The subsequent quotation is found in the

Sesvaramlmamsa (under ChJ. section 1) of Vedanta

Desika. According to this Parasara showed in the section

on sabda (forming part of Tattvaratnakara) that sentences

forming part of the Vedic literature gain their validity

only on the ground of their impersonal character

(apauruseyatva) although all other sabda-s are also valid

in general way through sastra like Mlmamsa and Nyaya.

The last fragment (42) is not an actual quotation

from the Tattvaratnakara. Vedanta Desika mentions

merely the author of Tattvaratnakara (tattvaratnakara

karaih) in support of his interpretation of the word vidhi

found in the Purvamlmamsa (1.2.7). According to him

the word vidhi means sasana (commandment) which is

same as inducement (presanam) . 'This is the real

connotation of the word vidhi in relation to the Veda-&

Others also subscribe to this view. The author of the

Tattvaratnakara has also stated so," says Vedanta Desika.
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TIRUMANJANAKAVI-S

As already mentioned in the second chapter of this

book, Parasara composed stray verses in connection with

the 'Tiramajjana* -sacred ablution - (Tirumanjana in

Tamil) given to the icon of Lord Ranganatha. 28 verses

are now available in print.
147 These verses have a scholarly

and lucid interpretation by Parasara himself in the

manlpravala style and all of them with his commentary
have been published recently.

148
It is quite possible that

more verses were composed by Parasara in the same

context. It is even said that some of the descendants

of Parasara still possess those extra verses with them.
149

The first of these stray verses is in the form of

an interesting dialogue between the Lord and man. This

verse is read when the icon of the Lord is given the

ceremonial bath, that is, when, to use the expression
of the poet himself, the Lord appears as a

mrgyamadhyastha ('one who is in search of a referee").

Noticing the impunity and stubbornness of the jiva

who thinks of himself as independent, the Lord points

out that the jiva on the authority of sruti-, Gita and

men of wisdom, always belongs to the Supreme. But

the jiva enters into a debate with the Lord. The idol

of the Lord, wet due to the abhiseka appears to our

poet as though the Lord, to prove His claim on the

individual soul, is taking an oath wearing wet clothes

and a garland of the basil (TulasI) leaves. This practice

is known as divya in the Smrti-texts.
150 So Parasara

feels that in this particular context the Lord appears to

be doing jala-divya as well as TulasI-divya. The dialogue

between the Lord and the jiva may be presented as

follows:
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God (G)

Man (M)

G

M
G

M

G

M
G

M
G

M

You are mine (you belong to me).

I belong to myself.

(No) How is it possible?

How about your own claim?

This is on the authority of the Veda-s.

My statement is based on my experience
which is beginningless in nature.

But this is repudiated.

Where and by whom is it repudiated?

By me, clearly, in the Gita.

Who is the witness?

A man of wisdom.

Well, then, he is partial to you.

It is a stroke of Parasara's genius that has presented
this beautiful conversation between God and man, of

whom the God is ever eager
151 and ready to establish

the sesa-sesl relation between Himself and the rest of

the creation.

In the second verse the poet fancies the Lord to

be a river (nada), employing doable entendre. A river

is approached by people for activities (anuvrtti) such

as bathing, drinking etc. The Lord also is approached

by His devotees in several ways (anuvrtti) such as

meditation, loving devotion, worship and service. A river

again is resorted to by royal swans, a host of other

birds and it shines beautifully with lotuses. The Lord
is served by great kings and is magnificent with His

abja (conch). The river is swept over by fragrant breeze

( sumariidgana) . The Lord is waited upon by many
celestials ( sumarudgapa) .
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In verses 3 and 6 Lord Ranganatha is identified with

a suradruma (the celestial desire-yielding tree). Here again

Parasara employs pun. The tree has several broad branches

(sakhajl; it confers the desired boons on those who

approach it; it can be resorted to only by the celestials

(trfdasa). It is beautiful with its leaves (suparna) and

flowers ( sumanas\ . It is resorted to by swans and such

others birds (baihsadisaddvij^ . The Lord is also the

purport of several Vedic recensions (sakha-s), and He
is ready to confer all boons on those who surrender

to Him; He is the object of enjoyment for only the

nityasuri-$ (tridasa-s). He is beautiful with His Garuda

vehicle (suparna) and is surrounded by the devotees

(sumana-s). He is served by the twice-born and the

greatest saints (hamsa) .

In another verse (si. 4) we find Lord Rarigaraja

identified with an ocean (jalanidhi) . The ocean is dark

green in colour like the marakata gems and has its body

dazzling with a number of pearls and such other precious

stones. It has its own aroma. It is the abode of a variety

of aquatic beings, including the giant fish (mfna) . Lord

Rangaraja has a number of ornaments made of marakata

and brilliant pearl-garlands. His body emits wonderful

fragrance. He has created a variety of beings and assumed

the form of a giant fish (mina) .

The Lord is then compared to the Veda which

is endless (ananta), of the nature of nectar (amrta-

immortality) and contains everything ( siddhasarvSrtha) in

itself. It has positive guidelines regarding the nature of

the self. It confers what all one desires by its mere

recitation (chanting). Lord Ranganatha too has these

features. He is of the form of immortality and infinity

( amrta and ananta) . He has created the entire universe

and has set standards for everything (through the Sruti
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and Smrtft and controls everything as their innermost

self. The real nature of His self is known only to Himself.

He blesses all when propitiated through the kfrtana-s

(verse 6).

In verse 7 the Lord is identified with the beautiful

fsnman) spring season ( vasanta) which puts forth many
a flower in its advent and which adorns the asoka tree,

with beautiful buds (kalikalankrta) , making it attractive

to bees (brahmara-hita) . It is full of bliss caused by
the gentle and pleasant touch of breeze (pavanaja-

mahananda) . The Lord is also glorious with Sri (snman) ,

rendering even this Kaliyuga a Krtayuga (kalijkalarikrta) .

He is free from misery (asoka) and dispelling all-illusion

( bhrama-rahita) . Lord Ranganatha is full of the bliss of

embracing Hanuman (pavanaja- maJiananda) .

Lord Rangaraja is conceived of as the moon in the

next verse. But this is a moon with a difference. The

moon normally makes the lilies bloom only at night; he

is not full (purna) throughout; he cannot be seen in

the daytime. He is full of defects and difficulties

(upaplava). But this moon, namely, Lord Ranganatha
makes the Kumuda (the earth) bloom always (anisam).

He is always full (purna) and can be seen both day
and night and is free from all defects (verse 8).

During the constellation of sravana which is very

auspicious for Visnu, Lord Ranganatha is given a sacred

bath in the early morning, being accompanied by many
a twice-born (sardham-dvijaiift . This according to the

poet, indicates that the Lord is putting into practice what

He Himself has commanded others to do through the

sruti and &m?/-texts (si. 9).

In another metaphor Lord Rangaraja is identified with
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a swan, who has a beautiful flapping up of the wings

(paksapata) ; it resorts to waters ( bhuvana) and abides

in the manasa-lake, (during the rainy season); it also

stays in lotuses. The Lord for His part, is 'partial' to

the virtuous (satpaksapata); He is the supporter of the

universe (bhuvana) and is the abode of Padma (His

consort). He always abides in the hearts of the virtuous

(sanmanasa) (si. 10).

In another poetic fancy (si. 11) the poet describes

the garland of lotuses adorning the broad chest of the

Lord as a series of brilliant rays emanating from the

gem-studded anklets of the lotus-feet of LaksmI who
moves about freely thereon.

The Lord is again compared to an ocean having

many a precious gem (martivara-ruci-vahi), the fish inside

and also the white conch. The ocean never transgresses

the limit ( vela) and contains all the waters in himself

(bhuvanabhara). Lord Ranganatha is bedecked by a

number of jewels and He too has the matsya (as his

form in the Matsya -incarnation). He bears the white conch,

supports the universe (bhuvanabhara) and does not waste

time ( vela) (that is, delay) in saving His devotees (si.

12).

In verses 13 and 14 the Lord is likened to the celestial

mountain (Mount Meru). The mountain by its vast slopes
covers all the directions (asapurti). It is famous for its

gold (kalyana). It has drunk as it were, the brilliance

of the sky (plta-ambara). It brings joy to all the gods

by providing lofty and secure residences for them

(svasthya-utsedha). It is also the place for several animals

to live (sattvanivasa). Lord Ranganatha fulfils the desires

( asapurti) of all by His manifold gestures of magnanimity.
He brings in the welfare (kalyana) for all and is fond
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of yellow silk (pitambara). Because of His great concern

for the well-being of the people (svasthyotsedha}* He
is a source of great delight for the virtuous; He is the

repository of the quality "of sattva (serenity).

At the time of ablutions the Lord is also like a

confluence of several sacred rivers (sarvaffrtha). In saving

His dependants He is quite fast (Vegavati). The marks

of saffron on His chest make Him tamra (copper-red)

(that is, the river Tamrapami), His shoulders are lofty,

beautiful and strong which make him Tungabhadra. His

speech is gentle and affectionate which name Him a

'Narmada' and His beautiful lower lip is red in colour
/ /

(Sona) which makes Him the river Sona (sL 15).

The Lord in the sanctum sanctorum is also compared
to the Sun dispelling the darkness within. He is red in

complexion due to the heavy applications of saffron and

is beautiful in the company of Laksml. He has the soft

red lotus as the seat. The Sun rises in all glory

(udancitasrih) and is heralded by the red-hued charioteer

Aruna and stays in gentle red lotus (si. 16).

In the next verse (si. 17) the presiding deity of

Srirangam is figuratively spoken of as a cloud. The cloud

is known for its lightning, deep rumbles and dark blue

colour. It is the remover of heat, being laden with water

and it gladdens Cataka birds and the like. The Lord

also has the lightning in the form of Laksml and is the

source for nada (the principle of sound). His bodily

complexion is dark as the indranlla gem and He is also

the remover of affliction (santapa) of His devotees. He
is full with waters of compassion and brings joy to the

virtuous.

Verse 18 compares the Lord to the Sun. At the

auspicious time of darsa (new moon) marked by the
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performances of sacrifices, etc., the Lord is given the

ablutions. His two consorts Padma (Srl\ and Urvl (Bhumi)
are full of joy, and in all directions one can see multitudes

of dvlja-$ (twice-born) up and active. The darkness of

the world is dispelled by Him. Even when the Sun rises,

darkness is dispelled and beds of lotuses (padma) become
full-blown. All the birds (dvija) wake up and fill the

directions with their chirping notes.

When the Lord 's chest is applied with turmeric powder
(rajanl) after the abhiseka, it appears like the complexion
of the golden hued consort (LaksmI) residing there, that

has become visible (si. 19).

In verse 20, the poet makes what seems to be a

non-contextual reference to other scnools of thought. He
says that the earth has. been vitiated by innumerable

interpretations (of the scriptures) offered by the non-Vedic
schools as also by the so-called orthodox schools with

perverted visions. As ill-luck would have it, the world
is being consumed by the conflagration of the innumerable,
endless and unpardonable offences (aparadha] committed

against the Lord Himself. It is under such circumstances

that the Srlvaisnava system advocated by Sage Laksmana
(Sri Ramanuja) set in as the rainy season dedicated to

remove the terrible (spiritual) drought seizing the earth.

The Lord's grace has started raining copiously, inundating
this benign earth.

Verse 21 identifies Lord Ranganatha with a bee.

Both of them stay in sumanas (in the hearts of good
people and flowers); they are both dark in colour like

the indranlla gem and are pleasing to the eye; they both
are popular and all-pervasive (pratMta-pracara) among
the sakha-B (the Vedic recensions and the branches of
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for His consort (smaraguna) whereas the bee is set on

Manmatha's bow as its string (smaraguna).

The succeeding verse compares the Lord to the moon.

The moon is a souce of amrta (nectar). The moon dispels

the darkness of the world by its rays and pleases the

people who are in love. He has (sixteen) parts (sakala)

and is the source of happiness for all. The Lord, in

turn, is also the source of immortality (amrta). He, by
His glory dispels the inner darkness (ignorance) and

gladdens the ever-liberated beings. He is the abode of

all the sixty-four fine arts (sakala) and is a source of

happiness for one and all.

The verse that follows, again through the employment
of pun, identifies the Lord's janmastaml marked by the

jayanti constellation (characterising Krsnavatara) with the

Vedic lore (trayi). The Veda has as its source the tara

(Omkara) which was pronounced by Brahma (Padmaja)

first. It has different ways of chanting the texts like Krama

(Kramapatha) in the process of its evolution (avatara).

In the case of the Lord, He manifested (as Sri Krsna)

under the RohinI (tara) constellation which has Brahma

(Padmaja) as its presiding deity. He is also known for

His commitment to evolve Himself in a series of avatara-

( avatarakrama).

In a beautiful anustubh verse that follows, Parasara

identifies Rangaraja with 'mahldhara' (mountain). The

mountain is dark in colour and so also is Rangaraja.

The Lord Rangaraja has a crown (makuta). The mountain

has slopes (kataka) and is lofty (tunga). The mountain

is the abode of sattva-s (anim.als). The Lord is the

repository of the quality of serenity,and enormous strength

(sattva).
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In another verse, Lord Rariganatha who had just had

His bath is fancied as having taken the avahhrtasnam

which marks the completion of a sacrificial undertaking

(savana). The battle the Lord waged against Ravana is

the savana. Naturally all the details of the battle are

worked out in the light of this metaphor. The icchasakti

of the Lord is the patnl (wife) of the sacrificer. The

five weapons are the vessels used in the course of the

sacrifice. His four arms are the Rtvik -priests. The

offsprings or the descendants of Pulastya (Ravana and

others) are the animals sacrificed. Protection of the

virtuous is the fruit (raksa-phalam).

In verse 26 we find Lord Rangaraja identified with

the Mandara mountain used by the gods for churning
the Ocean. The mountain is seen (used) by gods and

raksasa-$ (demons). It is resorted to by siddha-s, carana-$

and others (who are fond of its slopes). It has seen

the production of nectar (amrta), the most precious of

all the things brought out of the ocean. Lord Rangaraja
is also the object of the glances of the gods and demons.

He is also resorted to by siddha-s and carana-s (who

sing His glory) with their hearts full of joy. He is the

source of immortality (amrta).

In another verse, Parasara in his role as the purohita
}f Lord Rajgaraja

152
informs Him about the auspicious

lay time, etc., which is most suitable for Him to unite

vith His consort Ma (Sri). The Sun and the Moon are

ipproaching the constellation sravana. The day is Sunday
ind that is admired by all (sadasi bahumata). The

msya-naksatra has also set in. The brilliance of the Lord

5 like an ocean and the Lord Himself is a bridge by
/hose help we can cross over to the other shore.

In the last verse of the Tirumanjanakavf-s available

) US We have fl
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cloth of the Lord. The cloth, white like the autumnal

cloud, adorns the dark blue chest of Ranganatha and

resembles the celestial Ganges (which is also white)

flowing across the sky which is dark blue in colour (like

an Indranlla).

It is clear from the above verses that, they are all

stray in character (muktaka) and are recited on different

occasions, mostly during the ceremony of abhiseka done
to the Lord. Most of these verses employ the figure

of speech Rupaka (metaphor) based upon Slesa

(sl&sanupramtarupaka).

COMMENTARY OF TTRUNEDUNTANTAKA
(stanza 21)

As noted in the previous chapter, Parasara was
a great exponent of the Divyaprabandha and his nirvaha-s

on several passages of it are quite well-known in the

Srivaisnava tradition. Of special importance is his long
and learned exposition on a particular verse

Maivannanarungunji (stanza 21) of the celebrated

Tiruneduntantaka of Tirumangai Alvar. Although Parasara

Bhatta is known to have been a regular exponent of

the Divyaprabandha, only this particular stanza has

received his written exposition. The reason could have

been that he was attracted not only by the poetic charm
of the verse but also by the fact that the transcendental

character (paratva) and easy accessibility (saulabhya) of

the Lord are very beautifully woven into this verse by
the mystic poet Tirumangai Alvar. Also, perhaps, Parasara

is touched by the reference to the bow wielded by the

nayaka described in this verse, which is an unmistakable

reference to Sri Rama, the celebrated hero of the

Ramayana, dear to the heart of Parasara. It is also quite
evident that the utterances of Saint Tirumangai Alvar
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are full with the feelings of nayikabhava that shows the

deepest love with her lover, unable to bear even a

moment's separation from him. Being a poet himself

Parasara could have naturally been attracted to this

particular stanza which gave him ample scope for the

delineation of the love-lorn condition of the Alvar who
was also a poet of extra-ordinary merit.

Introducing his commentary Parasara gives the context

in which the speaker (Alvar or Nayika) describes her

beloved who approached her. The Nayika who is now

separated from her beloved, goes to a garden in the

outskirts of the town under the pretext of gathering some
flowers. The Nayaka who was also pining due to separation

from his lady-love comes to the same place under the

pretext of hunting some wild animals. They are thus

brought together and after sometime the Nayaka leaves

the scene. The verse under discussion is the Nayika' s

expression of the experience she had with her beloved.

To be more precise, the Nayika tells her confidant that

the Nayaka who with dark curly hair dangling on his

shoulders, brilliant ear-ornaments illumining those locks

of hair and vice-versa, holding the bow as a support,

possessed of hands, mouth, eyes and feet resembling
red lotuses, stood before her and sprang a surprise as

it were. The Nayika, knowing fully well that he was

afflicted by love for herself, mistook him for a moment

though, for the Lord Himself, adding that she was struck

with a sense of awe. It is also clear by the way in

which the Nayika refers to the Nayaka as wielding the

bow and as 'having come along with another' that she

is identifying herself with Sita.

In his introduction Parasara gives a brief resume of

the entire hymn of Tiraneduntantakam which consists

of 30 stanzas. These can be divided into three decads
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and each decad according to Parasara can be studied

from seven different points of view, all, of course, forming
a mutually connected syntactical whole. Basically, says

Parasara, the first decad may be taken as reflecting the

mood of the poet himself, while the second projects

the idea of the mother of the Nayika, and the third

expresses the mood and sentiment of the nayika herself.

He takes the line maccittah madgatapranah bodhayantah

parasparam (Glta X.9a) and explains each decade as

expounding the idea conveyed by each of the three

expressions respectively containd in this line. Thus the

first decad of Tiruneduntantakam elaborates the idea

conveyed by the Glta expression maccittah; the second

decad expatiates the idea of madgatapranah and the third

decad elaborates the content of bodhayantah parasparam.
From another view-point these three decads explain the

significance of the mulamantra, the dvaya and the

caramasloka respectively. On another view, the ideas

of bhakti, prapatti and purusakara are the imports of

these decads. According to another explanation, these

sections also convey the meanings of the sacred syllable,

the term namas and the term narayana, forming part

of the mulamantra. Or even within the pranava itself

the three components a, a and m can be brought out

by these three sections. On another count these three

sections can be interpreted as the illustrations for the

expressions adarsanc darsanamatra-kamah, drstva

parisvangarasaikalolah and alingitayam punarayataksya
asasmahe vigrahayorabhedam, which constitute a verse

of the Srngarasataka (si. 22) of Bhartrhari.

What follows then is a detailed account of verse

21 from the several view-points of the third decad. Each
and every word of the verse receives the attention of

the commentator who is at his best in diving deep into
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the fathomless heart of the Alvar. A few instances may
be cited. The dark curly locks of hair of the Nayaka
are taken up for explanation. Their colour is like that

of collyrium and they are also fragrant. Those who apply
this collyrium to their eyes will be able to visualise

everything. In other words the sight of the dark curls

acts as the siddhanjana. These locks touch the shoulders

of the Nayaka and Parasara explains that the Nayika
could see only this phenomenon first. The Nayaka could

not face her straight being smitten by love for her and

for which reason he himself came there under the pretext

of hunting. To keep himself engaged in this pretentious
act of hunting, he began to search for the animal in

and around the bushes. It is then that our Nayika had

the first glimpse of the Nayaka' s dangling dark locks

of hair touching his shoulders. As for the fragrance of

these locks of hair, Parasara presumes that they must

have derived it from, the Tulasi decorating his hair, or

acquired it from the garlands offered by Andal after having
decorated herself with them.

The two ear-ornaments of the Nayaka are described

next. They have the motif of fish and by their brilliance

they illuminate even the face of the Nayaka which is

otherwise 'dimmed' by his hair. While the ear-ornaments

can be of several shapes as those offish (makara], peacock

(mayura) and swan (hamsa], the ones decorating the

nayaka's ears are fish-shaped. This, according to Parasara,

shows that makara has a special significance with the

Nayaka being the emblem of Manmatha (who is the son

of Lord Visnu). Against the black background of the

hair these ear-rings are like fish bouncing up in the waves

of an ocean. In fact it would be difficult for one to

say as to which forms the source of beauty for the other

among the hair-locks and the ear-ornaments.
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The bow of the Nayaka is then the subject of

description. He came with the bow as his companion,
the bow which vanquished the raksasa-s in the Dandaka
forest. Naturally Parasara loses himself in the particular

episode of the Ramayana where Rama singlehanded, is

said to have killed fourteen thousand raksasa-. The

Ramayana-verst, tarn drstva satruhantaram., etc.

(Ramayana EL 39b-40a) is explained in great detail in

this context. The Nayaka brought this bow because he

has been pretending to have come on a hunting expedition.

Or, being love-sick and unable to stand by himself he

used it as a prop. Or, perhaps this is the most powerful

weapon the Lord could count upon. Or perhaps he loved

it most, for, it was instrument in winning the hand of

his bride Sita in his Ramavatara. In the original stanza

we have the expression iruvaray vandar which means
'he came with a second person'. For Parasara, iruvaray

(literally 'as two') suggests the twin qualities of paratva

(transcendental character) and saulabhya (easy

accessibility). Or, it points out divinity (divyatva) and

human nature (manusyatva); or, the nature of being the

means (upaya) and the goal (upeya), which characterise

the nature of the Supreme Being. The bow also represents,

according to Parasara, the presence of Laksmana who
was providing unfailing company to Rama.

Tha Nayaka came and stood before her (en munne
ninrar). He did so, so that she could have a full view

of him. Or, he himself was attracted by her beauty and

was struck dumb by it; or he wanted to test her real

intention whether she really loves him or hates him.

What follows then is the description of the red

lotus-like hands of the Nayaka. The way Parasara justifies

this description is interesting. According to him the

Nayaka, who was thus placed himself before the Nayika,
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folds his hands and begs for love (bhogabhiksa}. It is

then that we have the full view of the palms of his

hands. These worthy hands touched the foot of his bride

(Slta) during their wedding; they offer protection to those

who believe in His grace; and they seem to forbid men
not to indulge in deeds inimical to their spiritual progress.

The description then turns to the mouth of the Nayaka
which also is like a lotus. Since his lady-love stood

speechless, he took her silence as a sign of her willingness

and uttered a few words, which gives an occasion for

the poet to describe the mouth. Parasara quoting some
vivahaman.tra-s (imam sameta pasyata, etc., Rgveda
X.85.33) observes that this is the mouth of the Supreme
Lord which uttered the mantra-sat the time of marriage.
As he uttered the mantra-s he gazed at her from top
to toe and this provided an opportunity for the Nayika
to look at his eyes. This naturally leads to the description
of the eyes of the Nayaka which were like a pair of

red lotuses blooming in the sky. They seem to talk to

the Nayika by their gentle and bright glances.

Referring to the feet of the Nayaka the Alvar says

adlyum ahde ('the feet were also like that'). Parasara

notes that instead of making a categorical statement that

the feet of the Nayaka were also like lotuses, as is done
in the case of his palms, mouth, etc., the Alvar simply

says 'like that', out of his personal dislike to bring in

the lotus as a standard of comparison while describing
the different parts of the Nayaka's body, Parasara says
that the comparison with lotus is visadrsa (unequal), that

is, the lotuses are not match at all to the feet etc., of

the Lord. It is these feet that roamed in the forest on

hilly tracks (even without sandals in the Ramavatara]
which naturally caused great concern to the Nayika (that

is, Slta).
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Finally the innumerable perfections such as vatsalya

(parental concern), karimya (compassion), saudabhya

(easy accessibility), etc., exhibited by the Nayaka show
him off as the Supreme Being glorified in the scriptures.

On seeing him the Nayika expresses naturally her

apprehension about his real identity-that he must be the

Supreme Lord Himself who is the ruler of all and is

the master of the two vibh&ti-s. With nobody to clarify

her doubt or to allay her sense of awe the Nayika expresses
her feelings to her confidant which takes us to the end

of this verse.

It is thus clear from the detailed study of all the

available works of Parasara that he had an amazing mastery
over the sacred lore of both Tamil and Sanskrit traditions

(Ubhaya Vedanta) and that his compositions, be they

original and independent or commentaries, reveal his deep

scholarship, frankness of thought and clarity of expression.

His stotra-s have their own special appeal in terms of

religious feeling and poetic grandeur and the succeeding

chapter is devoted to a literary study of these stotra-s.
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CHAPTER IV
LITERARY ESTIMATE OF THE

HYMNS OF PARASARA

That Parasara occupies a high place among the

Sanskrit poets is clear by the beautiful stotra-$ he

composed of which the Srlrangarajastava is the longest

and the most elegant panegyric. The Sngunaratnakosa
in skty-one verses is the second longest hymn of his,

followed by the Snranganatha-stotra in seven verses. His

stray verses known as Tirumanjanakavi-s (of which 28

are available) also serve as good illustrations for his literary

talent. All these hymns, it has to be pointed out, contain

a number of philosophical statements also. The

Uttarasataka of the Snrangarajastava mostly contains

such canonical statements which are characteristic of the

Srivaisnava religion and philosophy. The present chapter
is devoted to a representative illustration and study of

the literary merit of these hymns. Parasara' s Astaslokl

is not included in this study by reason of its thorough

philosophic nature.

PARASARA'S CONCEPT OF POETRY

According to Parasara, a poet is one who by his

command of good vocabulary and elegant style can bring
out the merits of the object or person he undertakes

to describe. One who does not have these required

eligibilities cannot do justice to his undertaking. It is

also implied that one who does not make a proper choice

of topic also falls short of the estimate of critics.
1 A

proper choice of words capable of conveying the intended

ideas and sentiments according to Parasara can be acquired

through divine grace.
2 Such a composition is sure to
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meet the approval of accomplished poets and connoisseurs

of art. Parasara makes repeated reference to the choice

of words which characterise a first-rate poem. He also

seems to contribute to the view that a kavya should

be free from blemishes and possess many qualities.

anaghratavadyam bahugunaparlnahi manaso
duhanam sauhardam paricitamivathapi gahanam

padanam saubhratradanimisanisevyam sravanayoh
tvameva srirmhyam bahumukhaya vanlvilasitam

(Sngunaratnakosa (SGRK) - sL 8)

It is significant that this verse reminds one of the definition

of Kavya given by Mammata in his Kavyaprakasa.^ In

fact, Narayana the commentator on the Sngunaratnakosa

quotes the relevant passage of the Kavyaprakasa in support
of this view. Chronologically also, Parasara succeeded

Mammata (10th cent. A.D.). Parasara also speaks of a

particular trait of a good poem, namely, its capacity to

transport the mind of the listner to a world of joy. This

is in fact the most important feature of a kavya. This

is what Mammata has called, while enumerating the

benefits of a kavyay sadyah paranirvrti. The words of

a Mahakavi have another feature. They appear to be

familiar to the readers but they assume magnanimous
dimensions and unfathomable depths once a critical mind
tries to understand the full significance of these words.

This is what he calls paricitamivathapi gahanam. There

should be among the words, a close affinity and cohesion

(padanam saubhratram). This may be called sayya or

paka which consists in a judicious juxtaposition of words

in such a way that the words do not allow any substitution

or change. The total effect of such a composition will

be that it is sweet to hear again and again ( animisanisevyam

sravanayoh}. The expression bahugunaparmahi also

suggests that according to Parasara a good poem should
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also have the guna-s such as prasada, ojas and samata.

THE GUNA-S PRESENT IN THE HYMNS

Although several guna-$ can be identified in the hymns
of Parasara only a few of them are illustrated hereunder:

(a) Prasada

Of all the guna-$ which mark good poetry irrespective

of the presence of bhava-s and rasa-$, Prasada ('clarity

of word and meaning') is very important. Anandavardhana

in his Dhvanyaloka stresses the importance of this one

quality of poetry as the first requisite.
4

It is also worth

noting that he refers to the same condition while providing

the fullfledged definition of dhvani 5 The word

sphutatvena (with clarity) in the definition of Dhvani

conveys the same idea of Prasada.

This verse which describes the audarya (magnanimity)
of Mother LaksmI is a beautiful illustration for the quality

of Prasada:

aisvaryam aksaragatim paramam padam va

kasmaidd anjalibharam vahatc vitirya

asmai na kinciducitam krtamityathamba;
tvam lajjase kathaya ko 'yamudarabhavah

(SGRK - si. 58)

Another example is the following verse:

kada'ham kaverivimalasalile vttakaluso

bhaveyam tattlre sramamusi vaseyam ghanavane
kada va tarn punye mahati puline mangalagunam

bhajeyarii rangesam kamalanayanam sesasayanam

(Srlranganathastava (SRNS) - si. 1)
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(b) Ojas

This consists in the capacity of the composition to

'kindle' the mind of a reader or listener. This is normally
effected through long compounds although this is not

always the rule.
6

The verse describing Lord Ranganatha's throat with

the lines thereon is a good instance in point:

ramayatu sa mam kanthah srlranganeturudancita-

kramukatarunagrivakambupralambamaUmlucah

pranaya vnagallaksmlvisvambharakarakandall-

kanakavalayakridasankrantarekha ivollasan

(Snrangarajastava (SRJS) LI 04)

Another instance is the following verse describing

Lord Narasimha in all his fury as He tore open the chest

of His enemy, splashing and besmearing the blood on

his manes and shoulders.

dvisanadvesodyannayana vana vahniprasamana
-

bhramallaksmlvaktraprahitamadhugandusasusamaih

nakhaksunnaratiksatajapatalairaplutasata-

cchataskandho rundhe duritamiha pumspancavadanah
(SRJS. H. 65)

(c) Samata

This quality which consists in balanced expressions
7

may be illustrated in the following verse:

ayatkiritamalikollasadurdh vapiwdram
-

akarnalocanamanankusakarnapasam

utphullavaksasamudayudhabahumarhan-
nivim ca rangapatimabjapadam bhajamah

(SRJS 1.73)
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Another illustration is the following verse from the same
stotra.

namah snrafiganayakyai yadbhruvibhramabhedatah

isesitavyavaisamya-nimnonnatamidam jagat (1.7)

[d) Kanti

This quality consists in a very elegant composition.
8

Fhe illustrations is:

zbjanyastapadabjamancitaka&samvadikauseyakam
kincittandavagandhisamhananakam

lirvyajamandasmitam

siidacumbimukliambujam nijabhujavisrantadlvyayudham

snrange saradassatam tata itah pasyema laksmlsakham

(SRJS 1.74)

One more instance is from the SGRK (si 3):

mukalatanukandalinganarambhasumbhat-

pratidisabhujasakhasrlsakhanokaharddhih

itananayanagulucchaspharapuspadvirepha

racayatu mayi laksmikalpavalll kataksan

e) Susabdata

The quality called Susabdata (or Sausabdya)

omprises the employment of refined words and

xpressions.
9 We can illustrate several verses for this

uality from the works of Parasara of which the following
; only a representative selection.

ra vinditamanghripanivaktrair-

apl tapinchitamandtangakantya
dharena sabandhujlvitam srlh

T s/n
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unmulyahara mandaradrimahina tarn sambadhanamuna

dorbhiscancalamalikaisca dadhinirmatham

mathanambudhistet

srlrangesvara candrakaustubhasadhapurvam grhaneti te

kurvanasya phalegrahdrhi kamalalabhena sarvah sramah

(Ibid, H.55)

sailo 'gniscajalambabhuva munayo mudhambabhuvarjadah

prajMmasuragassagopamamrtamasur mahaslvisah

govyaghrassahajambabhuvarapare tvanyambabhuvuh

prabho
tvam tesvanyatamambabhuvitha

bhavadvenukvanonmadane

(Ibid. H72)

FIGORES OF SPEECH

(a) SABDALANKARA-S

AJankara-s are two-fold as those belonging to the

sound (sabda) and sense (artha}. Of the sabdalankara-s

anuprasa (alliteration) is quite" frequently used by our

author. Although the yamaka and the bandha types

also belong to this category great poets consciously avoid

them for the simple reason that a lot of effort is needed

for their composition which makes them more artificial.

A few instances for Anuprasa may be cited from

Parasara's works:

sdktim samagrayatu nah svayameva laksmlh

snrangarajamahisi madhuraih kataksaih

vaidagdhyavarnagunagumbhanagaura vairyam
kandulakarnakuharam kavayo dhayanti

(SGRK, si. 7)

kasturikalitordhvapundratilakam karnantaloleksanam

mugdhasmeramanoharadharadalam m uktaklrltojjvalam
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pasyanmanasapasyatohararucah paryayapankeruham

snrangadhipateh kada nu vadanam seveya

bhuyo'pyaham
(SRNS si. 2)

asti vastvidamitthantva-prasankhyana-paranmukham

srlmatyayatane laksmlpada-laksaikalaksanam

(SRJS 1.9)

(b) ARTHALANKARA-S

Of the Figures of Speech of sense, only the most

prominent figures may be mentioned:

|i> Upama

In the SRJS (1.8) Lord Ranganatha reclining on

he lap of Ananta is compared to the Cintamani-gem

vhich is 'brought out' as it were, by the huge serpent

tself. In another verse of SRJS (I. 63) the Lord is likened

o a pond containing fullblown lotuses in which sport

he royal she-swan namely LaksmI and her shadow, the

lark Bhumi.

ii) Utpreksa

This Figure of Speech can be met with in almost

11 the hymns of Parasara. In a verse of SRJS (1.80)

tie dark complexion of the Lord reclining on the serpent

/ithin the dark sanctum sanctorum is fancied to be

n ocean 'drunk in' by a cloud, a mountain placed in

n ocean and an elephant reclining in the bushy tracks

f a moujitain. Several verses of Tirumanjanakavi- form
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RaAganatha to be a river resorted to by several

raj'ahamsa-s beautiful with abja and attended upon by

marudgana-s.

(Mi) Rfipaka

Metaphor is the Figure of Speech often employed

by Parasara. In his SRJS (116) Parasara identifies the

Lord who has so far been 'bathed' by the Samskrta

and Tamil compositions, with a young elephant which

may again desire to spray himself with dust in the form

of Parasara' s hymns.

(iv) Slesa:

Several verses of Parasara' s Tirumanjanakavi- form

the illustration for this Figure of Speech. For instance,

verse 2 which fancies Lord Ranganatha to be river (nada)

and verse 3 identifying Him with a Suradruma (celestial

boon-yielding tree) employ Slesa which forms the basis

for the Rupaka also. The expressions anuvrtti, rajahamsa,

andajata, abja, sumarudguna, etc., of verse 2 have each

two meanings. Likewise in verse 3, the words sakha,

suparna and sumanas also have two meanings each.

METRES EMPLOYED

Parasara has employed 45 kinds of metres in all

his available stotra-s, containing a total of 337 verses.

Of these, the majority of verses are in the
Sardulayikridita

metre (55) followed by Vasantatilaka (43), SikharinI

(34),MalM (31), Sragdhara (25), Harini (16), Anustubh

(14), Indravajra (12), Mandakranta (10) and Upajati

(10). Of the remaining metres mention may be made

of a few rare ones like Kusumitalatavellita, Kalahamsa,

Prastarika, Bhramaravilasita, MattS, MandakinL

Manjubhasim, Mattamanjan, Malabhariw, Yugmayugala,

RukmavaQ, Rucira and Sasikala.
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PARASARA'S SCHOLARSHIP

Any one who has even a cursory glance of Parasara's

works will be amazed by the wide range of his scholarship,

apart from his remarkable mastery over Sanskrit and

Tamil literatures, and by his fine gift for poetry. His

mastery of Vyakarana-sastra and his love for highly refined

grammatical expressions are quite evident from all his

works. Parasara is one of the foremost writers of the

Srlvaisnava tradition whose devotional fervour is perfectly

matched by his poetical style. Thus while referring to

Ramavatara in the VSB he states: atha mrtasanjlvanam
ramacaritam.

10
Explaining the word Subheksana he says,

evam vidhaisvaryasllatisayapisuna- sitala - visalodara

dirgharajivalocanah. To express his poetic bent of mind,
the following sentences may also be cited:

divyavallya iva kalpadrumah, tasyah nftyopaghanah

(C. on the name Snnivasa, no. 614)

ratnamanjarlva manjusayam srlh asmin nihita

(C. on the name Srlnidhih, no. 615)

That Parasara's knowledge of other schools of thought
is quite deep is clear from the refutation of those schools

found in his works. The systems refuted are: Carvaka

(SRJS. H6), Buddhism (SRJS E 6-10; SGRK H),

Jainism(/ KA2*,}>) 9 Ny&ya-Vaifesika(SRJS. H13),

Sankhya-Yoga (SRJS H.14-15, 30; VSB, name no, 173),

Mlmamsa as represented by the Bhatta-s and
Prabhakara-s (SRJS H20-22; VSB, name no. 175) and
Advaita (SRJS. 11.11, 16; VSB names no.l, 64, 303).

HIS PROFICIENCY IN GRAMMAR
The following instances may be given to demonstrate

Parasara's perfect mastery of the Paninian grammar.
11
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(i) abhramlihah (SRJS L119)

This word which literally means 'licking the cloud',

is formed by adding the suffix khas after the verb Hh

when the words vaha ('the shoulder of an ox') or abhra

('a cloud'), by the rule vahabhre lihah (Asta. DI.ii.32).

(ii) aruntuda (SRJS 11.73)

This word meaning wounding the vital parts is formed

by the rule vidhvarusastudah (iii.35). According to this

the affix khas is added to the verb tad ('a wound')

when the words vidhu ('moon') and arus (Vital part')

are in composition with it in the objective case.

(iii) adhyambhavisnuh (SRJS IL15)

This word meaning, 'becoming rich' ('regarding one

who was not originally rich') is formed by the rule kartari

bhuvah khlsnuc-khukanau (Asta m.ii.57). According to

this when the word to be formed denotes an agent, the

affixes khisnuc and khukan are added after the verb

bhu (to become) when it is in composition with words

adhya, subhaga, sthula, etc., provided these have the

sense of the words formed by the affix cvi though

they are not ending in cvi. On the same principle is

to be understood the expression apriyam bhavisnuh (SRJS

n.49). ^

(iv) atmambharayah (SRJS. DL37, 83)

This word meaning, 'those who feed their own
stomachs' that is, 'those who are selfish' is granted by
the rule phalegrahiratmambharisca (HI.ii.26). This states

that the phalegrahi and atmambhari are nipata -^

(irregularly formed). The word phalegrahi meaning 'the

fruit-bearing' (and such as, 'a tree') is also found in

SRJS 11.55.
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(v) kanehatya (SXJS- EL38)

This word means 'to one's heart's content' or 'till

one is satisfied' is formed by the rule kanemanasl

sraddhapratlghate (I.iv.66). This means that the words

kane and manas are 2fr*-words when they are in

composition with the verb and are used in the sense

of 'reaction by satiation'.

(vi) karnejapa (SRJS. L108)

This word means 'a tale-bearer' or 'one who always

whispers into the ears' and it is sanctioned by the Paninian

rule stambakarnayoh ramijapoh (Hii.13). This means
that the affix ac comes after the roots ram (to whisper)
when the case-inflected words stamba (a clump of grass)

and karna (ear) are in composition with them respectively.

(VE) kulamudvaha (SRJS. L100; SGRK. sL 41)

This word means 'carrying away the bund'. This

is formed by the rule udikute rujivahoh (HI.ii.31). This

means that the affix khas comes after the verb ruji (to

break into pieces) and vah (to carry) when preceded

3y the preposition ut and when the word kula (bank)

.s in composition with them as the object.

VM!) ksemankara (SRJS. 1.70)

This word means 'propitious' is formed by the rule

ksema-priya-madre an ca (HI.ii.44). According to this,

he affix an and khac come after the verb kr (to make)
the words ksema (happiness), priya (pleasant) and

(joy) are in composition, in the objective case.

ix) coralavam vilavyah (SRJS. EL6)

This expression means 'he has to be beheaded like

thief. This is sanctioned by the rule upamane karmani
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ca (ffl.iv.45) which means that the affix namul comes

after a root when an object or an agent denoting similitude

is in composition with it. It may also be noted that namul

is added after a verbal root when reiteration is to be

expressed. The sutra which allows this is abhlksnye

namul ca (ffl.iv.22).

Other expressions which are governed by this rule

are mukalayam nililye (SRJS. H35) ('kept quiet like

a dumb person'), 'nidhinidhayam. nyadhayisata' (SRJS.

n.36) ('preserved like a treasure') and 'dadhi- nirmatham-

mathana (SRJS. H55) ('churned like curds').

(x) jivanasam nasyati (SRJS. EL93)

This expression means 'he (she or it) perishes so

that the life gets extinguished', that is, dies away. The

aphorism kartroh jivapurusayornasivahoh (ffl.iv.43),

which means that the affix namul comes after the roots

nas (to perish) vah (to carry) when the words jlva

(life) and purusa (person) expressing the agent of these

verbs are respectively in construction with them.

(xi) visvasmai tisthamanam (SRJS. 1*75)

This word means 'one who is indicating his intentions

to the entire universe'. The aphorism

prakasana-stheyakhyayosca (Liii.23) grants this. After

the verb stha when meaning 'to indicate one's intentions

to another; or 'to make an award as an arbitrator', the

Atmanepada affix is employed. Accordingly we have

tisthamana, the Atmanepada form of the root stha

which is otherwise a Parasmaipada root.

(xii) malabhari (SRJS. L-56)

This word means 'possessor or wearer of many
garlands'. The word mala, becomes ^-ending by the

11
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rule istakcsikamalanam cita-tula-bharisu (VI.iii.65).

According to this, the words istaka, islka and mala,

and expressions having these words at the end will have

their final vowel shortened when followed by cita, tula

and bhara respectively.

(xiii) mitampaca: (SRJS. H105)

This word means 'cooking a little' or "being niggardly'

or 'worthless', it is formed by the rule mitanakhe ca

(ffl.ii.34). According to this the affix khas is employed
after the verb pac (to cook) when the words mtta

(a small quantity) or nakha (nail) are in composition

with it in the objective case.

(xiv) lumhi hmlhiti hmHii (SRJS. DL73)

This word means 'you cut repeatedly' (as if some

one was always calling to you, 'cut thou, cut thou').

This is sanctioned by the rule kriyasamabhlhare lot hisvau

va tadhvamoh (DDLiv.2). This means: 'when the frequency

or repetition of an action is indicated, the affk lot is

added to the root and the verb is repeated. The affixes

hi and sva, or the affixes (- a and dhvam are the substitutes

of lot). In other words when the repetition of an action

is expressed the imperative is used and though the second

person singular is used, it also stands for the second

person plural.

(xv) sugatapasah (SRJS. IL6)

This word means 'the contemptible Sugata'. This

usage is on the authority of 'yapye pasap* (V.iii.47).

According to this aphorism, the suffix pasap is added

to a word when the meaning of 'contempt' is to be
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(xvi) surajainbhava (SRJS. H.15; SGRK 11)

This word means 'the state of being a monarch in

an easy or effortless way'. This is granted by the rule

kartrkarmanosca bhd-krnoh (Il.iii.127). This means that

the affix khal comes after the verbs bhu and km
when the upapada-$ in composition with them are an

agent or an object, preceded by the words Isat, etc.,

meaning hard or light, etc.

(xvii) svagatikaih (SRJS. IEL75)

This word means 'one who says welcome* is formed

by the rule svagatadinam ca (VH.iii.7). The words read

in this group (gana) do not take the suffix aic. They
take the suffix thak when the words are in composition

with them in the objective case.

RARE USAGES

We also find a few interesting rare usages of words

in the Srlrangarajastava.

kataksanam

This word (11.43) which usually means looking' or

'casting glances' is used here in the sense of 'being

dependent on' or 'standing in need of.

caitri (SRJS. IL30)

This is used in the sense of 'citrasya bhavah ('state

of being variegated', that is, 'having different varieties').

Jagarya (SRJS. IL75)

This means 'wakefulness'. This is an alternate form
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jagarteh akaro va read under the Paninian rule icch

(DLii.101). This Varttika means, 'From the root jag.

we have either jagara or jagarya. The first is formec

by the affix, 'a
'

and the latter by sa which brings ii

yak'.

Durlalita (SRJS. L17)

This is used in the sense of 'naughtiness' 01

'ill-mannered behaviour'.

Padbma

This word meaning lotus which is popularly used
in neuter gender, is used by our author in the masculine

gender eg. nabhlpadmah (SRJS LI 16- 11 7) and

padapadmau (Ibid. LI 23).

Prahati

^

word Prahati (SRJS 1.21) is used in the sense
of 'proficiency' or 'scholarship'. This would be traced
to the root 'ban

9

(second conjugation) meaning himsa
and gati of which the latter becomes relevant here (Thus,
prakrsta hatih becomes prahatih).

Pradih

The word pradih (SRJS DL47) conveys the sense
of a 'present' or 'gift'. This is formed by adding the
affix ki after a ghu-vtrb when an upasarga is in

composition with it.

Bhramaraka

The word bhrantaraka (SRJS L94) is used in the
sense of a 'curl of hair on the forehead'.
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Makaroddhau (SRJS L102)

Here the word uddha is added to makara in the

sense of 'beautiful' or 'grand' ('ear-rings shaped like

makara-fish').
13

Mrgyamadhyastha

This word is a technical one meaning 'one who is

ready to take an oath'. Parasara uses this word in his

Tlrumanjanakavj-s (si 1) while describing the idol of

Lord Ranganatha when He is given the sacred ablutions.

The Yajnavalkya Smrti (II.22.95) refers to a practice

which is known as divya in which a person making claims

or declarations in good faith takes an oath wearing wet

clothes, a garland of the basil leaves and the like.

Rajakula

This means a 'high family'. The word rajan becomes

the first member according to the rule rajadantadisuparam
(n.ii.31). Thus kulanam raja becomes rajakulam.

Rodhah (SRJS. DL52)

This word means 'an impediment'. Normally this is

used along with the prepositions upa, ava, ni, etc.

Vikrnosi (SRJS. EL33)

This is used in the sense of vikarosi (

4

y u bring

about modification' or 'change'). This is derived from

the fifth conjugational root km himsayam, prefixed by
the preposition vi.

Sancarah (SRJS. H.17)

This word has the sense of pralaya ('cosmic

dissolution').
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SOME NYAYAS (MAXIMS) USED IN THE
SRIRANGARAJASTAVA

Parasara in his Srirangarajastava uses some nyaya~$.

(a) Kosakaranyaya (11.93)

This is the illustration of a cocoon. A silk-worm

weaves its web (kosa) around its own self in such a

way that it gets arrested in it and is eventually killed.

(b) Dandapupikanyaya (EL47)

This is also known as Kaimutika-nyaya. This maxim
of 'stick and the cakes' is used to convey the sense

of some event which is presumed to have taken place

on the strength of another happening. If some cakes

are tied to a stick and if the stick itself is carried away
or eaten up by mice or some other animals, the inference

is that the cakes have sharetl the same fate.

(c) Minapaniyanyaya (II* 105)

This is the maxim of 'pouring water to a fish which

is already in water'. This conveys the idea of doing a

thing which is not required or which is redundant.

(d) Sitaksiranyaya (IL 64)

This is the illustration of 'adding sugar to milk', which

makes it all the more delicious. Mere sugar by itself

or milk alone may not be liked by many. A happy
combination of these two makes both enjoyable.

(e) Jalasthala (1.124) (from ajalasthalajna)

Parasara uses what may be called an idiom,

ajalasthalajna, literally meaning, 'one who does not
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distinguish between water and ground, that is, betweer

the low and the high, between the rich and the poor
(This is used with reference to Krsna).

An Unclear Idea

In one verse (SRJS. EL65) Parasara fancies the blooc

gushing forth from the chest of Hiranyakasipu to be th<

spittings of the red tambula, done by LaksmI, in orde:

to pacify the fire of Lord Narasimha's anger. The idea

however, is not quite clear or appealing. The blood coming
out of the demon's chest rent asunder by the Lord'j

sharp nails is imagined to be the tambularasa, spat ou

on the demon by LaksmI, not only by way of expressing

Her contempt for him, but also to pacify the Lore

indirectly. The pacification of the Lord's anger wai

extremely difficult and nobody including LaksmI coul(

approach Lord Narasimha in such an enraged condition

Parasara perhaps felt that spitting on the enemy ma;

prove effective in its own way in bringing down Hi

fury. But what is difficult to understand is the nex

statement of the poet that the Lord's manes and shoulder

were besmeared by such a blood, which has been fancie<

to be the spittings of LaksmI.

Thus a literary estimate of the hymn- of Parasar

embedded by philosophical and doctrinal ideas revez

Parasara to be a very facile poet of no mean merii

The philosophical and doctrinal ideas as could be gathere
from his works will be taken up in the succeeding chapter
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CHAPTER V
PHILOSOPHICAL STUDY

Parasara Bhatta is one of the leading writers on the

Srivaisnava school of thought. All his compositions bear

ample evidence to this fact. As one who occupied a

pre-eminent position after Sri Ramanuja, he commanded

great respect as is evident from a number of reverential

references made to him by no less a person than Vedanta

Desika himself.
1

In several places where there seems

to be a contradiction in the available text of the

Tattvaratnakara with some well-known concepts of this

school, Vedanta Desika tries to explain it away without

criticising or contradicting Parasara. While Vedanta Desika

quotes very long tracts from the Tattvaratnakara,
2

it is

quite obvious that even Vedanta Desika did not have

the full text of it before him. He clearly states that the

praxneya section of it was lost.
3 The loss of this

monumental philosophical treatise of the great acarya
is great no doubt; but yet his other compositions like

the Bhagavadgunadarpana, the three stotra-s and the

Astaslokl, enable us to arrive at a more or less clear

picture of Parasara's philosophical position. An approach
to a study of the Srivaisnava school should be guided

by two considerations which are very fundamental to

an understanding of this system: ( 1 ) that it is not merely
a philosophy; and (2) that it is not purely religious.

Visistadvaita can best be understood as a religious

philosophy. An attempt is made in this chapter to gather
the ideas and concepts as are available in all these works.

EPIS1EMOLOGY

From the available passages of the Tattvaratnakara
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and nature of the pramana-s accepted by him. Pratyaksa

(perception), Anumana (inference) and Agama (verbal

knowledge, also called aitihya by Parasara) are the three

pramana-s accepted by the Visistadvaitin. Smrti

(recollection), though recognised by some as a distinct

means, Parasara feels that it can be included in its own
source (namely, the anubhava produced by the three

pramana-s). In this context it has to be stated that even

Pratibha (revelation) is claimed as a separate pramana

by some. Parasara does not accept this. (Though it is

true that one can realise the reality of things through

Pratibha, it is useful only in the case of pious people.).

Dependence upon tinga (characteristic mark) and

sabda make the knowledge derived out of them, paroksa

(indirect) in nature. As contrasted with this, if the

knowledge concerning an object is direct without any

mediacy, it becomes aparoksa (immediate).

Pratyaksa is classified as determinate (savikalpaka)

and indeterminate (nirvikalpaka), in the traditional manner

characteristic of the Visistadvaita school. The presence

of anuvrtti (continuity) or pratyavamarsa (retrospection)

characterises the savikalpaka-pratyaksa. In the

nirvikalpaka, however, though this feature is absent, still

the configuration of the individual seen for the first time

qualifies the knowledge. It is therefore, not a bare

knowledge. From another view-point perception is

sub -divided as that which belongs to the ancients

(anarvacma-yogin-s) and that which belongs to the

ordinary people (arvacma).

Another view expressed by Parasara in the context

of the pramana-s is that pratyaksa does not cognize

the 'bare existence or being' (sanmatra) of an entity.

Knowledge by its very nature is self-luminous

(svyamprakasa). It is not inferred through features like
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prakatya (manifestedness) or through mental perceptio:

(manasa -pratyaksa).

According to Parasara inference involves the mediae

of knowledge (paroksa). Vyapti (invariable concomitance

which is the main feature of anumana can be understoo<

even through a single observation. Bhuyodarsam

(repeated observation) is not necessary. This invariabL

concomitance becomes vitiated in the presence o

upadhl-s (adventitious condition). A reason (linga) whicl

has an incomplete character (rupavaikalya) has an upadh.

and a reason which has lack of correspondence

(vyabhicara) also has an upadhl. The former type oj

reason is known as aprayojaka and the latter has the

usual classification of badhita, viruddha, anaikantika, etc,

Kevalavyatirekin, though it seems to have been

accepted as a variety of anumana by Parasara, was not

really acceptable to him. The usual classification oi

anumana as svartha and parartha is also discussed by
Parasara. Strictly speaking, there is no element of parartha
in the so- called parartha -type of inference. All inferences

operate and attain their validity on the basis of vyaptL

Validity is not specially conferred upon them by the fact

that somebody addresses a syllogism to another.

In this context it is also to be noted that according
to Parasara all pramana~$ gain their validity purely on

the spontaneous functioning of the totality of their causes,

which proves their intrinsic nature (svatahpramanya).
Sometimes this totality of causes (samagrl) may be found

in the form of a sentence uttered by one person to another.

This is the real basis for the two -fold classification of

inference. As a sequel to this us the view regarding the

number of the members of a syllogism in the
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members, Parasara, following the Ramanuja school states

that there is no hard and fast rule regarding the exact

number. If a reliable person tells some one dhamavan

agnimaneva (

4

that which has smoke certainly has fire*),

there is no need for the iEustration (drstanta) also. The

most important point is that vyapti must be properly

conveyed. There is no need also to mention pratijfia,

hetu and udaharana in the traditional order of

enumeration.

Another opinion of Parasara is that tarka (indirect

argument) need not be accorded any undue importance
in the scheme of pramana-s. Some are of the view,

says Parasara, that all valid means of knowledge are

at the mercy of tarka. Tarka must be shown its right

place, It just helps one to remove doubts that may arise

due to the contradictions (virodha) or non-apprehensions

(abodha) while apprehending an object. Certainly it has

no independent power to confer validity on inference

or any other means of knowledge.

Arthapatti (presumption) is, according to Parasara,

a variety of inference. It is not an independent pramana.

THE TWO MIMAMSA-S CONSTTTUTING A SINGLE
SCIENCE

One of the basic convictions of this school is that

both the Purvamlmamsasutra-s of Jaimini and the

Uttaramlmamsa (the Brahmasutra) of Badarayana form

a single cogent unit, of which the opening sutra is athato

dharmajijnasa and the last sutra is anavrttih sabdat

anavrttih sabdat. This is the view expressed by Ramanuja
in his Snbhasya

4
It is interesting to note that while

supporting this view, Parasara mentions that the

karma-kanda, devata-kanda and brahma-kanda were
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xeated by Jaimini, Kasakrtsna and Badarayana

espectively, in their aphorisms.
5

FATTVATRAYA

The three principles accepted in this system are cit,

acit and Isvara which constitute a single unit by virtue

)f cit and acit forming the sanra of the Lord who is

heir soul In his stofra-$ and the commentary on the

Visnusahasranama, Parasara has emphasised the concept
>f Tattvatraya. In the SRJS (1.115) Parasara states that

he Lord has within Himself the entire universe of cit

tnd acit, each containing within itself a three-fold

;lassification (trividha-cidacid-brndam). The three-fold

ilassification of cit is: baddha (the bound souls), mukta
the liberated) and nitya (the ever-liberated); with

eference to the acit (insentient matter) this classification

s: sv.ddha- sattva (the pure sattva) (which constitutes the

hings to be found in the highest abode of the Lord

.nd also the 'divine abodes of the Lord on earth'),

nisrasattva (the mixed sattva} and sattvasanya (that which

5 devoid of sattva}.

In another verse of the same stotra, Parasara again
mentions the cit-acit complex having the Lord as its

upreme and eternal ruler (n 25: 'frutih cidacitL.
'

etc).

n his VSB, Parasara again mentions the Tattvatraya while

xplaining the name purusottamah (name no. 24) and

Iso the name pradhanapurusesvarah (name no. 20). This

itter name clearly mentions pradhana (acit) and Purusa

'cit) as controlled by Isvara.

:REATION OF THE UNIVERSE

Speaking about the creation of the Universe, Parasara
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remarkable will (iccha) of the Lord.
6 The Lord is

Omniscient and is not a mere witness or a passive

spectator. His remarkable Lordship consists in His total

independence and absolute control over everything with

no other extraneous force directing Him. The creation

of the universe, Parasara makes it clear, is in accordance

with the peculiar karman (karmavaicitri) of the individual

souls concerned. This, however, does not impair the

Lord's independence.
7
In another statement, Parasara says

that the creation of the universe which consists in alloting

different kinds of bodies to creatures in accordance with

their own karma, points only to the Lord's remarkable

compassion for them. Otherwise, they would have been

lying without any distinction of name and form from

matter which is insentient, at the time of cosmic

dissolution. It is only out of His own free will (iccha)

and inability to bear the sight of the sad plight of the

creatures that He made prakrti evolve into different

tattva-$.
s At the time of cosmic dissolution the universe

of cit and acit becomes dormant (pralaya-

samaya-suptam) in a very minute part of His own body.

When He so wills He would effortlessly project the cit

and acit like a peacock spanning out his beautiful tail.
9

CREATION AS THE SPORT OF THE LORD

In his VSB, Parasara while explaining the name

pradhanapuruscsvarah (name no. 20) points out that the

entire cosmic activity of creation, sustenance and

dissolution is but a mere sport for the Lord. By His

own maya (wonderful power) the Lord binds those beings

who stray away from the path of virtue. Again He releases ,

those who surrender to Him.

This sport of the Lord is meant to please His consort

LaksmL Accordingly in. his SGRK (si. 19) Parasara
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observes that when the time is ripe for the cit and ac

to come into contact with each other, the Lord create

'cosmic eggs' by thousands and provides different varietie

of sense-organs, bodies and the like to the sentient beings

This is but to please His consort. Already in the SR/i

(n.44) reference had been made to the Lord's creatinj

the universe even as a peacock spreads out his tail an<

dancing in the company of SrL This concept of krldi

is normally brought in by the writers of the Visistadvait;

school to explain the total independence and absolut*

control the Supreme Being has over the world of d
and acit

THE ROLE OF KARMA

Closely connected with the concept oj

world-manifestation is the law of Karma. The question

of man's responsibility for his own actions and the place

of God's will in relation to it is quite well-known. According
to the Visistadvaita school although the Lord is all-powerful

and compassionate, the responsibility of a man in making
or marring his own future cannot be ignored or even

under estimated. If the world in which we are living

is full of misery and is apparently beset by all kinds

of imperfections it is all the making of man himself;

and God is not to be blamed. The Brahmasatra has

clearly stated that God cannot be charged with partiality

(vaisamya) and cruelty {nairghrnyaj
10

,
since karma alone

is responsible for the prevailing inequality in creation.

In his SRJS (11.42) Parasara makes this quite evident.

God creates the world as it is, full of inequality, only
in accordance with the karma of the individuals concerned.

/

The Sruti-$ also are in support of this, says Parasara.
11

Another interesting point explained by Parasara is
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bodies, still it is only the former that experiences the

fruits of his own action, but not the latter. Isvara is

not a bhokta (the expedient) of karma. He is the bhojayita

(one who makes others experience their karma).

Explaining the name putatma (name no. 10) Parasara in

his VSB raises an interesting question as to how karma

does not affect Isvara but only the jiva because both

of them have bodies and those who have bodies do

perform karma. Parasara himself answers the question

by saying that the apparent association of karma with

Isvara cannot produce any effect on Him. The analogy

given is that of one who whips another person with

a lash. Though the contact with the whip is common
to both the punisher and the punished, still it is only

the punished person who suffers but not the person who
is wielding the whip. The Mundakopanisad passage

anasnannanyah (3.1.1) and the G?M-text,
6 l

na mam
karmani timpani!...' (4.14), as also the Brahmasutra,

sambhogapraptiriti cet na., etc., (L2.8) are quoted in

support.

DHARMABHUTAJNANA

Another important theory of this school is that jnana,

also known as samvit, dhl, buddhi, etc., is an essential

and inseparable attribute of the soul which characterises

it in all the states of wakefulness, dream and deep sleep.

This is technically known as dharmabhutajnana (attributive

knowledge) which can expand and contract. Although
we do not have a direct reference to this essential feature

of the soul, fragment 29 of the Tattvaratnakara proves
the same point. According to this, knowledge is

self-manifest and is solely dependent upon the soul. The

soul and its knowledge are both self-effulgent like the

sun and his brilliance, Parasara quotes the (7/M-verse,
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Upanisadic passages declaring the self to be self-luminous,
the self itself being of the nature of knowledge. We
have another reference to this concept in Parasara' s VSB
under the name muktanam parama gatih (no. 13). Parasara

states that jnana, etc., are natural to the self and this

is not negated even in the state of moksa. 12

EHE SESA-SESI-BHAVA

One of the cardinal tenets of the Visistadvaita school

s that the relation between the universe consisting of

oft and acit and the Lord is the one that subsists between
i part and the whole, or between a subsidiary and the

)rincipal entity that is subserved by it, or between the

>ody and the soul. The definition of body given by

lamanuja in his Srlbhasya and the Vedarthasangraha
s worth noticing in this context. According to it, body
s that which in its entirety depends upon, is controlled

>y and subserves another entity and thus forms its

^separable mode. This inseperable connection always
exists between the supporter and the supported, the

ontroller and the controlled and the principal entity and

tie subsidiary entity.
13 The antaryamibrahmana of the

Irhadaranyaka is in full support 'of this view.
14 We have

everal, references, to this concept in the words of Parasara

/ho is a close follower of Ramanuja. In the SRJS
123-24) he points out that the entire universe (asesah

wapancah) forms the subsidiary (sesah) and thus the

ody (vapuh) of the Lord who forms its soul (atman)
n several grounds such as the creation (utpatti),

laintenance (stbiti), activity (pravrtti) and dissolution

grasana) of the universe and also by virtue of His

antrolling (niyamana) and pervading over them

vyapana). According to Parasara the abheda-texts speak
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of the non- difference between the Supreme and the rest

of creation through the principle of co-ordinate predication

(samanadhikaranya) only because of this kind of relation

between the Lord and the universe. The SGRK (si. 22)

also explains this principle of the sesa-sesi-bhava between

the divine couple and the rest of the creation. Parasara's

explanation of the names bhutakrt (name No. 5),

bhutabhrt (name No. 6), bhava (name No. 7.), bhutatma

(name no. 8) and bhutabhavana (name no. 9) in the VSB
also bring out this important concept in a clear manner.

According to him all these five names clearly explain

the sesitva of the Lord.

Creation of the beings, their maintenance and the

manifestation in His sportive form are all indicative of

the principal character of the Lord. Of special importance
is the name bhutatma which spells out the sariratmabhava.

The relation between the Lord and the universe which

is known as dehatmabhava is different from the

relationship entities like wife, house, lands, etc., have

with a person on whom they depend for their support.

The relation that the world has with Isvara is more internal

(antaranga) than external. The word bhuta-bhavanah

which means 'one who nourishes the beings by being

their support and benefactor' is also indicative of the

sesatva of the entire universe. The name muktanam

paramagatih (name no. 12) also according to Parasara,

shows the sesa-sesin relation that exists between even

the liberated beings and the Lord (mukta-tat-prapyayoh
sesa -sesi~bhavah) f

Parasara's Astasloki also makes clear the idea of

the sesa -sesin relation between the world and Lord Visnu.

While explaining the term - Narayana as 'one who is

the abode or ultimate goal of all living beings', he says

12.
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that the jlva is always subservient to Lord Narayana
who is also expressed by the letter 'a' constituting the

sacred syllable 'Om'. The jlva exists only for the sake

of the Lord but never for his own sake (si. 3).

THE NATURE AND MEANS OF RELEASE (MOKSA)

In the state of release, the soul is totally subservient

fsesa) to the Lord. This sesatva is as natural as jMna
(knowledge) is to the soul.

15
By this Parasara differ from

others who says that the state of moksa is marked by
total independence, that is, it is devoid of the feelings
of bliss, etc.

While the role of bhakti as a means of release is

unquestioned, the place of prapatti (also known as

saranagati or bharanyasa) was not specifically described

at least in the canonical works of Ramanuja like the

Snbhasya and the Gitabhasya. Scholars have explained
this aspect of Ramanuja's treatment as based upon the

fact that the rival schools to whom Ramanuja was

addressing his works do not accept prapatti as a separate
means of moksa. In fact Ramanuja had a great heritage
and a tradition behind him in this regard.

16
Parasara,

however, makes the position very clear regarding prapatti
as a means of moksa. In his SRJS (1.17) he states that
4

Visnumaya' can be crossed only when prapatti is done
to the Lord.

17
In the SRJS (H&7-89) we have a detailed

statement about prapatti. Parasara says that several

Upanisad-s declare the Lord to be the supreme controller

and master of cit and acit He is both the means and

goal of human endeavour (upaya and upeya). To be
so is His nature but not His quality. That is why

64O
Lord! I resort to you, who are my refuge (sarana)*

says Parasara. In verse 89 the declaration of Saranagati
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knowledge or action or devotion; nor is he aware of

anything like iccha (desire), the proper eligibility

(adhikara), the feasibility of such a hope, etc. 'Full of

sin and foolishness and with a confused state of mind,
I request you to be my saviour', says Parasara.

jSanakriyabhajanasampadakincano *ham-

icchadhikarasakananusayanabhijnah

rangesa! purna vrjinassaranam bha veti

maurkhyad bravlmi manasa vlsayakulena

(SRJS. H.89)

In verse 102 of the second century of the SRJS,
Parasara makes this declaration still clear. "I have been
made your burden and responsibility (bhara) by my
teachers. I have also orally declared that I seek refuge.

Therefore, it behoves you to accept me as your entrusted

burden/'

tava bharo'hamakarisi dharmikais-

saranamityapi vacamudairiram

iti sasaksikayannidamadya mam
kuru bharam tava rangadharandhara (HI 02)

In his VSB, explaining the word 'samnyasakrt' (name
no. 587) ('one who cuts rajas and tamas through

'

samnyasa') Parasara interprets the word samuyasa thus:

'bhartari bharanyasah samnyasah* ('depositing one's

burden with the Lord is samnyasa'}. This is same as

prapatti. He again states sa hi bhavacikitsa ('that prapatti
indeed is the remedy for transmigration').

In his Astaslokf(sl. 6-8) Parasara clarifies this concept
of Prapatti. In verse 6 Parasara makes Prapatti to LaksmI

first, before resorting to the Lord, She being the means
for that end. In verse 7 he explains the meaning of

Caramasloka (Glta, 18.66) which is in the form of the

Lord's assurance of protection to one who surrenders
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to Him whole-heartedly. The last verse may be said to

be the statement of prapatti by Parasara where he

expresses his inability to implement the karma, jnana

and bhakti~yoga- as means of salvation. Even regarding

prapatti he is unable to follow it because of his utter

helplessness and lack of firm conviction of its

implementation. Still the hope of being saved by the Lord,

He being the final means, sustains him.

GRADATION AMONG THE RELEASED SOULS

In his explanation of the name muktanam parama

gatih (name no. 12) in the VSB, Parasara points out that

the word muktanam (

4

of the released souls') exhibited

in the plural number makes two things clear: (i) that

the released souls are different from one another; and

(2) that they are many in number.- They are also different

from the Lord because of the difference implied by the

term gati('i\\& goal'). Parasara also quotes an upanisadic

passage prthagatmanam preritararp camatva( Svetasvatara,

Upanisad 1.6) and the Brahmasutra muktopasrpyavya

padesacca (i. ii. iii) in support.

ISVARA AN ABODE OF PERFECTIONS

In keeping with the Srlvaisnava tradition, Parasara

believes in the Supremacy of Lord Narayana, also known
as Visnu, Vasudeva, etc., who is the infinite abode of

innumerable perfections such as knowledge, lordship and

strength which are collectively known as the 'six

perfections' (sadgunya).
1 * He is also at the same time

devoid of any blemishes. This is what is known as the

ubhayalingatva of the Lord. This has been clearly stated

by Parasara in the VSB while refuting the prima fade

view that the Supreme Brahman is devoid of any positive
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illround knowledge which is natural to Him without any
imitations of time and space (SRJS.H.29). His parental
;are is quite remarkable. To alleviate the sufferings of

i sick child sometimes the mother takes the medicine.

n the same way, the Lord also comes down into the

vorld of mortals and undergoes all sufferings for the

;ake of the beings. The Lord's friendliness is also quite

tppealing. Though He punishes the wicked it is only
lue to His genuine love for them that He does so. It

s like a friend arresting with chains, etc., a mad person
est he should run out of the house and injure himself

>y falling into some ditch. Such an act cannot be construed

LS cruel, says Parasara.

In(he5R/5'(L9.116;n.38.51)and V5B(nameno.l22)
'arasara enters into a very detailed discussion on the

[uestion of Lord Visnu's supremacy over the rest of

tie divinity. The very fact that the Lord is the eternal

onsort and abode of LaksmI, the mother of the universe

nd His royal insignia such as the crown and five weapons,
11 bear ample evidence to this point. Parasara also alludes

3 Puranic episodes mentioning Brahma as born out of

tie lotus that has sprung out of His navel and that Siva

/as the off-spring of Brahma, in order to justify the

upremacy of Visnu over these important gods. Another

nportant characteristic of Visnu's Supremacy

'paratva-pisana) is that He is the promoter of the quality

f sattva which is necessary for effecting the salvation

f the suffering humanity, and also His boundless concern

nd compassion for them which is responsible for His

: vatara -manifestations .

As for the vibhuti-s (glories) of the Lord they consist

f the nitya (the eternal) as manifested in the Vaikuntha

nd the Ma which comprises the rest of the creation,

lommenting on the word duradharsa ( KSBname no. 8 2)
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Parasara takes occasion to describe the Nityavibhuti that

is, Vaikuntha where the Lord is attended upon by His

consort Sri and Bhumi, and served by many eternally

liberated souls such as Ananta, Garuda and Visvaksena.

Parasara also mentions that this description is in

accordance with the statement found in the KausitakI

and other Upanisad-B.

THE PANCARATRA (SATTVATA) RELIGION

We have quite a number of references to this religion

which is also known as the Bhagavata system. This is

one of the two main divisions of the Srlvaisnava religious

texts, the other being the Vaikhanasa. Explaining the name
sattvatam patih (no. 5 14) in the VSB, Parasara states that

the word sattvata is the sastra (scripture) or the work

(karman) or sattvan. Also under the name

jnanamuttamam'(nA55) Parasara interprets it to mean
the Pancaratra through which all other knowledge including

the duties of a Srlvaisnava can be obtained. One of the

important characteristics of the Pancaratra religion is its

Vyuha -theory. The Supreme Being has five aspects,

namely, Para, Vyuha, Vibhava, Area and Antaryamin.
The Para form is also known as Vasudeva. The

Vyuha -aspect is four-fold (caturvyuha) as Vasudeva,

Sankarsana, Pradyumna and Aniruddha. Explaining the

names 'Caturatma' and 'Caturvyuhah' (nos.139-140) in

the VSB, Parasara mentions the four Vyuha -s and answers

the question as to how one and the same God can also

be four-fold. The Lord, though one, manifests Himself

as these four deities for carrying out different cosmic

functions, arranging and distributing those functions among
these forms for the benefit of the devotees. Each of

these four vyuha-s again has its own configuration, colour,
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'E.39-40) Parasara makes a detailed statement about the

lature and function of the vyuha-s.
19 The six qualities,

n their totality make up the body of Vasudeva, which

s within the reach of the mukta-s (muktabhogya).
Samkarsana in whom the qualities of jnana and bala

ire predominant, is responsible for the destruction of

he universe. The Pradyumna-vyuha connected with

zisvarya and virya carries out the teaching of religion.

Aniruddha connected with sakti and tejas protects the

vorld and confers the knowledge of truth. Parasara states

hat these four forms are meant for the contemplation
>f different aspirants and that they correspond to the

bur states of wakefulness (jagrat), dreaming (svapna),

leep sleep (atyalasa, that is, susupti) and the final stage
f

murccha) respectively.

It is also clear from a verse of the SRJS (11.37)

bat there is a subtle difference between the ParaVasudeva

nd Vyuha Vasudeva. The Para Vasudeva who is known
.s nityoditabemg the object of experience of the mukta-$,
5 the source of the three subsequent Vyuha-s.

HE CONCEPT OF AVATARA-S

The Avatara-s come under the vibhava category of

tie Vyuha-s. In the SJKJS (LI 24; H48 ff) and in the

VSB, Parasara refers to the avatara-s of Lord Visnu.

line and again the author points out that the Lord though
/ithout a birth, manifests Himself among gods, men and

nimals, sharing their qualities with a view to save them

rom the endless cycle of birth and death. In all His

icarnations LaksmI also takes part making His activities

lore interesting and fruitful. Only the wise can understand

le Lord's greatness in all His manifestations. The ordinary
nd ignorant ones, however, unable to decipher the

urposes of the Lord's actions, find fault with Him.
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ARCA (ICONIC FORM)

This aspect of the Lord's vyuha is also referred to

by Parasara in the VSB(under the name arc/fiaand kumbha

no.640-641) and also in his SK/S (11.74-75). The word

arcita is explained as
4

one who has assumed the

arcavatara \ Explaining the salient features of this form,

Parasara states that it is not beyond the reach of men
like the para -form; nor is it limited to a particular time

or place like the vibhava-s. It is always visible to our

eyes at all holy places and temples and even in our

own homes. Its innermost secrecy should be ascertained

through the Pancaratra-ttxts and Smrti~$ and Purana-$.

Quoting from a Pancaratra-text Parasara states that one

who prepares a pleasant idol of Lord Visnu with silver,

gold etc., and worships it after proper installation, will

have all his sins removed. He attains Brahman having
that very form which he worshipped on earth. In His

area-form the Lord is totally dependent on the arcaka

(priest) and bears with all the inconveniences, and pleases
His worshippers by His magnanimity and easy accessibility.

TBE CONCEPT OF SRi

Laksmi or Sri, the eternal consort of Visnu is not

only the source of all prosperity but also a bestower

of the power of poesy. Reference is made to the sadgunya
in connection with Laksmi also. Since She is the

co-performer of the Lord's duties (sahadharmacarim),
Parasara speaks of Her role in the cosmic activity, namely
creation, sustenance and destruction also. Since everything
is common between Her and the Lord, She is also said

to wield the five weapons. She accompanies Him in all

His avatara~$.
24 The Lord does everything to please Her
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and sport.
2:> A detailed statement of the nature of Sn

as the sakti of the Lord is given by Parasara in his

explanation of the name "Madhava'. She 'is said to be

one with the Lord and different from Him, like the moon
and her effulgence. All other powers are derived from

LaksmI including the pranasakti animating the entire

creation. LaksmI alone acts however everything She does

is however the expression of the Lord's wish.

Another important aspect of LaksmI which is a

characteristic of the Srlvaisnava school is Her role as

the Mother of the beings and as mediator (purusakara)
between the man and the Lord. In SGRK, Parasara draws

a beautiful pen-picture of Mother LaksmI making an

impassionate appeal on behalf of the erring humanity
to the Lord to forgive the faults of their children because

nobody is free from shortcomings ('nirdosah ka ihajagati').

She thus establishes a rapport between man and God

('svajanayasr). That is why She is the Mother of all

('mata tadasi nah ').

Another important concept explained by Parasara in

his Astaslokl (si. 6) as also in the stotra-B is that one

has to first surrender to Sri before resorting to the Lord.

This is in accordance with the Srlvaisnava tradition

maintained by acarya-s like Yamuna and Ramanuja who

preceded Parasara.

THE NffiVAHA-S (INGENIOUS INTERPRETATIONS)
ATTRIBUTED TO PARASARA

In the Srlvaisnava tradition Parasara 's nirvaha-s on

several words, expressions and passages of the

Divyaprabandha are quite popular and are treated on

a par with those of earlier acarya- like -Yamuna and

Ramanuja. The nature of Parasara's interpretation is to

be understood as deep-rooted in his religious experiences

and philosophical background of the school which he
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in the form of witty anecdotes, repartees and delectable

flashbacks fo several epic and puranic episodes. These

are to be appreciated and admired sometimes from the

religious view-point and sometimes from the literary

view-point. At best one may describe Parasara's method

of interpretation as camatkaravaha. They are even today

read over and appreciated in the traditional kalaksepa-s.

No serious philosophical study can be made on these

nirvaha-s. Thus for instance explaining the passage nil

vedam kandand, (

4

one who has 'seen' the four Veda-s',
4

one who has been seen by the four Veda-s), Parasara

takes the word 'kandan 'and interprets it as Kanappattavan

Tone who has been seen') although it can also mean
kandavan ('one who has seen').

Explaining the relationship between Isvara and jlva

Parasara calls it the raksya-raksaka-bhava (

4

the relation

between the Saviour and the saved'), Parasara narrates

an interesting anecdote explaining this point which may
be taken as representing the general style of Parasara's

nirvaha-$. A merchant went abroad leaving his pregnant
wife at home and he did not come for several years.

In the meantime his wife delivered a son who grew up
to be a merchant like his own father. He also" left on

a business tour. It so happened that both the father and

son with their belongings took shelter at a place which

was too narrow to accommodate both. When each one

of them was trying to push out the other, a third person
who knew their relationship happened to come there.

When he told them about it, both the father and son

became one and their merchandise became one. The
father became the unquestioned protector of the son and
his things. This is

^exactly
the kind of relation that subsists

between jlva and Isvara. What is needed, stresses Parasara,
is the mere knowledge of being related with the Lord
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(sambandhajnana). When this is present, everything else

is taken care of.

One more important point stressed by the nirvaha-s

is the importance of doing saranagati to Sri even before

doing it with reference to Lord. 'Sri-prapatti' precedes

'Narayana-prapatti'. In Her dual capacity
as the mother

of jiva and the consort of the Lord, Sri can take the

errant son on Her side and see that the Lord forgives

his faults. In other words She acts as the mediator between

jiva and Isvara.

Having thus analysed the important philosophical

statements spread over the writings of Parasara now it

remains to assess his contribution to the Visistadvaita.

To this is the following chapter devoted.
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CHAPTER VI

CONCLUSION: AN ASSESSMENT OF

PARASARA'S CONTRIBUTION

Thus on an overall review of Parasara's works one

is convinced of the wide range of his scholarship in

Tamil and Sanskrit and also of the popularity and

unquestioned authority with which he strode the field

of Srivaisnava religion and philosophy like a giant in

the post-Ramanuja period, preceding Vedanta Desika.

He was an all-rounder a poet, commentator, dramatist,
1

philosopher, religionist and an outstanding dialectician.

The immense popularity he enjoyed among his

contemporaries can be vouchsafed by the statement made

by Narayana, who commented on Parasara's

Srigunaratnakosa. It points out that Parasara had the rare

privilege of being carried by the Brahmana-s as a token

of their admiration and appreciation of his exposition

of the KaisikapuranaP
2 The title 'bhatta

'

with which his

name is associated speaks very high of his scholastic

attainments. On Parasara's own statement, this name was

given to him by Lord Ranganatha Himself.
3 He is also

traditionally known as the foster-child of Lord Ranganatha
and His consort

4
and according to other accounts he

was the purohita of Lord Ranganatha.
5
His popularity

in his own community can also be understood by another

fact that he was a superb interpreter and exponent of

the Nalayiradivya-prabandha. The 'Bhattar nirvaha-s*

which are famous among the Srivaisnava traditionists

support this claim. In one of the verses of the
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that assuming the role of a Desika (teacher), he was

cheating the world at large as though he was a great

jnanin solely devoted to the Lord. Excluding references

stemming from his humility, one can conclude that

Parasara was certainly a desika of great religious and

philosophical standing of his times. It may also be noted

that Parasara was a pragmatic man who had independent
and frank views in the conduct of the day-to-day ritual

connected with the temple. As recorded in tradition,

Parasara once resented the trivial excuses on which the

priests of the Srlrangam temple wanted to perform an

elaborate purificatory ceremony. One of the traditional

views is that Parasara was a great exponent of the school

recognised and authorised by Ramanuja himself to carry

on his work. That his life, activities and compositions
became an integral part of the Srlvaisnava tradition is

clear from the recitation of the stotra-s and the

Tirumanjanakkavi~ even today in the temple worship.

An in-depth study of all the available compositions
of Parasara reveals that he was an original thinker who
has made very rich contributions to the growth and

development of the Srlvaisnava religious thought. He was
in the order of great writers of the school like Nathamuni
and Yamuna. Like the Nyayatattva of Nathamuni (which
is lost to posterity but for a few fragments) and the

Siddhitraya of Yamuna, Parasara also composed the

monumental treatise the Tattvaratnakara ('an ocean of

tattva-^).

The fragments which are collected and studied in

the present book provide a wealth of information of his

views regarding several topics in the fields of Nyaya
and Mimamsa. Although a complete picture of his opinion
on several of these topics could not be formed, it is

still evident that he represented a very bold and

independent thinking on several issues. For instance he
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opines that Kasakrtsna composed the devatakanda

comprising four adhyaya-$ which along with the twelve

chapters of Jaimini's Purvamlmamsa forms the

'Sodasalaksaw', which again has its sequel in

Badarayana's Brahmasutra. Quoting his opinion Vedanta

Desika in his Adhikaranasaravali politely remarks that

he is not competent to question the veracity of that

statement.
7

Parasara is also emphatic that there can be no

restriction on the components of a syllogistic statement.

Also significant is his observation that Vyapti between
hetu and sadhya need not be attributed to repeated
observation. It can be grasped even by a single observation.

What is more significant is perhaps the statement that

there need be no rigid order of pratijna, hetu, etc.,

His opinion that the Kevalavyatirekin type of anumana
cannot be accepted as valid is also in tune with the

opinion of Yamuna and Ramanuja. However in another

passage of the Tattvaratnakara he seems to accept it

which Vedanta Desika the great conformist, tries to explain

away as representing the prima facie view. Paraaara's

views on tarka are quite bold and emphatic. Tarka

(indirect argument) can never claim an independent status

in the scheme of pramana-$ y according to him. His views

on samsaya (doubt) and Smrti are traditional. It may
be pointed out that Parasara conforms to the traditional

views of the school on almost all the issues coming under
the category of pramana-s, although some notice a few

non-conforming views on issues like arthapatti. In one

place arthapatti is not accepted as a separate pramana
whereas in another place it is treated as an independent

pramapa. Again, as Vedanta Desika points out, it is difficult

to frame any opinion on Parasara' s views in view of

the fragmentary nature of the Tattvaratnakara. It is a

pity that this text was not Qx/oiioki^ ;- A.U ^ , , ,- .
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As noted earlier, the Visistadvaita system, as it came
to be known at a later date,

8 owes its development and

popularity to several acarya-s whose contributions were

on the two planes of philosophy and religion. Parasara's

contribution was also immense from these aspects. On
the philosophical side his Tattvaratnakara undoubtedly

occupies a unique position. On the religious side his

Astaslokl, Visnusahasranamabhasya, his interpretation

of the Tiruneduntantaka passage and the w'rvaha-s point
to his multifaceted genius. It may be stated that the

interpretation of the pranava, the mulamantra, the

dvayamantra and the caramasloka contained in the

Astaslokl formed the basis for Vedanta Desika's

magnificent composition, the Rahasyatrayasara in the

manipravala- style. Parasara's interpretation of the

Visnusahasranamastotra provided a refreshing outlook

of the real import of the stotra differing basically from

Sarikara's commentary. According to Parasara the very
fact that a repetition of sacred names of Lord Visnu

is itself capable of conferring the highest bliss on the

reciter goes a long way to prove that Brahman is saguna.
A stotra would have no meaning if it does not carry

conviction with the devotees, by failing to deliver the

highest good.
9

Parasara's beautiful stotra-s and the

Tirumanjanakkavi-s not only present him as a great poet
but also as an ardent devotee of Lord Srlranganatha.

Like Yamuna who first composed the Catusslokl in

praise of Sri and followed it up by his Stotraratna,

Parasara also composed the Srlgunaratnakosa in praise

of Goddess Ranganayaki, and the Srirangarajastava on

Lord Ranganatha Himself. Ramanuja also in his

Saranagatigadya eulogises the Goddess first and then

the Lord. Parasara's illustrious father Srlvatsanka also
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/

of which the Sristava is one.

THE INFLUENCE OF EARLIER WRITERS ON

PARASARA

Parasara
J

s Sngunaratnakosa and the

Snrangarajastava contain ideas and expressions which

are similar with those of his predecessors Yamuna,

Ramanuja and Kuresa, his own father. That the

compositions of the Alvars provided the very basic

inspiration and content for his religious philosophy goes

without saying. The Catusslokl of Yamuna formed the

standard expression on the concept of Sri which was

followed by later writers of this school like Ramanuja,
Kuresa and Parasara. In this hymn Sri has been conceived

of as the inseparable consort of Lord Visnu, the mother

of the beings, the mistress of the two Vibhuti-s (nitya

and Ma) and the mediator between man and God. The

doctrine of prapatti to Sri is also found in this stotra

3f Yamuna. The introductory portion" of Ramanuja' s

Saranagatigadya where again saranagati to Sri is clearly

articulated, follows Yamuna's stotra. Thus Parasara also

expresses his Saranagati to Sri in his Sngunaratnakosa
si. 59).

'

,

Ramanuja's influence on Parasara can also be seen

n several passages of the Tattvaratnakara and the

Vnrangarajastava.
10

Parasara refers to the opinion of

lamanuja and Yamuna (obviously referring to the

^ancaratradhikarana of the Srlbhasya and the

Igamapramanya of Yamuna) that thz l Pancaratra-

criptures are the compositions of the Lord Himself and
s such they cannot be treated as alternative to the

h/fr'-texts (which are recapitulated and instructed to
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11

In the Snrangarajastava (H22) Parasara

incorporates the view of Ramanuja expressed in his

Srlbhasya under tattu samanvayat (I.i.4). Refuting the

Mmamsaka's view that Upanisad-s which speak of the

Supreme Brahman, an already existing entity (siddhartha)
are secondary in import since they do not enjoin something
to be done (karya), Ramanuja and following him, Parasara

maintain that even sentences speaking of accomplished
entities are valid in their own right, as in the sentence
uttered by a reliable person, thus: atra astenidhih ('Here
is a treasure').

12 Such passages are not different from
the vidhi-s ordaining upasana or phala. Thus they become
relevant and connected with the human end (purusartha).

13

Another great teacher who influenced Parasara was
his own father Kuresa. Innumerable are the instances

which can be cited in support. In the first place Parasara

pays homage to his father in the very opening verse
of the Srirangarajastava.

1 * The Srlstava of his father

gave him the necessary impetus and background to

compose the Srlganaratnakosa. That creation, sustenance
and dissolution of the universe is a sport of the divine

couple is clearly found in the Srlstava and faithfully
followed and developed in the Sngunaratnakosa.

15

Parasara, like his father, prays to Goddess Laksmi to

bless him with the power of speech.
16

Expressions like

afsvaryam mahadeva
11 and Srirangarajamahisi

1 *
are found

in the Srlstava
19

also. Likewise verses 29 and 56 of

Kuresa's Varadarajastava have their echo in

Srirangarajasta va.
20

As instances of the influence of the Alvars on Parasara
the following may be cited. The idea that one cannot

adequately praise the Lord regarding whom the Sruti

itself declares yasyamatam tasya matam., etc
21

., is found
in the Snrangarajastava.

22
In a way this is reminiscent

3.
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of Nammalvar's Periyatiruvantadi passage
23

'pugazhvot

pazhlppom pugazhom pazbiyom'. A passage from th

Tiravaymozhr
4

'Mudiccodiyay../ etc., likewise, form;

the model for the Snrangarajastava verse
25 whicl

describes the effulgence of the Lord's gem- studded crowi

as the brilliance of the moon -like face which, like i

stream began to gush in the upward direction.

The Perumaltirumozhr
6
of Kulasekhara Al var refers

to the two pillars adjacent to the sanctum -sanctorun

in the Srlrangam temple as manattun (

l

the fragrant

pillars'). They are held for support by those who come

close to the Lord and gaze at His charm, which like

a flood is sure to submerge or wash away anything that

come near. The same idea is not only expressed by

Parasara in SRJS,
21

but the word 'manattun' has been

rendered as 'amodastambha '.

28 What Periyalvar described

in a decad of verses beginning with navalam periya tivinh

vazhum., etc., depicting the ravishing influence of the

sweetness music of Lord Krsna's flute has been

summarized in a single verse by Parasara in SRJS29

'sailo'gnisca jalambabhuva...
'

etc.

>ARASARA'S INFLUENCE ON THE LATER WRITERS

The great position occupied by Parasara in the

Jrivaisnava tradition and the depth of his scholarship

exerted a profund influence on later writers also, of whom
/edanta Desika deserves special mention. As already

toticed, the credit of providing some insight into the

therwise lost text of the Tattvaratnakara goes to Vedanta

)esika. In all these references we find that Parasara is

lentioned by epithets expressive of utmost reverence

s Bhattaparasarapadaih, abhiyuktaih, etc. The entire

iscussion on the section on anumana of the

fyayaparisuddhi is replete with references to Parasara's
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views. It is true that Vedanta Desika also refers to some
of Parasara's views which seem to go against the traditional

concepts. Even then Vedanta Desika makes a very polite

reference and never contradicts or criticises his views.

The influence of the Astaslokl the first independent
treatise on the Rahasyatraya of this school, on the

Rahasyatrayasara of Vedanta Desika has already been

pointed out. The reference made by Parasara (SRJS)
of the pancaheti or pancayudha -ornament put on Lord

Kjrspa by his mother Yasoda as a talisman is found in

Vedanta Desika's Yadavabhyudaya.
30 What Parasara

states in SRJS31
describing the $antodita-s\&te of

Vyuha-Vasudeva is found in Vedanta Desika' s

Varadarajapancasat
32

also.

The popularity enjoyed by Parasara's works in the

:ommentarial tradition may also be construed as an

ndirect indication of his influence on later writers. Thus
lis Srigunaratnakosa received as many as seven

commentaries. His Astaslokl was Commented upon by
nore than twelve scholars.

33
His Srlrangarajastava has

it least four commentaries.
34

Thus on the strength of the long tradition of the

irlvaisnava religion and philosophy which holds Parasara

Jhatta in great esteem and on the basis of his monumental

york, the Tattvaratnakara and the stotra-s which form
. class by themselves, one can safely conclude that

'arasara played a very dominant role in the development
f the basic concepts of the school. Notwithstanding the

3ss of his colossal work the Tattvaratnakara, one can

till see the range of his thinking, embracing in its fold

le salient features of the Nyaya and Mlmamsa-sastra-s

rtiich were, in all probability, reviewed in the light of

le Srlvaisnava philosophy. His contribution to the building

p of the school is immense and it may be said that

alters like Vedanta Desika continued on the lines shown

y him and laid it on a firm foundation.
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NOTES

CHAPTER I

1. See Nyayasiddhanjana (N.S.), pp. 2-3

asesacidacitprakaram brahmaikameva tattvam,

tatra prakaraprakarinoh prakaranam ca mitho'

tyantabhede'pi

visistaikyadivivaksayaikatvavypadesas-

taditaranisedhasca.

2. See Perspectives of Theism, and Absolutism in Indian

philosophy "The Visistadvaita Philosophy/' by Dr

M. Narasimhachary, pp. 8-9; and God and the

Universe in the Vedantic Theology of Ramanuja

by Eric J. Lott, p.l.

3. See Dr S. Radhakrishnan, Indian Philosophy, Vol.

H, p.659. Also see, "Visistadvaita - Its Mystical and

Metaphysical Undertones", The Indian Philosophy

Congress Endowment Lectures, p. 25 by Prof. 1C

Seshadri.

/

4. See the Sribhasya, opening part, verse 2; line 2;

p. 2 "samsaragni- vidlpana-vyapagata- pranatma-

sanjlvamm/*

5. See Prof. R. Ramanujachari, "Fragments from

Nyayatattva", Prof. K.V. Rangaswami Aiyangar

Commemoration Volume, pp. 555-578.

6. For a complete study of his works see Yamuna's

Contribution to Visistadvaita by Dr. M,

Narasimhachary .

7. See Agamapramanya, Gaekwad Oriental Series,

No. 160.
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8. The Cultural Heritage ofIndia Vol. IV, pp. 179-183.

Also see 'Acarya-divya-caritra-ratnavali' by Sri

Kavitarkikasimhacarya of Guptakudi (19th cent), si.

101. At present this manuscript is taken up for an

edition under the
t4

Sastracudamani" scheme in

Kuppuswami Sastri Research Institute, Madras, by
Dr N.S. Satakopan.

9. For a detailed account of the story of divine

intervention, see Prapannamrta, Ch. 38, pp. 116-117.

10. See Divyasuricarita, Ch. XVffi, si. 94, p. 11 4. Also

see S.N. Dasgupta, History of Indian Philosophy,
Vol. IH, p. 109 where it is stated that Kuresa had

another son by the name Padmanetra.

1 1 . See Introductory verse of the

Visnusahasranamabhasya of Parasara. Cf: Taniyan of

Parasara Bhatta: "Srlparasarabhattaryah srlrarigesa-

purohitah, srlvat- sankasutah srlman sreyase me'stu

bhuyase.'

12. See the article, 'Contribution of Tamil Nadu to

Sanskrit Srlvaisnavism', by Dr V. Varadachari,

Proceedings of the First International Sanskrit

Conference, Vol. I Part I, 1975, p. 442.

13. See Dr V.K.S.N. Raghavan, History of Visistadvaita

Literature, p. 17.

14. See History of Indian Philosophy, Vol. m, p. 135.
/

15. See History of Srlvaisnavas by T.A. Gopinatha Rao,

p.51.

16. Cf: An Indian Ephemeris Vol. m. (A.D. 1000 to

1199).

17. See Gurunaramanaranrabhava.
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8. Cf: An Indian Ephemeris Vol. HLp.23L

9. See Guruparamparaprabhava, p. 360.

,0. ibid. pp. 236-241.

,1. A History of South India by K.A. Nilakantha Sastri,

p.430.

2. See The Hoysala Vamsa by William Coelho, p. 70;

pp.28 1-282.

3. See Snbhasya, p.4.

4. See Guruparamparaprabhava, pp. 234-236.

5. See S.N. Dasgupta, History of Indian Philosophy,

Vol. DL p. 109; Also cf. The chart given at the

beginning of the Guruparamparaprabhava,

6. See Guruparamparaprabhava, pp. 349-350.

CHAPTER n
1. See Kaisikapurana, Pub: Srivaisnava Grantha

Pracaranasamiti, Trichy, 1973.

Z. Ed. P.B. Annangaracharya Svamin, Conjeevaram,
1970.

3. See RTS, Part E. pp.140, 161-162, 234.

t. Ahnika-grantha, p.l

5. A critical study of this work formed the subject for

M. Phil. Degree of the present author and was

submitted to the University of Madras in 1980.

>. See Sri P.B. Annangaracharya Swami,

'Nityanusandheya- stotramala*, p. 7.



8. See Yamuna's Agamapramanya, p. 124 where he

quotes the following from some unidentified

Pancaratra text, "cakravartyupacarena bhagavantam

samarcayet'.

9. For instance his Stotraratna, verses, 11, 12 ff.

10. See Dr G* Oberhammer, Parasarabhatta's

Tattvaratnakara, p. 17.

Vide Nyayasiddhanjana, p. 143.

11. Dr G. Oberhammer, Parasara Bhatta's

Tail varatnakarajp . 17.

12. Snbhasya,E.L9. p.12.

Also Cf: Vedarthasangraha,
"sarvatmana adheyataya niyamyataya sesataya ca

aprthaksiddham prakarabhutamiti akarah sarlram'..

etc. p. 76

13. See NS. pp. 196-197 for the following quotations:
44

cetanacetanayoravisistham tarn prati sarlratvam;

svecchaya niyacchata bhagavata vyapyatvavisesat;

idameva bhautikasya sarlrasyapi sarlratvam."

14. ibid. p. 349.
*

'anyesvaisvaryaksarabhogesvanapeksaya jugupsaya
sadhislhanam."

15. See A. Srinivasa Raghavan's Introduction to

Srisaktabhasya, p. xxxv.

16. RTS (Part fl), p. 20 and 379.

17. Vide Sillarai-rahasyangal, Part n, p. 68.

18. Tiruvaymoli, 5-7-10.

19. Bh.G. XVffl. 14

20. See Gftabhasyatatparyacandrika, p. 460.
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21. ibid.

22. Tattvamuktakalapa, (TMK). Vol.1, pp.172-73.

23. ibid. VoLL pp. 172- 173.

24. ibid.

25. See Parasara's Vfsnusahasranamabhasya (VSB),

Introductory pp. xviii xxiii.

26. See RTS, Part H, p.121, p. 153.

27. Pub. by Srlvaisnava-granthaprakasana-samiti, Trichy,

1973.

28. See Srlbhasyam Narayana's commentary on the

Sngunaratnakosa, Introduction, p. 2 (unpublished)

srlranganatha..kaisikapurana-sravana-samudita

mahimollasita-bhasura-rangaramana-
karunasamasadita-brahmarathavaibhavah.

29. See Tiruneduntantakam, stanza 21.

30. Bh. G. XVffl, 66.

31. See Abhijnana Sakuntala ffl. 21

32. See Srngarasataka, 22.

CHAPTER m
1. BG. XVffl. 66.

2. Strictly speaking, 'ne'. See also Astadhyayf, VII.i.l3.

3. Cf Sngunaratnakosa, verse 52.

4. See Astaslokl, pp. 27-28.

5. ibid. p.31.

6. /&tf. p.33.
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7. ibid. p. 35.

8. ibid. ed. by T. Bheemacharya, p. 80.

9. Mahabharata, Adiparvan I. 273.

[0. See Visnusahasranamastotra-bhasya, pp. 14-15

(VSB).

Also Cf: Kadambari, p. 25: "...avicchinna-

pathyamana-narayananama- sahasram.

. 1. See Sahasranama, si. v.8.

2. See Brahmasutra, I.iii.33-40.

3. Visnusahasranama, si. 11.

4. KS, p.74.

5. /M/. yasmiiiisca pralayam yanti.

6. Taittinyopanisad, ffl.7.

7. Yajurveda, H.viii.7.

8. I.i.2.

9. I.iv.2.

0. VSB. p.74.

1. Taittinya Narayana xi, ATa/Aa, 6^.IH ? 9; HI, 11;

Bhagavad Glta Vl, 7 and XV, 17.

2. VSB, p.76.

3. See Brahmasutra, I.H.25; I.m.13.

4. Phalasruti, v.10.

5. Jaimini, VI.v.19.

6. Chandogya Vin.Vn.L

7. Brahmasutra, ni.ffl.

8. See V5, p.98.
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29. ibid., p. 99.

30. Brahmasutra, Hii.42-45.

31. VSB, comm. on verse 28.

32. See Sankara's VSB, p.515, "..parasmat purusat na

bhinnamidam visvam paramarthatah.., na

tad-bhinnam kincit paramarthatah sadasti".

33. Taittinya Aranyaka, Vffl.i.l.

34. Brahmasutra, n.iii.29.

55. Mundaka I.i.9.

36. Cf: VSB, p. 360. "tattvajnanabadhya atra-nasye"

57. Mundaka m.ii.9.

58. ibid, m.i.3.

!9. Visnupurana, Vl.vii.95.

10. ibid. H.xiv.33.

H. See VSB, p. 124.
/

L2. Slokavartika, under I.i.5.

-3. See VSB, pp. 284-285.

-4. /fetf. p.247.

5. Chandogya ffl.xiv.l.

6. Cf: hrisca te laksmisca patnyau, Taittinya Aranyaka,

m.xiii.2.

/

7. Sngunaratnakosa, verse 11.

8. /fere/, verse 12.

9. TaMnyasamhita, IV. iv.12.5.
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51. ibid, verse 6.

52. ibid, verse 7.

53. /Mi verse 8.

54. ibid, verse 38.

55. ibid, verse 39.

56. ibid, verse 40.

57. I.vi.7.

58. Srlgunaratnakosa verse. 42, 44.

59. ibid, verse 46.

60. ibid, verse 49.

61. ibid, verse 32.

62. ibid, verse 33.

63. ibid, verse 37.

64. ibid, verse 50.

65. ibid, verse 58.

66. ibid, verse 56.

67. jffe/d verse 16.

68. ibid. 17.

69. Cf: ibid, verse 18.

70. Cf: ibid, verse 30.

71. Chandogya, VLii.3.

72. Srlgunaratnakosa, verse 19.

73. Visnusahasranama, si. 20.

74. Yaffndramatadipika, p. 10.
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75. Sngunaratnakosa, verse 47.

76. ibid, verse 54.

77. ibid, verse 51.

78. ibid, verse 61.

79. See P.B. Annangaracharya Svamin's commentary on

Snranganathastotra, pp. 7-8.
/

80. For a detailed account of these places, see Sri

Vaisnava Divya Desams compiled by L.V. Gopalan

Madras, 1972.

81. Encyclopaedia ofReligion and Ethics, Ed. by James

Hastings, Vol.VH pp. 116-119.
/

82. See Srlvacanabhasana, p. 137.

See also Snrangarajastava, DL75.

/

83. Srlrangarajastava, sl.1.16.

84. Tai A. 1.27. 3b: 'devanam pur ayodhya'.

85. ibid. 1.213 c:
4

puram hiranmaylm brahma,

vivesaparajita'.

36. Bot. Rottleria inctoria. 86a see penyalvar Tirumolhi

1.6.9

?6a. See Periyalvar Tirumzlhi 1.6.9

$7. Cf: Sff Venkatesa-prapatti verse 8, 'Laksml-

mahl-tadanurupa...'.

18. Cf: Vedanta Desika's Gopalavimsati, 4.d.
4

nathasya

nandabhavane navanlta-natyam'.

9. Chandogya vi.viii.7. 89a cf. peria Tirumoli 5.10.3-6

9a. Cf. Peria Tirumoli 5.10. 3-6
.

0. See Bhagavad-Gita, XV. 15,
4

Vedaisca sarvaih'
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91. Cf: Purvamimamsa: Lii. 1 . "amnayasya kriyarthatvat'.

92. Brhadaranyaka n.iv.5.

93. TaittirTya EL 1.1.

94. Mundaka I.i.9.

95. Chandogya Vl.ii.l.

96. /&'rf. m.xiv.l.

97. /fatf. VI.viii.7.

98. ibid. VI.vii.8.

99. Cf: Vedarthzsamgraha, pp. 16- 17, 67.

100. Maha. up .LI.

101. ibid. up. H3

102. See
4

yo brahmanam', etc. (Svet VI. 18) and

'brahmanah putraya' ( Hiranyakesi-Grhyasatra

1.22.14).

103. Lord Siva is also believed to have appeared from

time to time to save his devotees but those

appearances are known as svampa-s but not

avatara-s. For details, see Ronald M. Huttington,

'Avataras and Yugas: An Essay in Puranic

Cosmology', Parana Vol.VLNo.l (Jan. 1964), p.13.

104. See Visnupurana, VI.v.79: 'jnana-sakti-

balaisvarya..'.

105. See Sankhyakarika, 19.

106. Cf: Taittinyopanisad, H.8.

107. See Brh. Up., IV.iv.5.
4

sadhukarl sadhurbhavati..'

and Brahmasutra HL34. 'vaisamya-nairghrnye na..'.

107a. Perialvar Tirumoli 3.6.8



108. See Valmlki RSmayana, Yuddha-kanda

(vi.131.90b) 'labdhva kuladhanam raja lankam

prayad vibhlsanah'.

109. See Srirangamahatmya, Ch.VI. si. 10-11.

110. Rgveda, ffl.62.10a.

111. Chandogya XVI.6

112. Rgveda I.llS.lb.

113. Tai. Bra. ffl.VIL5.4.

114. Taitt.AranyakaHL.ILA.

1 15. Bhagavad Gfta VH.16.

116. ibid, ffl.30.

117. See ibid. DC.29.

118. Tai.Up., DLL

119. Tai. A. in.ll.

120. Mahanarayana, K.3.

121. See Ramayana (VI. 18. 33b-34a) 'sakrdeva

prapannaya'...

122. Chandogya YI.Vffl.7.

123. Cf: Bhagavad Gfta (Vn.18), 'udarassarva evaite..'

24. For a detailed study of these fragments see Gerhard

Oberhammer, Materialien Zur Geschichte Der
Ramanuja Schule, 'Parasarabhatta's Tattvaratiia

karah'. See Appendix I of this book for a list of
these fragments.

25.
Yaffndramatadlpika, p.5l.

26. See Tarkasamgraha, p. 135 and Vedantaparibhasa,
p.60.
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127. Cf: YMD, p.9 and Srlbhasya, pp. 29-30.

128. See Yamuna's Contribution to Visistadvaita, pp.

165-166.

129. The readings found in this fragment seem to be

corrupt and hence a proper understanding of this

passage was a little difficult. The commentary

Nyayasara of Srlnivasacarya on Vedanta Desika's

Nyayaparisuddhi (Chowkhamba Sanskrit Series) is

quite useful in this connection.

130. Some of the acarya-s of this school seem to be

divided regarding the status of Arthapatti as a

separate pramana. Meghanadari accepts Arthapatti

as a separate pramana along with Upamana. (See

Nayadyumani, pp. 214-219). The present fragment
of Tattvaratnakara which contains the statement

'divatana-asana-nisedha-matraparam cet srutartha

patteh' appears to be in favour of Sruta-arthapatti

as a separate means although Arthapatti in general

is earlier denied an independent status. Earlier

Yamunacarya in his Atmasiddhi tried to prove
the existence of the individual soul (atman) on

the strength of Srutarthapatti (See Atmasiddhi, pp.

139-140). Scriptural passages such as jyotistemena

svarga-kamo yajcta become incompatible if the

existence of an abiding self is not accepted. Hence

this becomes a pramana. But how to account for

this apparent contradiction? The word srutarthapatti

should not be interpreted as a separate classification

of arthapatti but as
4

an implication' found in the

statements heard. It can thus be included IB

Sabdapramana itself.

131. Chandogya Vffl.XI.5,

132. Mundaka. ELL3.
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133. See Nyayaparisuddhi (NP.) pp.370-371.

134. See Yamuna's Agamapramanya (Critical Edition)

pp.68-69.

135. Yamuna's Agamapramanya and the Pancara.tra

section (Hii. 39-42) of the Snbhasya are the two

texts implied here by Parasara.

136. On Kasakrtsna see the New Catalogus Catalogorum
Vol. TV, jxllS (a,b). See also Adhikaranasaravali,

si. 15:
4

sankarsah kasakrtsnaprabhavah./.

137. See Snbhasya, pp. 3-4 and NP. p.480-

138. See NP. p.494.

139. See Yogasutra of Patanjali (3.22);
4

pratibhadva
sarvam'.

140. See Nyayasiddhanjana (NS) p.72.

141. Cf: Atmasiddhi, p. 160.

142. Brhadaranyaka. IV.iii.9.

143. ibid. IV.iii.6.

144. ibid. IV.iii.9.

145. On the authority of NS. p.562 ff, we understand
that Parasara is here refuting the Sphota theory
of the Grammarians.

146. .See NS. pp.600-601 for more explicit it reference
to the pilu and pithara-paka-vadas.

147. They are published by Sri. A. Srinivasaraghavan
along with the Visnasahasranamastotrabhasya of
Parasara (pp. XIX XXffl).

148. 5 of these verses along with Parasara's commentary
were published serially in the Vedanta Dipika,
VoLXXVn. Part H pp. 15-21 ffl (pp.88-90) ? Part
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IV (pp. 121-124), Part HVffl (pp. 18 9-1 92) and Part

IX (pp. 227-229). A commentary of unknown

authorship on the verse "tvam-me* ham me" alone

is available in the form of a palm-leaf manuscript
in grantha characters deposited in the French

Institute of Indology, Pondicherry, under No.20794,
folios 24b-27b.D. The verses were published serially

in the Yatiraja Paduka, Vol. ffl, Part V, (pp. 16-20),

Part VI (pp.9- 12), Part XH (pp.36-38) and Vol.IV,

Part I (pp. 12- 15) and Part H (pp.35-37).

149. All the available Tirumanjanakavi-s are given in

Appendix n of this book.

150. See Yajnavalkya-smrti, H 22.95 which refers to

ten kinds of taking such an oath.

151. See Francis Thompson, 'The Hound of Heaven',
An Anthology of Longer Poems, pp.23 8 -243.

152. Cf: Taniyan of Bhatta:
4

SrI Parasara-bhattaryah

srirangesa-purohitah '.

CHAPTER IV

/

1. Cf: Srigunaratnakosa, si. 6

stotaram tamusanti devi kavayo yo vistrnlte gunan,

stotavyasya,
'

etc.

2. ibid. si. 7. suktim samagrayatu nah svayameva
laksmlh.

3. See Kavyaprakasa, L4(a):

tadadosau sabdarthau sagunavanalankrtl punah kvapi.

4. Dhvanyaloka, H.10:

samarpakatvam kavyasya yattu sarvarasan prati

saprasado guno jneyah sarvasadharanakriyah

14.
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5. Ibid, DL33:

sarvcsveva prabhedesu sphutatv&navabhasanam yad

vyangyasya anglbhtitasya tatpumam dhvanilaksanam.

6. See Dhvanyaloka, Up. 11 9:

tatprakasanaparascartho 'napeksitadlrghasamasa-
racanah prasannavacakabhidheyah

1 . See Prataparudriya, Gunaprakarana, p.234:

avaisamyena bhananam.

8. See Prataparudriya, Gunaprakarana, p.23 6:

atyujjvalatvam bandhasya.

9. Prataparudrlya, Gunaprakarana, p.237: supam tinam

ca vyutpattih.

10. See VSB, p.406.

1 1 . The translations of the sutra-s given here are mostly
from 'The. Siddhantakaumudj*

', translated in English

by S.C. Vasu.

12. See Amarakosa, Li. 545:

va pumsi padmam.

13. Vide Amarakosa I.i.268:

prakandamuddhatallaja u.

CHAPTER V
L Cf: NS. Bhattaparasarapadaih; Tattvaratnakarakaralhf

etc.

2. See fragments 7, 17 and 29.

3. See NS. p. 143.
/

4. See Sribhasya, pp.3 4.

5. See Appendix I, fragment No. 21.

6. Vide: Astaslokl, V.I. a. 'jagadudayaraksapralayakrt'
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7. SRJS, H30.

8. ibid. H41.

9. /Mi H.44.

10. See Brahmasutra, Hi.34.

11. Cf: Brhadaranyaka [iv.iv.5]: sadhukarl sadhurbhavati

12. See VSB, p. 126:
4

avarasya atmanah svabhavikam

jnanadivat./ etc.

13. Cf: Vedarthasangraha, p.76.

14. Brhadaranyaka 5.7: yasya prthvi sarlram; yasya apah

sarlram; yasya atma sariram'.

15. See VSB, p. 126 (on name no. 12).

16. See Prof. M.R. Sampathkumaran's English translation

of Ramanuja's Gitabhasya, Introduction, p.XXV.

17. Cf: Bhagavad-Glta (YE: 14): mameva ye

prapadyante..'

18. See SRJS H.27-31: VSB pp.254, 289-290. See

also the Visnupurana (VI.v.79) which defines the

term bhagavan as the possessor of bhaga which

is the name of six qualities, viz., knowledge, power
of action, sustaining strength, sovereignty, energy and

radiance, and opposed to blemishes.

19. For an etymology of this word (vyiih) ('to shove

asunder'), see F. Otto Schrader, Introduction to the

Pancaratra and the Ahirbadhnya Samhita, p. 40.

20. SGRK. 61.7-8, 16-18.

21. ibid. si. 32-33.

22. ibid. 19-30; SRJS. H.44.

23. SGRK 41.
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24. ibid. 48.

25. ibid. 54.

26. SRJS. H.44.

27. VSB, name no.73.

28. SGKAT si. 52.

29. See Yamuna's Catusslokl and Ramanuja's

Saranagatigadya, introductory paragraph.

30. Yadavabhyudaya, IV. 9.

31. SRJS, E.37.

32. Varadarajapancasat, si. 16.

33. See the TVew Catalogas Catalogorum Vol. I.

pp.455-456.

34. This information is taken from the notes available

with the New Catalogas Catalogorum, Department
of Sanskrit, Unviersity of Madras.

CHAPTER VI
1. His Laksmlkalyananataka is unfortunately not

available.

2. See VSB, '-Introductory si. 3: bhuyo bhattaparasareti
phanitah srlrangabhartra svayam.

3. See SRJS, 1. 17.

4. Cf: Taniyan on Parasara 'srlrangesapurohita..' etc.,

attributed to Nanjlyar, Parasara' s disciple.

5. See Narayana's commentary on SGRK, p.l.

'dramidopanisadgabhlrasayavivaranacanah./ etc.
'

6. See pp. 59-60 of this book.
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kasakrtsnaprabhava iti katharii tattvaratnakaroktih,

atra brumah saduktau na vayamiha mudha badhitum

kincidarhah./

8. See Dr V. Varadhachari, 'Antiquity of the term

Visistadvaita', Visistadvaita - A Symposium, p. 109.

9. Cf: Visnusahasranama, si. 3. 'kirn japan mucyate

jantuh janmasamsarabandhanat'.

10. See SRJS 1.3. 'ramanujamunirjlyat..' etc.

11. See fragment 20: 'bhasyakrd-yamunaryaih'.

12. Cf: 'putraste jatah'.

13. See SRJS, 11.22: 'atraste nidhih...tvayi sakalah

samanvayante' and Cf: Srlbhasya, I.i.4: 'samanvayah

samyaganvayah; purusarthataya anvayah ityarthah\

14. SRJS, LI: 'srlvatsacihnamisrebhyah./ etc.

15. Cf: Sristava, si 1 with SGRK si. 4 and sl.22.

16. Cf: Sristava sl.2 with SGRK, 61.7.

17. SGRK, sl.6.

18. ibid. sl.2.

19. Sristava, sl.7 and 11.

20. Srirangarajastava, 1.68, 112.

21. Kenopanisad. H.3.

/

22. Srirangarajastava 1.13.

23. Periyatiruvantadi, stanza 2.

24. Timvaymolhi, m.i.l.

25. Srirangarajastava, verse 1.91.

26. Perumaltirumolhi, 1.2.

27. SRJS, 1.59.
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BENIDICTOURY VERSES OF PARASRA
IN THE NALAYTRATVYAPRABANDHA

SLOKE ONE

SLOKA TWO

SLOKD THREE
AND FOUR

IN OBEISANCE TO ALVAR-S
AND ACARYA-S

IN OBEISANCE TO ANDAL

(IN TAMIL ALONG WITH
TRANSLITERATION).

IN OBEISANCE TO
NAMMALVAR AND
mUVAYMOZHL

8>rTlLJ &L-,Q&nU6$T Q LD ITILJ LJbU ITSO

vantigazhum solai madilarangar vanpugazhmel
anra tamizhmaraigal ayiramum,-mra

mudaitay satakopan, moimpal valartta
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cdkka irainilaiyum meyyam uyimilaiyum
ikka neriyum tadaiyagittokkiyalum

zhvinaiyiun vazhvinaiyum odum kurugaiyarkon,
azhinisai vedattiyaL
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Camatkaravaha 169

Campaka 52
Caraka 33

Caramasloka

11,22,29,29,30,31,

129,163,174.
Carama Upaya 30

Carana 127

Carvaka 142

Caryapada 61

Cataka 124

Caturatma 166

Caturvyuhah 41,166
Catusslokl 5,174,175
Cestita (cesta) 106

Chala 100'

Chandas 77
Cita 145

Coralavyarh vilavyah
144

Cvi 143

Dahara 36,39
Dandaka 130

Dandapupikanyaya 149

Darsa 123

Dasya 24,29

Daya 49,52,190
Dehatma bhava 161

Desika 171,172
Devata 105

Devatakanda 155,172

Dharavahikajnana 109

Dharma
19,20,74,83,112.
Dharma

(charactefstic

feature) 115
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>harmabhutajnana 159
)harmadh! 105

)harmin 116
)hl 159

)hvaja 73

Dhvani 136

Dhvanyaloka 136

3!pa 109

Divya 119,148

Divyadesa 60

Divyaprabandha
4,9,10,23,127,169

Divyasuricarita 6

Divyatva 131

Dravya 79,114,11-5,116

Dravyatva 116
Drstanta 100,101,155
Duradharsa 165

Durkalika 147

Dvaita 40

Daya 11

Dvayamantra
11,22,24,2-7,28,29,31,

63,73 ,1-29,174

Dvija 124
Dvita 115
Eka 116 ,

Gandha 107

Garudapurana 40
Gati 143

'

.
. :

Gaunani 39

Ghanadhyuti 52 -

Ghu 148

Gltabhasya 162

Gitabhasya tatparya
Candrika 18,19

Gitarthasangraha 4

Gosthlpurna 10

Gosthl stava 10

Grasana 160
Guna 40,79,114,115,

116,118
Guna (of Kavya)

135,136

Gunopasamharapada
39

Guruparampara 7

Guruparampara
prabhava 8

Hamsa 121,130
Hamsadi saddvija 121

Han 148

Harini 141

Harivamsa 40
Hetu 96,101,155,173.
Hetu (Pancavayava)

100,173,
Hetvabhasas 101.

Hiranyagarbha -80

Homa 78.

Iccha 156,157,162.
Icchasakti 126

Idain 74
Idu 23

Indramla 124,125

Indravajra 19,59,141

Indriya 82,101,110
Isat 146
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Isika 145

Ista 78

Istaka 145

isvara 43,74,77,114,156,

158,161,164,169,170.
Itarabheda 98.

Itihasa 32,33,36,37

Jagara 147

Jagarya 147

Jaghanyal 04

Jagr 147

Jagrat 166

fainism 142

fala Divya 119
falanidhi 121

falasthalanyaya 150
famata 56

fanmastaml 126
r

apa 33,34,78.
ati (samanya)

W,79,94,98,100,

01,114,115,116,117.
118.

ayakhya samhita 40,45.

ayant! 126.

Iva (soul)

15,28,43,44,54,56,
r

5,80,119, 158,161,

169,170.
[vanasarh nasyati 145.

flana 30,38,41,42,43,

81,109,

10,111,159,161,166.

Jnanamuttamam 165

Jnanapada 61

Jnana samskara 111.

Jfiana Yoga 89,91,163,
Jnanin 171

Jnaptimatra 42.

Jyotistoma 74.

Kaimutika nyaya see

Dandaptipika nyaya

Kainkarya 25.

Kaisikapurana

(Kaisikamahatmya)

10,21,171.

Kaivalya 17,53,89.
Kakasura 90.

Kala 114
Kala bheda 107
Kala hamsa 141

Kalaksepa 23,169
Kalibrahmamlmamsaka

75

Kalikalankrta 122.

Kalpa (time) 77

Kalpa (kalpaka) tree

51,68,69,71,73

Kalyana 123

Kamadhenu 69

Kamalapalasa 50

Kamya 78

Kanakadyuti 52

Kanaka rasana 51

Kane 143
Kanti 138



Karma 30,45,82,83,89,96,

105,156,157,158,165.
Karma (padartha)

79,114,115,116.
Karmakanda 115.

Karmayoga 89,91,163.
Karna 144.

Karnejapa 143

Karpanya 90
Kartr 105
Kariina 52,53.

Karunya 28,132

Karya 78,176
Kasturi 58
Kataka 126
Kataksanam 147

Kausitaki 165

Kaustubha 72

Kaveri 14,15,57,58,59.

Kavya 135

Kavyaprakasa 135

Kevalanvayin 97

Kevalavyatirekin 97
Khac 144

Khal 147

Khas 142,143,144,146.
Khisnuc 143

Khukafl 143

Klrtana 121

Kosa 149

Kosakaranyaya 149
Kr 144

Krama 105

Kramapatha 126
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Krlda 157

Kriya 115,116

Kriyadlpa 9,11,12

Kriyapada 61

Km 146,149

Krpa 67
Krsnavatara 125

Krtajnatva 28
Krtitva 28
Ksama 52,90
Ksanikatva 107

Ksanti 49,52
Ksema 144
Ksemankara 144

Kula 144

Ktilamudvaha 144

Kumuda 122
Kusumita latavellita

141

Laksana 98
Laksml

124^36,140,150,157,
163,164,167,168,176.

Laksmlkalyana (nataka)

9,17,18,19

Laksya 106
Lalatika 51

Lavanya 71

Lib 142
LHa (Vibhtiti) 165

Linga (characterisic

mark) 153

Linga (hetu)

92,103,154



Lingapurana 40
Lot 146

IvUnlhi 146

^unihlti 146
via 145

vladhava 168

vlahabharata

'0,31,32,33,39,40,

17,61,76,100

^ahabuddhih 45

4ahacarya 43
/[ahat 20,82
/fahldhara 126

tfahopanisad 36
/lahotsahah 43<

tfaitrayanlyopanisad 36
/lakara 130,148
rtakuta 126

4ala 145

ialabhari 145
/lalabharini 141

lalatl 72
Mini 105,141 , ,

4ana 73

lanabheda 105
lanas 107,143

ianasapratyaksa

09,112,154
landakini 141

landakiraeta s ;58J41
langalam 5S

langalara param 42

langala sloka 18 -
:

langala sutra 63

Manipravala 119,174
Manisara 51

Manjubhasini 141

Manmatha i30
Mantra

11,23,24,27,39,

40,13
Mantrabrahmana

23,26.

Manusyatva 13L

Markandeyapurana 33

Marutgana 140

Matsya 123

Matsya Purana 33,40
Matta 141.

Mattamanjarl 14L
Maya
42,54,75,79,108,157

Mayura 130
Mlmamsa

77,105,118,142,172,
178

Mlmamsasutra 38

Mma 121

Mlnapanlyanyaya 150
Misra-sattva 156
Mita 146

Mitampaca 145 :

Mithya 145
Moksa

15,17,37,43,44,59,-

89,159,161,162-.
Moksadharma 20

Mohana (Maya) 77-



Mradima 52

Mrgyamadhyastha 119,148.

Mugdha 52

Mukhya 104

Mukta 66,156,166
Muktahara 51

Muktaka 10,14,20,59,60.
Muktanam paramagatih

159,161,163.
Mulabhera 57

Mulainantra (same as

Astaksara)

22',29*,31, 129,174.
Mundaka 159

Muppattarayirappadi 23

Murccha 166

Nada 120,141.
Nada 124.

Naicyanusandhana 90
Naimittika (Karma) 78

Naikamayah 42

Nairghrnya 158

Nakha'l46.

Nalayiradivyaprabandha
171.

Nainah 25,26,28,29,129.

Namaskriya 176

Namul 144,145.
Nandana 70.

Narmada 124.

Narayana 121,161..
Nathamuni 4 ;

Nayaka 127.
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Nayika

22,128,129,130,132.
Nayikabhava 127,

Netrtva 27

Nigamana 100
Nimittakarana 76.

Nipata 143.

Niravakasa 103

Nirguna 32,37,38.

Nirguna Brahman
36,39.

Nirvaha-s

7,9,23,169,170,174.

Nirvikalpaka 93,153.

Niscitopadhi 97.

Nitya (Karma) 78.

Nitya 25,66,156.

Nitya (Vibhuti) 165.

Nityagrantha 5,12.

Nityasuri 121.

Nityayoga 27.

Nityodita 166.

Niyamana 160.

Nyaya (maxims) 149.

Nyaya (sastra)

77,91,99,101,118,

172,178. - -

Nyayaparisuddhi

16,91,101,177.

Nyayasiitra 101.

Nyaya tattva

4,102,172.

Nyaya-Vaisesika 142.

Ojas 135,136.

17
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'

Onpadinarayirappadi 23.

Pada 16.

Pada ahavanlya 39.

Padma 147.

Padma 122,124.
Paka 113,116.
Pakatva 116.

Paksa 96,97,98,101.
Paksadharaia 102.

Paksapata 122.

Pancaratra 165.

Pancaratradhikarana 175.

Para 22,41,46,62,77,S7,

88,166,167.
Parabrahman 54.

Paramapada 53

Paramaudaryatva 29.

Paramanu 76.

Parartha (anumana) 99,154.

Parathya 52.

Parasmaipada 145.

Paratva 114,127,131.
Paratva pisuna 164.

ParaVasudeva 166.

Parayana 13.

Parijata 68.

Paripurnatva 29.

Paroksa 153,154

Paroksya 92,93.
Pasa 146.

Pasupata 76,77.
Patnl 126.

Pauskarasaihhita 1 3 ,40,46.

Pavanaja mahanadi 121.

Periatirumozhi 177.

Periyalvar 177.

Phala 7,176.

Phalegrahi 143.

Pltambara 123.

Pradhana 108,156.

Pradhanapurusesvarah
156,157.
Pradih 148.

Prahati 148.

Prakarana 16.

Prakaranasama

101,102

Prakatya 109,154.
Prakrti (stem) 113

Prakrti

20,35,43,81,108,157.

Pralaya 82,149.
Pramana

19,92,97,98,99,102,

103,104,107,153,154,

155,173.

Prameya 114,116,152.
Pranasakti 168.

Pranava

11,12,23,24,26,129,
174.

Prapanna 31

Prapannamrta 6.

Prapatti

19,29,30,31,129,

161,162,163,175.
Prasada 135,136,
Prastarika 141.



'rasthanatraya 3.

^athita-Pracara 125.

'ratibandhafka) 30,97.
'ratibha 106,107,153.

*ratijna

.00,101,102,155,173.

'ratyabhijna 75,108.

'ratyaksa 74,92,94,99,99,

03,113,153.

'ratyaya 113.

'ravrtti 160.

'rayascitta 111.

'rayojaka 117.

'rayukti 105

'resanam 118.

r!ti 52.

'riya 144.

'rthaktva 115.

tthiv! 166.

rthivitva 116.

'ulastya 126.

'urana 6,32,33,77,167.
'urna 122.

'urohita 6,127,171.
'urusa 145,156.
'urusakara

.4,27,28,56,129,168.
^rusasukta 36,47,48.
^rusottamah 156.

^rvabhaga 77,105.
^rvakanda 29.

'urva mlmaiiisa

18,155,172.
'urva mimaiiisasutra 105.
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Purvapaksa 97.

Purva sataka

(Srirangarajastava)

15,63.
Putatma 158.

Rahasya 29,30.

Rahasyatraya 27,177.

Rahasyatrayasara

12,18,174,177.

"Rajakula 149.

Rajahamsa 140,141.

Rajas 163.

Rajasa 21.

Raksaphalam 126,130.
Raksasa 127.

Raksya-raksaka-bhava
169.'

Ramavatara 132,142

Ramayana
14,23,32,40,47,48,

52,55,61,127,130.
Rasa 107,136.

Rgveda 131.

Rodhah 149.

Rtvik 126.

Rucira 141.

Rudra 80.

Ruj 144.

RukmavatI 141.

Rupa 107.

Rupaka 140,141.

Rupavaikalya 97,154.
Sa 147.



Sabda (Pramana)

92,'l06,118,153.
Sabda (prameya) 107,113.
Sabda (word) 104,139.
Sabdalankara 139.

Sadasat 74.

Sadasibahumata 127.

Saddhetu 97.

Sadgunya 164,166.
Sadhana 62,94,96,97,101.
Sadhistana 75

Sadrsya 116,118.
Sadvaraka Prapatti 31.

Saguna 13,32,37,38,174.

Saguna Brahman 36.

Sahadharmacarinl 168.

Sahasranama Stotra

32,33,40.

Saivagama 61.

Sakala 125.

Saksin 81.

Sakti 38,41,81,166,168.
Samadhi 89.

Samagri 99,154.
Samanadharma 91.

Samanadhikaranya
80,94,160.

Samanya nisedha 39.

Samanya-visesa nyaya 103.

Samata 135,137.

Samavaya 93,114,115.
Samaveda 64.

Sambandha 94.

Sambandhajfiana 170.

Sankalpa 54.

Saihnyasa 163.

Samsara 97,173.
Samskara 77,111,
Samskrta 140.

Samsthana

115,116,117,118.
Sarhvit 159.

Samvitsiddhi 112.

Samya 44.

Samyoga 93, 115,1 I

Samyukta-asrita-

asrayana 95

Samyukta-Samaveta-

Samavaya 115.

Samyuktasrayana
55,93.

Samyuktasrita 95.

Sanatkumara 40.

Sancarah 149.

Sandigdha 102.

Sandilya 39.

Sankhya 76,77,81

Sankhya-yoga 142.

Sankitopadhi 97.

Sanmatra 11 3, 153.

Sannikarsa 95.

Santapa 124.

Santati 117.

Santi 59,60.

Santiparvan

(Mahabharata) 32.

Santodita 178.

Sapaksa 96,98.



Saptabhangi 76.

Sarana 162.
/ *

Saranagati

5,19',29,30,31,161,

170,175.

Saranagatigadya 5 , 1 74, 1 75 .

Sara-Sara 18.

Saravyam 69.

Sardham-dvijah 122.
Sardula-vikndita 11,57,141.
Sarira 17,156.

Sarriga 71.

Sarva 117.

Sarvajna 45.

Sarvarthasiddhi 10,20.
Sarvasaktitva 29.

Sarvatva 117.

Sarvatlrtha 123.
/

Sasana 118.

Sastra 33,105,118,165.

Satpaksapata 122.

Satrusamanatva 52.

Sattva 84,123,165.
Sattva (beings) 126.

Sattvanivasa 123.

Sattvata (religion) 165.

Sattvata-saiiihita 13,40,46.

Sattvatampatih 165.

Sattvika 29.

Sattvika-purana 11,36.

Satyakamatva 38.

Satyasankalpatva 38.

Saubhratra 49.

Saugata 74.
.
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Sauhrda 68.

Saukumarya 71.

Saulabhya
127,131,132.

Sausllya 28,67.
Sautrantika 75.

Savakasapramana 103.

Savana 120.

Savikalpaka

93,94,153.

Savyabhicara 101.

Siddhitraya 4,172.

Sayya 135.

Sesah 160,161.
Sesatva 161.

Sesin 73.

Sesitva 160.

Sesa- sesi-bhava

120,159,'l60,161.
Sesvara-mlmarhsa

91,118.
Siddha 127.

Siddhafijana 129.

Siddhanta 100,113.

Siddhapara Vakya 79.

Siddha-sadhana

98,102.

Siddhasadhyata 101.

Siddhasarvartha 121.

Siddhartha 175.

Siddhavastu 78.

Siddhi 101.

Siddhitraya 4,172.
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SikharinI 11,18,58,141.
Siksa 77.

Sillarairahasyangal 18

Sisupala 90.

Sitakslranyaya 150.

Slesa'l41.

Sloka 140.

Slokavarttika 45.

Smaraguna 125.

Smarana 108.

Smrti (texts)

77,119,121,122,167.
Smrti (recollection)

75,92,106,153,173.
SodasalaksanT 173.

Sana 123.

Sparsa 107.

Sragdhara 11,57,141.
Sravana 122,127.

Sravanapratyaksa 74.

Sri 124,127,157,165,167,

168,170,174,175.

Sribhasya 5,6,16,17,155,

160,161,175.

SrTgunaratnakosa

9,13,46,51,134,

135,136,138,139,142,

143,144,146,157,160,

,168,171,174,175,176,178.
Srlman 121.

Srlrangagadya 5.

Srlranganathastotra

9,14,62,134,136,139.

Srirangarajastava

9,15,62,63,105,134,

137,138,139,140,142,

143,144,145,146,147,

148,150,156,157,158,
160,162,164,166,167,

171,174,175,176,177,
178.

Srlstava 6,174,176.
Snsukta 7,47,176.

Srutarthapatti 103.

Srivacanabhusana 62.

Srlvaisnava-agama 15.

Srngarasataka 129.

Sruti

28,74,78,80,81,119,

121,122,158,175,176.
Stamba 144.

Stava 89.

Stha 145.

Sthavitatva 52.

Sthiti 160

Stotra

34,36,40,41,133,134,

141,151,152,156,168,
172,174,175,178.

Stotraratna 5,28,174.
Sthiila 79,143.

Subalopanisad 36.

Subalopanisad vivarana

10,20.

Subhaga 143.

Sucisravah 45.

Suddha-sattva 156.



ugatapasah 146.

ukla 116."

uklatva 116.

iuksma 79.

lulabhatva 29.

iumanas 121,125,141.
iundarabahustava 6.

luparna 121,141.

turajambhava 146.

lusabdata 138.

lusupti 166.

tatra 105,144,155.
>va 146,174,175.

Jvagatikaih 146.

Jvamitva 28.

>vanubhavarupa 110.

Jvapna 166.

Jvara 113.

Jvartha (anumana) 99,154.

Svasthya-utsedha 123.

Jvatah 99.

Svatahpramanya 98,154.

Svatantrya 68.

Svayamprakasa 110,153.

Svayamsiddha (svatahsiddhi)

59,112.
Svetasvatara 164.

Taijasa 110.

Taittirlya 36.

Tamas 108,163.
Tamasa 21.

Tambtila 150.

Tamra 123.

Tamraparani 123.

Taniyan 10.

Tamnatra-s 20.

Tapatraya 67.

Tapiftca 70.

Tara (omkara) 126.

Tarka 95,102,103,
104, 155, 173.

TataAka 51.

Tattva 13,15,100,157.

Tattvamuktakalapa
10,91.
Tattvaratnakara

15,91,93,94,99,100,

101,102,104,105,108,

114,116,118,152,159,

172,173,174,175,177,
178,

Tattvatlka 91.

Tattvatraya 156.

Tejas 41,81,166.
Tenkalai 16.

Thak 147.

tirtha 61.

Tirumajjana

(Tirumanjana) 119.

Tirumanattun 177.

Tirumangaiaivar

127,177.

Tirumanjana Kavi

(Kattiyangal)

20,134,140,141,
148,172,174.

Tiruneduntantakam

10,22,127,128,174.
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'iruvaymoli

,23,64,67,176.

jrayl 63,126.
Tidasa 121.

\id 143.

^ula 145.

"ulakoti 51.

rulasl 72,119,130.

"ulasldivya 119.

?ungabhadra 123.

Jbhaya-lingatva 164.

Jbhaya Vedanta 133.

Jdaharana 100,155.
Jdancitasrlh 124.

Jddha 148'.

Jha 106.

Jnadisutra 40.

Jnnata 126.

Jpa 149.

Jpadanakarana 76.

LJpadhana 72.

Qpadhi 43,76,79,117,154.

LJpadhi (Hetudosa)

95,96,97.

Upajati 141.

Upajfia 105.

Upakosala 39.

Upama 140.

Upanaya 100.

Upanisad 77,81,162,175.

Upapada 146.

Upaplava 122.

Upasana 176.

Upaya
19,22,25,29,131,162.

Upeya 131,162.

Urdhvapundratilaka
58,71.

urvl 124.

ut 144.

uttarakanda 29,105.
uttaramlmamsa 155.

uttarasataka
/

(Srlrangarajastava)

15,63,134.

Utpatti 160.

Utpreksa 100.

Utsavabera 69.

Vacana 109.

Vacyartha 117.

Vadakalai 16.

Vah 144,145.
Vaha 142.

Vaibhasika 75.

Vaijayant! 50,12.
Vaikhanasa 4,60 ,

165.

Vaikuntha

53,67,70,165.

Vaikunthagadya 5.

Vaikunthastava 6.

Vaisainya 158.

Vaisnavagama 61.

Vaisvanara 36.

Vajra 73.

Vapuh 160.

Varadaraja-pancasat



Varadaraja-stava 6,176.
Varaha 40.

Varahapurana 13,21,40.
Varttika 147.

Vasanta 121.

Vasantatilaka 141.

Vatsalya 28,53,132.
Veda 76,77,78,118.

Vedantadlpa 5.

Vedantasara 5.

Vedarthasangraha 5,160.

VegavaG 123.

Vela 123.

Vibhava

46,62,77,87,88,166,
167.

Vibhu 113,114.
Vibhiiti 132,165,175.
Vidhi 118,176.
Vidhu 143.

Vijatlya 110.

Vikara 20,79.
Vikarosi 149.

Vikhyatani 39.

Vikrnosi 149.

Vimana 57.

Vipaksa 98.

Viparyaya 105.

Vipratipatti 92.

Virodha 155.

Viruddha 97,101,102,154.

Vmiddha-savyabhicarin 102.

Viruddhatva 101.

Vlrya 41,81,166.

Visadrsa 132.

Visaya 110,111.

Visaya-samskara 111.

Viiesa 106,115.
Visesanaviruddha 102.

Visistadvaita

91,104,114,152,
153,158,

159,170,173.
Visnudharma 40.

Visnupurana
6,13,19,33,39,

44,48,55.

Visnusahasranama-

bhasya

9,12,13,46,14,2,156,

157,159,160,160,163,
164,165,166,167,174.
Visnusahasrana

mastotra 41.

Visnusukta 39.

Visnutattva 40.

Visvajanina 88.

Visvam 42.

Visvasmai tisthamanam

145.

Vivahamantra 131.

Vivarana 20.

Vrtti 25

Vyabhicara 96,

97,110,112,154.

Vyajastuti 90.

Vyakarana
-sastra

77,141.'
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Vyakhya 20.

Vyakti 44,117.

Vyapara 160.

Vyapti

94,100,154,155,173.
Vyapyatva 102.

Vyiiha (theory) 166.

Vyiiha

41,46,62,77,82,84,88,

106,107.

Yadavabhyudaya 178.

Yajnavalkyasmrti 148.
Yak 147.

Yamaka 139.

Yamunacarya
4,5,173,174,175.

Yoga 76,77.

Yogacara 75.

Yoganidra 57,70.

Yogapada 61.

Yogarahasya 4.

Yugmayugala 141

Yukti 109.

Yuva 52.

Yuvatvam 71.


